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Abstracts

Alekseeva

An Exploration of Interdisciplinary
Dialogues between Sound, Vision
and Movement: A Music
Composition Methodology for
Interactive Media (Video Games)

This paper describes my compositional approach to interactive media
(video games). The ways in which musical composition (including
arrangement, sound design and production) corresponds or responds to
images through movement, gestures in real or virtual environments, and
vice versa, is examined, as well as how visual objects and media
environments can respond to and interact with musical and sonic
materials. The dynamics of these relationships, the nature of and
interplay between elements that are plastic and flexible versus those that
are more or less fixed, and the dialogue between interactive media with
music and sound is explored. Contemporary mobile and VR (virtual
reality) games can be limited in relation to musical soundscapes and
their development. This can be due to physical limitations of
storage/memory space. However, in my opinion (from a composer’s
point of view), the main issue is misunderstanding the technical process
of sound application into the game environment. In my developed
methodology I explain the technical application process and discuss the
variety of possibilities available to composers that can help improve
their musical ideas situated in an interactive media space. My
compositional approach focuses on musical development throughout
xi

gameplay, in order to expand the possibilities of movement-based
musical structures and variations. The range of player’s possibilities
informs the way the music soundtrack is conceived and constructed. I
employ compositional techniques that combine hybrid film music
underscoring for interactive cues, synchronisation points, structural
overlapping of textural sequences (in the manner of commercial EDM
music styles) and sound design. Underscoring can suggest emotions
through the manipulation of listener’s expectations (via harmony,
dynamics, tempo etc.) in response to the narrative. Sound effects (SFX),
suggest and punctuate audio-visual dialogue, and are used to emphasise
the physicality, gestures and/or actions on screen.

Audissino

A Gestalt Approach to the Analysis
of Music in Film

In the field of film music studies, Cognitive Psychology remains
perhaps the stronger approach as an alternative to Post-Structuralism
and Cultural Studies. Yet, Gestalt Psychology has recently seen a
revival of interest. (Donnelly, 2014; Kulezic-Wilson, 2015) Gestalt can
offer enlightening concepts not only to theorise how music and visuals
combine in an audiovisual whole, but also productive tools to analyse
concrete instances in films. While Cognitivism tends to be concerned
with single mechanisms of how the brain processes the perceptual data
and gives much salience to the higher cognitive operations, Gestalt is
concerned with the holistic nature of our experience and attributes more
importance to the lower perceptual operations. As Donnelly points out,
the combination of sound and visuals into an audiovisual whole has not
so much to do with cognitive elaborations as with that hard-wired
orientation of our mind towards completeness and stableness that is
studied by Gestalt. (Donnelly, 2014: 22-24) Employing the Gestalt
concepts, I shall propose an analytical approach based on the
similarity/difference between the configuration (gestalt) of the music
and that of the other cinematic components (cinematography, editing,
acting, lighting, colour palette...). A stabilised experience of the
xii

audiovisual whole – the basis for both a formalistic analysis and a
critical interpretation – is reached when their encounter makes the
gestalts of the cinematic components reciprocally reconfigure and fuse
to produce a wider all-including gestalt: the macro-configuration of the
audiovisual experience. This Gestalt approach – being based on the
fusion of the aural and visual factors into a whole that is 'different from
the sum of its parts' (Koffka, 1935: 176) – is also helpful to supersede
the long-standing visual bias that influences Film Studies (Altman,
1980; Kalinak, 1992: 20-39), which leads to think of music as
something that is externally added to either reinforce or contradict what
is already there in the visuals. An analysis of excerpts from A
Clockwork Orange (1971) and The Hateful Eight (2015) will illustrate
the approach.

Bols

Programming Screen Music: The Case
of British and French Symphony Orchestras

Film music, and more generally screen music, is now part of the
repertoire of symphony orchestras. It is the second type of music played
by French and British symphony orchestras after the core classical
repertoire. But one can note a major difference between these two
countries. British orchestras seem to play twice as many pieces coming
from screens. These concerts are either extracts of the soundtrack or
live film shows with the orchestra playing. Economic and cultural
aspects are to explain the high proportion of film music in British
programmes. The British funding model is more diversified compared
to the very state-funded French organisations. As a source of added
income, the cinema industry is a major market opportunity. By
recording blockbuster soundtracks, they earn financial profits in these
tough times and gain artistic fame. Londoner orchestras seem to be the
pioneers of the genre; the London Symphony Orchestra is considered
the ‘perfect film orchestra’ by the musical director Muir Mathieson, and
xiii

the Philharmonia Orchestra has made screen music its speciality from
1946 until today, showcasing the soundtracks of Avengers (2015) and
the TV series Borgia (2013–2014) for example. Since reaching a new
audience is the core of today’s orchestra policies, film music is a true
showcase. It attracts new people – often younger – to enter the concert
halls. For example, the forthcoming concerts of John Williams’ music
by the Royal National Scottish Orchestra are already sold out – this
never happens to that extent for normal concerts, even if crowded. The
way symphony orchestras programme film music is a core issue for the
sustainability of these institutions. French and British orchestras offer
different responses to this integration of a relatively new repertoire in
the Western music canon.

Bongiovanni

8-bit Nostalgia and Hollywood
Glamour: The Modern Autonomy
of Video Game Audio

Analysis of video game audio is commonly conceptualized through
cinematic discourses. Such a trend has merit when one considers the
propensity for modern game developers to focus on establishing
cinematic realism with the latest technologies. Some games are even
referred to as ‘blockbuster’ franchises, demonstrating how deeply
ingrained the cinematic vocabulary is within gaming discourse. Noted
film composers like John Williams and Hans Zimmer have even scored
big-budget games, further integrating the cinematic with the ludic. It’s
no wonder that modern game audio separated from its ludic medium
quickly becomes indistinguishable from cinematic scoring. A similar
appropriation of performance standards has occurred with classic game
audio. Capitalizing on the nostalgia associated with retro games and the
cultural legitimacy of the Western classical concert tradition, live
performances of classic game music reinterpreted for symphony
orchestras have gained popularity. Such reinterpretations afford the
xiv

medium of early game audio a set of performance standards and,
through the lens of the western concert tradition, some semblance of
legitimacy as a serious artistic production. Now, one can hear a game
score performed by famous orchestras like the BSO or LSO, hear game
music composed by famous film, and buy lovingly arranged
soundtracks of game audio without ever having to pick up a controller
and play a game. In light of modern game audio’s reliance on the
cinematic tradition, and the telegraphing of classic game audio into the
milieu of the western concert tradition, one must wonder what
happened to game audio’s defining characteristics? Why has big-budget
game audio so heavily coopted the cinematic tradition? What is the fate
of retro game audio’s aesthetic in light of its recent symphonic
transition? And how can game audio differentiate itself from the
musical traditions it has so heavily incorporated? Moreover, is such a
thing even possible or necessary?

Gofton

Music, Memes and Meaning:
A Semiotic Analysis

What part does the music used in internet memes 1 (Vines, YouTube
videos, and other internet phenomena) play? ‘The Rickroll’, ‘Harlem
Shake’, ‘All Star’, ‘One Week’, ‘Why The F**k You Lyin’’ and others
rely on a mixture of familiarity, alien-ness, shock, and pliability to
function within different contexts, and music is a vital aspect of this.
Often discussed in scientific terms, memes are arguably better served
by semiotic deconstruction. Rather than memes, they are semes, a term

1

Debate about what exactly a meme consists of, its size, shape, constituent parts etc,
has raged since the term was coined. If anything, the debate has intensified since Web
2.0 - see Blackmore (1999) et al. Therefore, rather than repeating the arguments, for
my purposes, its use in this paper is shorthand for what we commonly understand to
be original material propagated and recreated via social media.

xv

French semiologist Roland Barthes used to describe a measure of
semantic meaning in a text.
I wish to examine memes using the prism of ‘All Star’ by the rock
group Smash Mouth. The song is a prime example of musical meme
culture, with dozens of examples (remixes, parodies, edits, ‘mashups’),
and growing exponentially. Why has a nearly 20 year-old song by a
band whose biggest exposure comes from the film Shrek (2001) become
so ubiquitous? What criteria make pieces of music such as ‘All Star’
prime for this kind of continual reinterpretation? What works in the
world of the meme? What doesn’t? And what does it say about digital
culture?

Morra

The Tunisian ʻūd in Screen:
A Nostalgic Revival

This paper contributes to discussions on how the fields of visual
anthropology and film studies have redefined ethnographic
methodology (Hood, 1971; Hockings, 1975; Ruby, 1982; Zemp, 1988;
Baily, 1989), while benefiting from research into media and visual
communication, music and nostalgia (Feld, 2004, Lysloff, 2003;
Karaganis, 2007; Burgess and Green, 2009; Strangelove, 2010; Boym,
2001).
The ʻūd is the most prominent musical instrument of the Arab-Islamic
world. In Tunisia, for example, the standard Egyptian ʻūd sharqī has
influenced the importance of traditional instruments such as the
Tunisian ʻūd ʻarbī. In this article, I suggest that in the Twenty-first
Century this musical instrument is undergoing a revival by circulating
through new visual technologies and media (digital video, YouTube,
Facebook) of the virtual world. In particular, the article highlights some
of the ways in which my own films of the instrument and mālūf
aficionados/musicians' virtual video sharing/archiving contribute to
create and sustain communities through video practices, and it makes
xvi

some considerations on the broader
representations of sound and music.

Shine

significance

of

visual

“One Minute of Everything at Once”:
How Music Shapes The World of
BBC’s Peaky Blinders (2013—)

Set in post-World War One Birmingham, BBC’s Peaky
Blinders focuses on the lives of a ruthless gypsy gang who operate in
the poorest areas of the industrialised city. The show has drawn
comparisons with HBO’s Boardwalk Empire due to its thematic
similarity, visual quality, and use of music. Considering its highly
stylized cinematic aesthetic, Peaky Blinders fits comfortably within the
broader context of TV’s ‘Third Golden Age’. Music is central to the
show’s aesthetic. The show blends a melancholic original score,
drawing on the gypsy roots of its protagonists, with an eclectic range of
anachronistic music from alternative rock artists including Nick Cave,
PJ Harvey and Jack White. Peaky Blinders attracted the attention of
both David Bowie and Leonard Cohen; the latter composed a song
specifically for season three. Lead actor Cillian Murphy also recruited
PJ Harvey’s producer ‘Flood’, who in turn recruited Paul Hartnoll
(formerly of Orbital) to rework some of Harvey’s material for the
series. Both forms of music used in the show help to create a unique
texture for the world by augmenting the unrealistic steam-punkesque set
design, foregrounding the interiority of the protagonists, providing
music video-like moments of extreme violence, and producing
moments of narrative hiatus where the show deviates from the story and
instead lingers on the characters and settings. This paper investigates
how music acts as a tonal pendulum throughout the series, underpinning
and instigating dramatic lurches from the vividly violent to the
surrealist, and how music ultimately shapes and forms the world
inhabited by the ‘Peaky Blinders’.
xvii

Simmons

Giacchino as Storyteller: Structure
and Thematic Distribution in
Pixar’s Inside Out (2015)

Film composer Michael Giacchino oft-iterates a ‘story first’ credo with
regards to his scoring practice. Taking an holistic approach to film
music analysis, this paper looks at how Giacchino—and preceding temp
music editors—distributes musical information across a filmic structure
to present the story of Pixar’s Inside Out (2015). Observing links
between tonal design, music placement, and narrative structure, I
propose a graphic model for large-scale film music representation,
inspired by Jarvis’ (2015) Narrative/Dramatic Structure Diagram, that
allows for the soundtrack to be segmented and viewed as a gestalt along
a film’s timeline. This paper makes comparisons between Inside Out’s
motivic design and other aspects of the filmmaking process and
aesthetic choices, and with other films in the Pixar/Giacchino oeuvre, in
the hope of revealing commonalities of structure. In doing so, I explore
the benefits and limitations of large-scale film music analysis, and
propose a framework with which to study other narratively-scored
films. This study is part of a larger ongoing project interested in
discovering a syntax of film music.

Smith

Finding A Space to Dance:
Screening Popular Music in
American Honey (2016) and
Bande de Filles (2014)

A common perception about film music for classical narrative cinema is
that it should go unnoticed, as Claudia Gorbman’s seminal text
Unheard Melodies (1987) argues. In this understanding, music plays a
supporting role to the image, and takes on an affective,
nonrepresentational role within the film text. This paper looks at two
xviii

recent feature films that focus on marginalised youth in contemporary
society — Andrea Arnold’s American Honey (2016) and Céline
Sciamma’s Bande de filles (‘Girlhood’, 2014). In contrast to creating
‘unheard melodies’, these films foreground music, asking audiences to
engage with the music when it comes on screen. In each of these films,
a song by the popular artist Rihanna momentarily dominates the screen
and the soundtrack: Rihanna’s music overwhelms out the diegetic
soundtrack, and the lead characters dance and sing along to the song,
and the camera focuses on the bodies of the dancing women. These
scenes are akin to music videos placed in the middle of the filmic
narrative: this is film music to be noticed, and listened to. This paper
explores what these musical moments contribute to the films of
Sciamma and Arnold, and considers their resonances beyond the screen.
It examines the interweaving of popular music culture with cinema,
focusing in particular on the depiction of the female body in dance.
Through this analysis, I suggest that the musical interludes in these
films provide momentary respite from the marginalisation experienced
by the female lead characters in the two films as they temporarily
access the space of power and glamour inhabited by a star such as
Rihanna. Yet this paper also acknowledges the complex, conflicted
nature of female performance, arguing that the contradictory and
fleeting nature of the liberation enabled through dance is mirrored
within the music itself.

Sylvanus

Scoring Without Scorsese: Nollywood’s
Divergent Creative Process

The Nigerian film industry (Nollywood) embraces both motion picture
and television approaches; yet it cannot be called one or the other in its
entirety. This ‘both and neither’ nature has forced scholars such as
Kenneth Harrow to ask: ‘how are we to read their films?’ and, by virtue
of this article, their film music. I argue that the capacity to do so
subsists in a thorough understanding of the industry’s organisation and
long-held divergent creative process. My ethnographic study reveals
xix

that Nollywood’s structure of film music production differs
significantly from some other known cinema traditions of the world.
One such striking observation is that Nollywood film music projects
and production (recording, editing, spotting, etc.) are entirely carried
out without the involvement of film directors. And this unique process
and structure strongly influences its film music approaches and
aesthetics. This paper, thus, presents and examines those differences
with a view to offering insights on how Nollywood film music might be
understood.
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Editor’s Foreword
Sarah Hall

The ten chapters that form this issue are all in response to a Call
for Papers that aims to emphasise the many varieties of music in media
and the parity of their academic merit. The majority of previous studies
in music on screen have centred on theatrically-released films, with
music for other platforms such as television, video games and portable
devices (including smartphones and tablets) receiving far less attention.
This is not to say that further research in film musicology should be
decreased, rather that all forms of music and media are equally worthy
of scholarly pursuit. As music is so often featured accompanying all
types of media, and the range of music for every platform continues to
develop, I hope this Call for Papers can assist in dismantling attitudes
that place music for film above music for all other platforms.
In the first chapter, Kate Bolgar Smith investigates the use of
pre-existing popular music in two recent films which explore themes of
marginalised youth in contemporary society: American Honey (2016)
and Bande de Filles (2014). She challenges the common perception that
1

film music for classical narrative cinema should always go unnoticed,
and discusses the role music can play in the foreground and not always
the background. Songs by Rihanna feature in both of these films, and
Smith analyses the many musical connotations the placement of her
songs in these films can evoke.
The use of pre-existing music in media is further explored by
Pete Gofton, who provides a semiotic analysis on the use of popular
music in internet ‘memes’. Gofton suggests that it is due to a mixture of
familiarity, alien-ness, shock, and pliability that allows memes to
function within different contexts, and that music is a vital component
of this. In particular, he focuses on rock group Smash Mouth’s ‘All
Star’ as a prime example of meme culture, and questions what aspects
of the nearly 20-year-old song make it so suited to continual
reinterpretation in today’s digital culture.
Jessica Shine analyses the combination of pre-existing popular
music with original composition on screen, this time for the platform of
television in the BBC series Peaky Blinders (2013—). She argues that
music is central to the show’s aesthetic, blending a melancholic original
score with an eclectic range of anachronistic music from alternative
rock artists including Nick Cave, PJ Harvey and Jack White. She posits
that both forms of music help to create a unique texture for the world,
and investigates the many functions of the music throughout the series.
Returning to cinema, Emilio Audissino analyses music
according to the Gestalt approach, and illustrates his argument using
two case study films: Kubrick’s A Clockwork Orange (1971) and
Tarantino’s The Hateful Eight (2015). Audissino proposes an analytical
approach based on the similarities and differences between the
configuration of the music and that of the other cinematic components
(such as cinematography, editing, acting, lighting and colour palette),
2

and suggests that a stabilised experience of the audiovisual whole can
be reached and a macro-configuration of the audiovisual experience can
be produced.
Andrew Simmons also analyses the use of music in cinema
while incorporating the Gestalt approach, this time focusing on
structure and thematic distribution in Pixar’s Inside Out (2015).
Simmons proposes a graphic model for large-scale film music
representation, inspired by Jarvis’ (2015) Narrative/Dramatic Structure
Diagram, by observing links between tonal design, music placement
and narrative structure, which allows the soundtrack to be segmented
and viewed as a gestalt along a film’s timeline. In addition, he explores
the benefits and limitations of large-scale film music analysis, and
proposes a framework with which to study other narratively-scored
films.
Turning away from the analysis of music to the process of
original film composition is Emaeyak Peter Sylvanus’s paper,
concentrating on films produced far from Hollywood but in Nollywood
for the Nigerian film industry. Sylvanus explores the unique process of
scoring films in Nigeria – a process that differs significantly from other
known cinema traditions in many ways – and suggests that this unique
process influences its film music approaches and aesthetics.
Continuing the exploration of the process of original
composition for media is Elena Alekseeva’s paper, this time focusing
on interdisciplinary dialogues between sound, vision and movement for
video games. Alekseeva provides a methodology which describes her
compositional approach to video games, including the arrangement,
sound design and production process of the soundtrack. She considers
how underscoring can suggest emotions through the manipulation of

3

listener’s expectations (by using musical aspects such as harmony,
dynamics and tempo) in response to the narrative.
Also looking at video games, though now changing focus to the
automation of video game audio, is Pippin Bongiovanni’s paper.
Bongiovanni suggests that modern

game audio

can become

indistinguishable from cinematic scoring when separated from its ludic
medium. Themes of game music ‘legitimacy’, realism and nostalgia are
explored in this paper, highlighting the unique challenges game
composers face and acknowledging the growing trend of ‘video game
symphonies’.
Returning principally to cinema but continuing the theme of
screen music separated from the screen is Ingrid Bols’ paper. Bols also
discusses the automation of media music, looking particularly at the
screen music programmes of British and French Symphony orchestras.
Her paper compares a number of orchestras in both Britain and France
in terms of the repertoire they play and the reasons behind these
programming decisions.
So far, papers have discussed the impact of music that
accompanies the screen. To conclude, a unique analysis of the impact
film portraying music can have is explored by Salvatore Morra in his
paper. Morra looks at the effect that film sharing can have on the
revival of an instrument – in this case, the Tunisian ʻūd. Themes of
nostalgia, identity, heritage and collective memory are explored, as well
as what effect internet culture and online sharing of audiovisual media
can have on an instrument and its traditions.
Music on screen has existed since the first ‘silent’ films of the
early Twentieth Century, and has continued to evolve with and adapt to
the various media in existence today. All of the chapters which form
this issue contribute to the small but growing pool of scholarship
4

surrounding music and screen. This issue aims to support and build on
the existing literature surrounding the subject of music on all sorts of
screens, from as large as the cinema to as small as our smartphone
touchscreens, in order to facilitate a deeper understanding of music in
media for all platforms.

5
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1
Finding A Space to Dance: Screening
Popular Music in American Honey (2016)
and Bande de Filles (2014)
Kate Bolgar Smith

1. Introduction
Film is an audio-visual medium, and yet the aural experience of
film is often neglected. The language we use to describe our experience
of cinema-going is itself revealing — we ‘watch’ a film, and an
audience member is conceived of as a ‘spectator’ or a ‘viewer’. A
seminal work of film music studies highlights this visual bias in the
cinematic experience with its telling title: Unheard Melodies (Gorbman,
1987). In this work, Gorbman states that audiences do not ‘normally
(consciously) hear the film score’ (Gorbman, 1987: 31). In classical
narrative cinema, as Gorbman argues, music is designed to play a
supporting role, it ‘anchors the image more firmly in meaning’ (1987:
32), but should not be actively heard itself. In this sense, in spite of the
almost consistent presence of music in cinema, its sounds remains
‘unheard’, invisible and disregarded. What then of the moments when
7

films defiantly foreground music, when the rhythms and meanings of
music become part of the plot? What happens when well-known,
popular songs explode into the text of the film, bringing with them their
own cultural references and layering them into the film’s diegetic
space? How do we interpret the moments when the songs are discussed
by the film’s characters, when lyrics are sung out loud, and when the
music takes control of the narrative, the beat dictates the movement of
the dancing protagonists and the camerawork is navigated through
rhythm of the songs? 1
This paper discusses two recent feature films with moments where
popular music dominates: Céline Sciamma’s Bande de filles (English
title: ‘Girlhood’, 2014) and Andrea Arnold’s American Honey (2016).
Popular cultural texts, as Rajinder Dudrah reminds us, are such
‘because they are embedded in the social worlds of their audiences,
sometimes affirming the consensus of those social worlds, …
sometimes offering possibilities that suggest new worlds with different
ways of being’ (Dudrah, 2010: 35). Popular music, when heard within
films, brings its own cultural significance into the narrative of the film.
As Daniel Yacavone suggests, a pre-existing song ‘exists as the
common property of cultural and mental life’ and when it is heard in
film, ‘viewers are aware of this fact, even if only tacitly’. The use of
pre-existing music opens up the film to ‘all the various real-world
connotations, and cultural and historical associations that this music
1

Since Gorbman’s work in 1987, the ways that music is used in cinema has of course
diversified, as has scholarly analysis of it. However, the dominant mode of discussion
in the field of film music studies often remains caught within the binary terms of the
‘diegetic’ versus the ‘non-diegetic’, complicated by the notion of the ‘meta-diegetic’
that was also a central conceit of Gorbman’s work. For a comprehensive discussion of
these terms see Carroll (2016: 34-7) who perceptively argues that to ‘discuss sound in
terms of the diegetic taxonomy is binding it to the same limitations as those of the
image’ (2016: 50).
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brings in tow’ (Yacavone, 2012: 29; 31). In this way, film music can
draw elements that are exterior to the film’s narrative — concepts and
stories, styles and subcultures, affirmations of ways of being or notions
of utopia — into the filmic space, encoding the film with cultural
references, and musically layering these references into the film’s
diegesis. Popular music forms a central part of both American Honey
and Bande de filles. The young protagonists of the films find in music
ways to articulate and explore their own identities, to relate to the
society they find themselves in, and to imagine ‘new worlds with
different ways of being’, as Dudrah terms it. The soundtracks of these
films are so dominated by popular music that they bring to mind the
conventions of musical films, and of music videos: American Honey
and Bande de filles both contain what can be considered as ‘musical
numbers’ when the characters sing and dance to the well-known pop,
hip hop, country, and R&B tracks that they choose to soundtrack their
lives. This paper provides a close textual examination of scenes of
music and dance from these films, moments where particular songs that
exist beyond the film’s diegesis are brought into the film’s narrative,
selected by the youthful protagonists as a mode of self-expression and
exploration.
American Honey and Bande de filles are both coming-of-age films
that feature economically disenfranchised young women who live on
the fringes of ‘normal’ modern society, and are threatened by male
violence while in the process of exploring their burgeoning adulthood.
As Anahid Kassabian argues, film scores often push audiences to
identify with the male hero (Kassabian, 2001), while Catherine
Haworth reminds us of the deeply engrained nature of sonic visual
codes that construct gendered and sexual identities in the media
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(Haworth, 2012). I suggest here that Sciamma and Arnold find ways of
re-imagining traditional film scores and gendered visual codes, in part
through the way they depict female protagonists as they dance to
popular music. In particular, I focus on moments in each of the films
where the protagonists perform a song by the popular artist, Rihanna.
Through the inclusion of well-known songs by one of today’s most
successful popular music artists in the soundtracks of their films,
Arnold and Sciamma draw on the cultural discourse that already exists
around Rihanna — her songs and her music videos, her persona as a
celebrity, and her self-assured, rebellious reputation — and layer these
‘real-world connotations, and cultural and historical associations’ into
their films. This paper looks at, and listens to, these scenes of dancing
by the female protagonists, and examines how Bande de filles and
American Honey both explore the complex and contradictory meanings
of being female in today’s world, particularly for women who exist on
the periphery of modern society. By turning our attention to filmic
worlds that resonate with popular music, this paper finds within film
music significations that add to our understanding of the films, and
explores the echoes of these moments beyond the confines of the
screen.

2. American Honey
The British filmmaker, Andrea Arnold, has produced a catalogue of
films that consistently investigate questions of female agency, featuring
protagonists that navigate gender and class boundaries. Her work has
been termed by Tanya Horeck as ‘poetic social realist art cinema’ that
‘involves the spectator in … demanding ways’ (Horeck, 2011: 170).
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The focus of Horeck’s analysis is on the tactile quality of Arnold’s
cinema through an analysis of sexuality in her works, but she also
draws attention to music and dance as feminine performance in a
discussion of Arnold’s earlier film, Fish Tank (2009). Here, I draw on
and develop this argument in an analysis of moments from American
Honey, a film replete with popular music and dance. This section also
offers a response to the influential film critic, Richard Brody, who
argues in his review of American Honey that Arnold uses music to
replace dialogue in a way that adheres to the ‘distressing cliché that
afflicts many movies about poor people… that they’re depicted as being
poor in language, poor in thought’ (Brody, 2016). Conversely, I argue
that it is precisely through music and the haptic moments of dance that
we are able to share in and empathise with the experiences of the
characters on screen; sound and dance are not an expression of the
silence of poverty, but rather a celebration through which complex
social issues can find voice.
American Honey tracks the journey of an eighteen year old
called Star who is living in a dilapidated trailer park in Oklahoma with
Nathan — an ambiguous figure who could be her father or her partner
— and his two children. Star has taken on a mother role for the
children, and the film opens on Star searching through a rubbish skip
for food, with the two children in tow. Nathan appears only fleetingly
and his relationship with Star is narrated almost entirely through music
and dance. In their home together, Nathan appears holding a cigarette
and a can of beer, swaying drunkenly to the sounds of Sam Hunt’s
country-pop hit ‘Take your time’ (2014) that emanates from speakers in
the sitting room. Nathan stands over Star and asks her to ‘come to
daddy’, his sexuality a demand that she has to acquiesce to. He sings
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along to the country music, slurring the lyrics at Star’s face (‘I don’t
wanna come on strong, / so don’t get me wrong’), and pulls Star
towards him, holding her tightly against his body. Star tries to free
herself while he begins to grope her, and the two of them ‘dance’ like
this together in the front room of their dingy home, surrounded by mess,
a tattered American flag pinned against the window as a makeshift
curtain while the two children play outside. As we watch, the voice of
Sam Hunt continues to sing in a country drawl: ‘I don’t wanna steal
your freedom / I don’t wanna change your mind / I don’t have to make
you love me / I just want to take your time’. The camera moves from
close-up shots of their bodies together, to old photographs stuck on the
fridge of the smiling children, and back to the dancing couple, focusing
in close as he licks her neck and grabs her buttocks, and as Star’s face
crumples and she weeps into his shoulder. The scene ends with a shot
that lingers on smoke rising from an ashtray full of cigarette butts and
surrounded by crushed beer cans.
Arnold has said of her work that she wants to ‘make it feel like
we’ve dropped in on some people’s lives. With a lot of films, people are
sitting on the outside looking in, but I want the audience to get a bit
more intimately involved with what’s going on, so that maybe they can
experience it a bit more intensely’ (Fuller, 2010). It is precisely an
intimate involvement with the characters that is stimulated through this
moment of dance. While the dialogue is sparse and perfunctory in the
opening scenes, the characters are revealed through the music itself,
through the ways in which the characters react to the music, and how
they relate to each other through it. Horeck suggests that Arnold’s work
is an example of ‘corporeal cinema, which, as Tim Palmer has noted, is
of interest for how it ‘overhauls the role of the film viewer, rejecting the
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traditionally passive, entertained onlooker, to demand instead a
viscerally engaged experiential participant’ (Palmer, cited in Horeck,
2011: 171). Here, Arnold’s visceral style of filmmaking implicates the
audience in the narrative events. The lack of dialogue moves the
audience away from a narrative-driven plot development and, instead,
music opens up a more experiential, haptic space within the filmic
narrative. Arnold uses music and the physicality of dance to convey
much of the intimate details that occur between her characters.
In American Honey, Arnold introduces and develops the
majority of her characters through scenes of dancing. For instance,
following this first, painful dance scene where we encounter Star and
her home life, we meet the mother of the children, seen on a fenced-off
stage in a large barn, surrounded by drinking, seduction, and
indulgence. The mother is taking part in a line dance, and she stomps
and turns to the beats of Steve Earle’s rock-country hit ‘Copperhead
Road’ (1988), keeping in time with the group that moves in a square
formation. In this scene, the dancing is controlled, and the dancer is
restricted, moving only in the ways that people around her are moving.
This moment of dancing in the film is seen (and heard) in direct
contrast to the playful scene featuring the music of Rihanna that Arnold
uses to introduce the people that Star will escape with. They are an
itinerant van-full of teenagers, each lost in their own way, but held
together as a sales crew who tour the US in their van to sell magazine
subscriptions door-to-door. Star follows this youthful group into a
supermarket to look for their leader who she spotted as they drove by
her. As she searches the aisles, the highly successful hit by Rihanna and
DJ Calvin Harris, ‘We Found Love’ (2011), begins to play over the
supermarket speakers. When the disembodied voice of Rihanna sings
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‘we found love in a hopeless place’, Star spots Jake, and they begin
exchanging playful glances and smiles across the checkout aisles of the
neon-lit supermarket. As the song builds up to its climactic moment
where the beat drops, Jake and the magazine crew react to the music,
dancing and whooping, and they transform a corner of the supermarket
into their own private dance-floor. Jake, in a performance for Star,
moves away from the group and leaps onto the checkout till, jumping to
the beat of the song, and playfully waving his arms.
In this moment, the crew, dancing gleefully in reaction to a song
they recognise and love in the brightness of the supermarket, appears in
opposition both to the darkness of the enclosed, standardised dancing of
the mother, and to the hurt and disgust of the broken, intrusive intimacy
of Star’s relationship with the children’s father. In this supermarket
scene, the magazine crew provides a promise of freedom and happiness
as they flout social norms. Crucially, for Star they embody a utopic
energy that promises liberation, violating the sanctity of normal
behaviour by repurposing in revelry music that is usually played to
soothe indifferent customers. Music, here, provides an outlet for the
characters, and an insight for the film’s spectators into their psychology.
Star, and her position in life, is understood through the triangulation of
these three dance scenes — her oppressive home life, the sense of
responsibility to care for the children who have a drunk father and an
absent mother, and the possibility of escape and happiness presented to
her by the magazine crew. It is this understanding of Star, as she is
depicted at the start of the film, that echoes in the background when
Rihanna’s ‘We Found Love’ returns later in the film, again with a focus
on dance.
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The re-playing of ‘We Found Love’ occurs towards the end of
the film when Star has abandoned her home with Nathan and his
children for the magazine crew and their peripatetic lifestyle in the van,
and has embarked on an intense yet uncertain relationship with Jake.
Star, along with the other female members of the crew, is taken to the
oil fields in the middle of the desert to tempt the rich and lonely men
who work there to spend money on magazine subscriptions. The
opening beats of ‘We Found Love’ begin to play into the film’s
diegesis, ostensibly emanating from the speakers in the van, but
becoming so loud that the song dominates the film’s soundtrack and
controls the visual elements of the film; the moment becomes entirely
about the characters, and the audience, reacting to the music. The girls
in the van sing along to the lyrics, performing the song from their seats.
In a parallel to the supermarket scene when Jake jumps on the checkout
till, at the climactic moment of the song the girls burst out of the
confines of the van and begin to jump, shout, and twirl around in the
space of the desert. The exultant release of the earlier dance in the
supermarket when the energising beats of Rihanna’s song encouraged
the crew to break social norms and dance wildly around a K-Mart, is
echoed in this moment when the same crew, now with Star leading
them, leaps around in the desert to the same insistent, driving beats of
‘We Found Love’.
Here, music reorganises the space around the magazine crew.
Over the course of the film, the van works as a kind of sonic island,
echoing with the beats of the songs chosen by the teenagers, furnishing
their mobile home with sound as they drive through a range of spheres
from American life — through deprived trailer parks, sheltered
suburbia, and the luxury towns that built up around the oil fields in the
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middle of the deserts. As they road-trip through these different spaces
of America, the teenagers are repeatedly rejected: from the supermarket
by a security team which is called in to control their dancing; by home
owners who try to keep the magazine sellers out of their private
domestic space; and at the truck stops where they are routinely ignored
as they try to get sales. It is music that allows these teenagers to find a
way to exist in the space that surrounds them. As Georgina Born argues,
‘music and sound have long been employed to cultivate realms of both
public and private experience’ (Born, 2013: 3). Music has the capability
to rearrange, or reconstruct space. In the van, as in the supermarket, the
music alters the space that the crew find themselves in, and marks out a
territory in which they can express themselves. In a reflection of the
way in which the film itself is projecting stories that narrate the intimate
lives of people who are so often sidelined from public view, these
scenes of dancing allow a fleeting moment when the characters are
centre stage, when they are seen (and heard) both within the diegesis —
as they are watched by the oil workers with both admiration and
uncertainty — and beyond it as global audiences watch this moment of
revelry and release. Through dance, the crew momentarily finds a space
for explosive self-expression in a world that, for them, is otherwise
transient and unstable.
As the teenage girls dance in front of the oil workers, the
camerawork draws the spectator in to focus on the dancing female
body, paying attention to the skin, smiles, and limbs of her protagonists
in a way that recalls the focus on female bodies in music videos. While
there is intimacy, pleasure, and power in the way that Arnold’s film
depicts the dancing young women on screen, it is not without
complexity. Arnold also draws in wider resonances of the exploitation
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of female sexuality. This scene of dancing in the desert is in one way an
exultant moment of freedom and self-expression, yet the teenage girls
are also dressed up as ‘white trash’ by their boss in an attempt to draw
sympathy, and desire, from the workers. As they dance, they are being
watched by a group of men, and are partly performing for them,
dancing to tempt them into spending money. The sexual politics and the
power struggle involved in such a situation is made explicit within the
film when one of the men offers Star money to spend the evening with
him. Prostitution and victimhood is thus interlaced with empowerment.
There is, as Horeck notes, a similar tendency in Arnold’s earlier films
which explore female sexuality in ways that confront the audience ‘with
the complex and often inadequately acknowledged interrelationship
between victimisation and agency’ (Horeck, 2011: 172). In this way,
Arnold reveals an awareness of the complex ways a woman can exploit
her own body and use it to her advantage even as it disempowers her.
The fact that this contradiction is achieved through popular
music layers further commentary into the film. On one level, it
establishes a resonance between the broader cultural discourse of
Rihanna the celebrity as the characters perform a musical number in a
mode that resembles a music video. On another level, the song ‘We
Found Love’ has its own cultural history, with a particularly cinematic
music video that explicitly links the song to a commentary on
Rihanna’s abusive, well-publicised relationship with her ex-partner.
The ‘cultural baggage’ of the pre-existing music resonates here within
the specifics of this moment as Star is both empowered by being centre
stage, taking pleasure in the moment of dance, whilst also being in a
position of disadvantage, left in a desert and reliant upon men she has to
charm in order to earn her wages, ending in prostitution. The
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contradiction between the liberating act of dance and the significance of
Rihanna as a successful public figure with her own history of abuse
creates a commentary on the dancing women on screen. Whilst they
find space for an exhilarating expression of freedom, this act of dancing
is seen within the social context that these women are bound by,
reinstating their objectified incarceration.

3. Bande de Filles
Much as American Honey, through juxtaposition, highlights the
contradictory nature of the dancing woman as both liberation and
objectification, Bande de filles, by French filmmaker Céline Sciamma,
also problematises the notion of music as freedom of expression. Bande
de filles is the third feature film by Sciamma, completing her trilogy of
coming-of-age films, following her debut film Water Lillies (2007) and
Tomboy (2011). As with American Honey, Bande de filles focuses on a
teenager (Marieme) who is on the cusp between girlhood and
womanhood. Marieme lives in the banlieues of Paris — the high rise
estates that exist on the outskirts of the city. The banlieues circle the
urban affluence of Paris but are separated from it by the périphirique
ring road which functions as a border, establishing a division marked
both by class and by ethnicity.2 These suburban areas, in spite of being
part of a global city that is so prominent in film history, have, as Tyler
Stovall argues, ‘often remained beyond the boundaries of popular
imagination’ (Stovall, 1990: 1). For Sciamma, Bande de filles arose

2

The housing estates of the banlieues were created in the 1960s in order to re-house
the families of immigrant workers who had been living in bidonvilles or shanty towns
that proliferated around the capital city in the wake of post-colonial migratory
movements (see Carrie Tarr 2005: 6).
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from an explicit desire to focus on the groups of young, black women
whom she saw around Paris but who are rarely seen on screen (Cardy,
2015).
Sciamma states that her film is political in its aesthetic project,
normalising and universalising the experiences of young, black,
disenfranchised women from the outskirts of Paris through the genre
formulas of the coming-of-age narrative. Sciamma uses the tools of
cinema and popular culture to bring narratives of life on the periphery
into public attention. As she sees it, popular culture ‘is political as a
means of refusal, because you’re putting somebody at the centre who
was at the margin of representation’ (MacFarlane, 2015). Sciamma
often relies on music and dance to portray the characters and their
evolving relationships. She states that rather than address issues through
dialogue, she wanted to show what the teenagers were going through,
and demonstrate their developing relationships through dance
(MacFarlane, 2015). The film features a variety of popular music, but to
draw this film into conversation with American Honey, this section
provides a close analysis of a striking moment in the film which also
features the female protagonists dancing to a song by Rihanna, this time
to the highly successful hit ‘Diamonds’ (2012).
Life in the banlieues for Marieme is restrictive and controlled.
She has been banned from continuing her studies after failing an exam,
in part because she cares for her two younger siblings while her mother
works late night shifts cleaning in office blocks. Through the film’s
narrative, Sciamma politicises the female body. Repeatedly in the film,
the bodies of Marieme and her friends are used as ways of subduing
them — Marieme’s brother uses violence, threats and insults to control
her sexual relationships, while Marieme’s friend, Lady, has her hair
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extensions cut off by her family as a symbol of her disgrace after she
was exposed in her bra during a fight. In contrast, the scene set to
‘Diamonds’ provides a moment of expressive release and happiness
from Marieme and her group of friends. As they dance, the focus is on
the beauty of their bodies. In this section of the film, Marieme and her
friends have booked a room in a cheap hotel to escape their lives for a
night. Within the private sanctuary of the hotel room, the girls
transform. The rage and aggression that armours them within the
banlieues becomes unnecessary in this space of the hotel, and they
spend the evening taking baths, dressing up, putting on makeup, getting
high, drinking, and dancing. It is through this scene of dancing, driven
by Rihanna’s music, that the contradictory nature of the protagonists’
freedom is fully expressed.
During the dancing scene, ‘Diamonds’ plays on the soundtrack.
Unusually, it is played in its entirety (almost four minutes of screen
time), and Sciamma films it through a blue filter, drawing attention to
this moment as separate from the rest of the film. As the song begins to
play on the soundtrack, one of the girls, Lady, blows smoke into the
camera, followed by a cut to the blue-lit screen and a close-up of Lady’s
face. All other diegetic sound is cut, and the song takes over. When
Rihanna’s voice is heard, Lady lip-synchs the first two lines (‘Find light
in the beautiful sea, / I choose to be happy… /we’re like diamonds in
the sky’). As she does so, Lady stares directly into the camera, breaking
the fourth wall and challenging the fiction of the filmic world. There is
strong self-awareness to this performative moment. This moment
violates the diegetic and non-diegetic distinctions, and challenges the
traditional assumptions of narrative diegesis within the film. Lady is
soon joined by the rest of the group, and they dance, singing the
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affirmative lyrics to each other — ‘you’re a shooting star I see / A
vision of ecstasy’ — building to the final chorus where the girls sing
with passionate conviction to each other to ‘shine bright’. At this
climax, the diegetic sound returns and the girls’ voices meld with that
of Rihanna on the soundtrack. In this moment, the conviction that the
characters embody as they sing ‘shine bright’ is given a powerful
symbolic presence in the scene. Caught up in the driving beats of the
song, stimulated by alcohol and marijuana, and freed from the
controlling atmosphere of their homes, this moment of music and dance
provides a strong sense of empowerment for the characters. Sciamma
films these girls in an intimate and admiring manner, an aesthetic
which, for her, is political: finding beauty in the everyday lives of those
from the periphery of modern society, and putting them on the big
screen for a global audience to admire. The re-enactment of Rihanna’s
song, filmed in the style of a music video within the space of the film’s
visual narrative, creates a moment where the characters seem able to
access, if not the celebrity of Rihanna, then at least some measure of her
symbolic strength as a liberated, powerful woman.
Yet simultaneously to its powerful symbolic role, there is great
ambiguity within this moment as well. It is striking that Sciamma
positions this moment of freedom within a liminal space, separated
from life in the banlieues, in the bland placelessness of a hotel room.
This musical moment certainly nods to the traditions of the music
video: we watch through a blue filter as the girls sing and dance,
performing the song in full. Yet the stylistic connections to music
videos are only suggested, and not fully reproduced. In contrast to the
rest of the film, this scene is filmed through a handheld camera,
ensuring that the shots retain an edge of roughness. This moment is a
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pale imitation of Rihanna’s success rather than a perfect reenactment.
As the sense of promise held within the song and its exhilarating power
come to an end, the blue filter disappears and the girls return to their
‘normal’ state. Just like the fleeting nature of music, this moment of
empowerment ends and the protagonists must return to their homes.
In drawing on the form of the music video, this scene creates a
constellatory moment when issues of performance, beauty, femininity
and sexuality are brought into play. As Haworth notes, music video is ‘a
significant forum for the circulation of eroticised and reductive
representations of gender and sexuality, but also continues to provide
opportunities for the exploration of alternative, more flexible models of
identity and for recuperation and recasting by active audiences’
(Haworth, 2012: 130). In a way that echoes the exploitation/domination
of the female body on music videos, this moment in the film explores
‘feminine performance, the kind of cultural appraisal and judgment that
attend it, and the way the female body — and also the film’s body — is
able to move against, and away from, such cultural constraints’
(Horeck, 2011: 175). After their night in the hotel, Marieme walks
home the next morning, her new dress hidden under her jeans. As the
banlieues come back into the frame, the liminal space of the hotel room,
with its contradictory liberation, fades. In a disappointing encounter
with her love interest on the street outside her home, and through her
brother’s violent reaction to her absence when she enters her home,
masculine domination of Marieme’s life returns, along with the public
life that her femininity inhabits.
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4. Conclusion
American Honey and Bande de filles both present us with stories of
lives that are largely hidden from public view. On one level, music
provides a way of accessing the cultural expressions of those hidden
narratives. In each film, as the teenagers dance and sing to her songs,
Rihanna’s music becomes part of the narrative. Yet Rihanna also
transcends the traditional diegetic understanding of the film, and
through her music she almost becomes a character within the films
herself as the broader cultural dialogue surrounding her music and her
celebrity layers into the film. Ideas of the dancing female body, of
sexuality and objectification, of power and of abuse all become part of
the

dialogue

within

these

audio-constellatory

moments.

The

irreconcilable contradiction of liberation and repression that marks
contemporary female social experience finds unique expression through
music. Much as the liminal space of the hotel room or the mobile home
of the van create a bounded space that temporarily protects the
characters, so too does the music create a moment of liberation which is
also contradictory and fleeting. The masculine objectifying logic that
constitutes their milieu comes crashing in as the song ends, if indeed the
song could even be said to have truly escaped it in the first place. The
political energy of music in both scenes is urgent and contradictory; its
very urgency rises from a context of repression and sublimation, yet the
music itself embodies that repression. In the end, the utopian liberation
in the music remains unfulfilled, as all enacted utopias must be.
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2
Music, Memes and Meaning:
A Semiotic Analysis
Pete Gofton

1. Introduction
This essay is a beginning; an incomplete attempt to redress the
balance between the scientific and cultural interpretations of memes. I
will attempt to show that memes are ‘texts’. Constantly reinterpreted,
repurposed, able to be read both ‘horizontally’ and ‘vertically’; the
‘working out’ of a meme (its previous and later versions) are evident for
all to see. The community that they are generated and experienced
within not only reinforces, but encourages those concepts. No other
current cultural form exists in this same way. I believe that by pulling
together disparate threads of discussion, this essay will hopefully show
that, scientific schema aside, memes are deserving of being ‘read’ in a
similar way to literature, art, and film.
Blackmore (1999) posits that what truly sets humans apart from
other animals is our ability to mimic, and memes are the most recent
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expression of this. The evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins
famously defined them as ‘units of transmission’ (Dawkins, 1976: 206),
somewhat analogous to genes, which spread cultural information from
person to person – mostly through imitative behaviours. Dawkins
initially used the term to refer to ephemera like popular songs or
fashionable clothing, later expanding the idea to include deeper
concepts such as religion and morality. More recently, the phrase has
become synonymous with digital culture, encompassing videos, songs,
and many other forms of media shared on platforms such as YouTube,
Reddit, 4Chan and Tumblr. Memes are a cornerstone of ‘Web 2.0’ in
which non-hierarchical content is produced, propagated and driven by
users for users (Baym & Burnett, 2009; Boyd, 2008). This
‘participatory culture’ is ‘manifested in new forms of expression,
problem solving, circulation and affiliation […] fundamental to this
complex web is the practice of reconfiguring content and publicly
displaying it in parodies, mashups, remixes and other derivative
formats’ (Shifman, 2011: 2). Or, as Beer (2009: 985) puts it, ‘power
through the algorithm’. Internet memes reduce something we recognise
to a series of associations we can get within a short space of time, often
seconds. In a world of debased meaning where the only things we
‘know’ are echoes of echoes of echoes, the meme is king.
‘Meme’ is a contested term. Memetics (Avarlez, 2004) often
equates it scientifically, to a germ or a gene. This communicates
something of how it is propagated, but does not hint at their internal
logic and functions1. ‘The analogy between genes and memes has led

1

This analogy works for the viral video phenomenon, where something is shared
multiple times on social media or other platforms. A meme is a different proposition
from a viral video, which remains in the public consciousness without undergoing any
significant change – see Burgess (2008). A meme replicates not merely by being
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many people astray and will probably continue to do so for a long time
to come’ (Blackmore, 1999: 65). Arguably the deeper, more nuanced
reading is to see the meme in relationship to literature, language, and its
use and re-use. In some sense, the meme has some similarities with the
linguistic seme 2 , the smallest unit of semantic meaning. In his book
length essay/deconstruction of Balzac’s ‘Sarrasine’, the semiotician
Roland Barthes uses semes as one of five ‘codes’ by which a text could
be broken into; hermeneutic (the enigmatic); proairetic (action,
suspense); symbolic (use of contrast to draw comparison); referential
(external facts); and semantic, or semes (connotative, associative).
Barthes modified the meaning of the seme, arguing that nothing can
point merely to itself and not elicit any other response. Semes always
exhibit ‘the instability, the dispersion, characteristic of motes of dust,
flickers of meaning’ (Barthes, 1973: 19). A seme’s ability (through
interaction with its readers) to mutate, gain extra layers, make its use
applicable not only to close reading of literature, but of modern cultural
phenomena such as the meme. We recognise them both for what they
are at that moment, what they refer to previously; and through this
action, we can imagine the next version of it ourselves. Shifman (2013)
refers to this as the ‘stance’; internet memes communicate not only
form and structure, but abstraction; ‘addressers position themselves in
relation to the text, its linguistic codes, the addressees, and other
potential speakers […] when recreating a text, users can decide to
imitate a certain position that they find appealing or use an utterly
different discursive orientation’ (Shifman, 2013: 367). Memes enact a
shared on the internet, but constantly being reimagined – either through parody, remix
or reorganisation.
2
Much like the meme, the term seme is contested. Others have also used it to refer to
differing concepts within semiotics – see Greimas (1966) and Eco (1976). In this
paper it is used in the Barthesian sense.
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wide variety of semiotic codes, such as intertextuality and bricolage, as
they are reused, remixed, parodied, and referenced. Barthes statement
that a ‘text’s unity lies not in its origin but in its destination’ (Barthes,
1977: 148), echoes strongly in the meme; arguably none more so than
‘All Star’.

2. ‘All Star’: A Brief History
‘All Star’ was the second single from Californian pop/rock group
Smash Mouth’s 1999 album Astro Lounge, peaking at No. 4 on the US
Billboard chart, and number 24 in the UK. The song had something of a
second life in film, first being used in the Ben Stiller vehicle Mystery
Men (1999) and then, more famously, in the title sequence for Shrek
(2001). In 2009, vlogger Rich Alvarez (Alvarez, 2006) uploaded a
parody cover version of the song to YouTube, gaining nearly two
million views in the eight years since. Different iterations proliferated,
especially seeming to gain traction in the last four years. Examples such
as Neil Cicierega’s ‘Mouth’ albums (Cicierega, 2014), which feature
‘mash-ups’ (juxtaposing one musical element with another) of Top 40
hits with ‘All Star’, or Jon Sudano’s surreal mockery of YouTube
culture (Siese, 2016) that use it as the basis of the joke. The database
Know Your Meme, itself a spinoff from the patient zero site I Can Has
Cheezburger (arguably the closest the internet has to a Lloyd’s register
of digital culture) lists dozens of variations, including parodies, covers,
remixes and mashups. ‘All Star’ also has its own SubReddit
(https://www.reddit.com/r/smashups/) with over 2,600 subscribers,
where new entries appear every day. After a certain threshold is
breached, the truly successful (viral) memes begin to make their own
gravy, inspiring a stream of emulations. ‘All Star’ absolutely sits within
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this pantheon. So why should this be so? It might first be prudent to
examine the constituent material the song consists of.

It sits in the comfortable territory of G, D, A minor and C, a
variation on the four chord trick. A Sixties Motown/ska referencing
clipped 8th note guitar sounds on the 2 and 4 (a passing reference to
Smash Mouth’s pre-major label existence as a ska/punk band). A
clicky, Wrecking Crew mimicking bass part fills in the blanks between
chords. The chorus is even less complicated, revolving around an
augmenting, circular G/C power chord, that never resolves its major or
minor status. Alongside clanging open hi-hats, the chorus constantly
threatens to rock out, yet somehow backs off at the last moment. The
of-its-time ‘telephone vocal’ processing and cheesy DJ scratching –
production choices to make the song sound current, ironically plant it
firmly in a late 90s milieu. For an ostensibly ‘rock’ song, it barely
rocks. The gravely, double tracked vocal contrasts with the light
backing. The melody is a nursery rhyme, rising and falling with the
chords, the only complication a double-time ramping up to the chorus.
It exists in a tranche of late nineties US hits (New Radicals’ ‘You Get
What You Give’, Wheatus’ ‘Teenage Dirtbag’, ‘Follow Me’ by Uncle
Kracker) that, while wearing the clothes of alternative, are tailor-made
for poking out of drive-time radio speakers, or over the end credits of a
coming-of-age

romantic

comedy.

Sunny

production,

sample

augmented, click-tracked drums, flags planted firmly in major or minor
key territory.
The song snaps into focus immediately; ‘Some-body once told
me…’. The syllables are equally stressed, creating the illusion of two
separate words. The first is proud of the musical backing, prodding both
band and listener to attention. The lack of a standard musical preamble;
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a few bars cycling through the chords, a redolent of the time filtered
drum loop-makes for a rude awakening, a realisation this could be
nothing else than what it is. The acapella kickstart is possibly the first
aspect of ‘All Star’s meme-ness (meme-itude?); ‘All Star’ is, from the
first word, unmistakable. Memes are generally time-pressured, making
their point and getting out. ‘All Star’ stresses its urgency similarly. The
hermeneutic code, its structural/textural mystery, is contained within the
first line, the first syllable; it dares the listener to ask (‘who?’, ‘what did
they say?’). We are never answered, but we acknowledge it happened.
We remember. ‘All Star’ poses a question each time we see its multiple
variations. We know how it goes, yet it never goes the same way twice3.
There are striking similarities with another (continental) American
meme, ‘One Week’ by the Canadian group Barenaked Ladies (Plaugic,
2017). The track also begins acapella, declaring ‘It’s been…’. An
enterprising SoundCloud user, Edes421, ‘remixed’ the track, replacing
all instrumentation with the opening line (Edes421, 2017), receiving
over a quarter of a million plays in the process. ‘Multimedia Meme
Artist’ James Nielssen responded by reimagining ‘All Star’ using only
the first word (Nielssen, 2016); he seems to have something of a
fascination with using the song as raw material, having also remade it
using Windows XP key sounds (Nielssen, 2017) and created a version
where the voice gets higher as the music lowers in pitch (Nielssen,
2017).

3

In an especially Barthesian turn, the first line has become a meme in of itself.
Variations on the theme of two panels – a closed door being opened suddenly, with
the lyrics as the text, which is in itself a reference to the opening scene of Shrek where
the aforementioned ogre vociferously throws open his outhouse door in time to the
soundtrack.
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3. Recursion, Rickrolling and the Technical Meme
If there is any structure inherent in the Heteroglossia (Bakhitin,
1981) of the musical meme, it is this idea of recursion: repetition of a
pattern, often until all meaning is lost. ‘The Rickroll’ (O’Keefe, 2012),
arguably one of the first musical memes to ‘virally’ crossover into
public consciousness, relied entirely on recursive factors. When it is
triggered it is no longer music, just sweeping Fairlight orchestration, an
80s tinted sad trombone. A piece of music such as ‘All Star’ is prime
recursive material. In itself it is already reductive, devoid of context.
The casual listener is probably unaware of any of their other songs,
what they look like, maybe even the group’s name. The only thing
associated it with is a host of other disassociated contexts – other
memes, parodies. The humour (or annoyance) it elicits comes from its
constant reintroduction, reimagining and reordering – for example, ‘All
Star’, but in ascending order of Scrabble score (Neilssen, 2017).
As Barthes noted, the ‘goal of literary work (of literature as work) is
to make the reader no longer a consumer, but a producer of the text’
(Barthes, 1973: 4). Memes are the reification of this. Following a poststructuralist through line to Bordieu (1993), the ‘field’ where the
creator, their work, and the audience coexist is even starker. When a
work initially appears, it can be, in a large or small way, transformative,
both for the author and the audience. A work cannot have the same
impact twice, as the ‘original possible’ space that a work occupied has
gone. Any attempt to recreate the original conditions will fail, as an
‘ignorance of everything which goes to make up the ‘mood of the age’
produces a derealisation of works’ (Bourdieu, 1993: 32). Memes exist
entirely in this free floating space, a solipsistic, contextless mood.
Consider the development of the musical meme across time. Initially
appearing as cover version, parody, etc.; then mash-up, mixed with
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another element. Then, ultimately, the form itself becomes the cover
version. Much as the ‘textural’ solidification moved from the form –
words, chords etc. – that could be rearranged, parodied etc., the musical
meme has moved to the point where the raw performance material itself
becomes the thing that is reshaped. Plaugic (2017) codified memes that
are utilised in this way, such as ‘All Star’, ‘One Week’, and others such
as ‘Bee Movie’ (No Author, 2016), as ‘technical memes’, whose appeal
is derived ‘not from aesthetic pleasure, but a workmanlike commitment
to an arbitrary premise […] the result appears crafted, even if the reality
is kind of the opposite’ (Plaugic, 2017). The recursive factor of ‘All
Star’ is its first line, whether it’s backed by the Seinfeld theme
(Nielssen, 2016) or sung backwards (McCormick, 2016). Arguably,
there is no inherent humour in hearing the song twisted into multiple
shapes. The technical meme’s pursuit of absurdity is redolent of another
social media subset, ‘Weird Twitter’ (Herrman & Notopulous, 2013),
which thrives on elliptical, self-referential jokes to the exclusion of
those who don’t ‘get’ it. The idea that the ‘All Star’ meme exists purely
as an irritant is compelling. However, taking into account the work of
researchers such as Berger and Milkman (2010), examining the role of
emotion in transmission of online content, arguing that simple irritation
doesn’t go far enough towards explaining the appeal. Technical memes
push an idea, a secret handshake that others acknowledge, and engage
with further, through sharing and remixing. To reduce or deny the
communitarian power of this would be an error.

4. The Stance, Community and Data
Returning to the idea of ‘stance’ in memes, Shifman (2013),
drawing on the work of earlier theorists such as Goffman (1974) and
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Jakobson (1960), breaks the concept into three categories; its
participation structures (who it is addressed to); keying (tone and style);
and communication functions, which break down further to include the
referential (oriented toward the context, or outside world); emotive (the
tone the addresser adopts – angry, ironic etc.); conative (denoting action
required of the addressee); phatic (denoting the interactivity between
addresser and addressee); meta-lingual (the shared understanding of
terms, ideas, reference etc.); and poetic (the aesthetic or artistic beauty
of the construction of the message itself). Much like Barthes’ linguistic
codes, these shift in terms of their importance, relevance, and
application – and can do so from iteration to iteration. For example, Jon
Sudano’s ‘vocal cover version’ meme (Sudano, 2013), in which the ‘All
Star’ lyric and melody is mashed up with literally dozens of other
songs, such as Radiohead’s ‘Creep’ and Adele’s ‘Hello’, engages the
viewer in a variety of ways; meta-lingually (what the song is, why it is
funny/relevant) poetically (the way in which it has been deconstructed)
and referentially (how it relates to other memes or cultural phenomena
such as YouTube mash-ups). The textural construction of Sudano’s
meme is multi-layered; we are already aware of ‘All Star’ as a ‘thing’
that has proliferated on the internet. We also know about the
proliferation of internet mash-up culture. Sudano takes the idea a few
ridiculous steps further. His videos are staged exactly the same each
time, camera at an unflattering upward angle giving his head the
appearance of a bearded knee; his awkward body language whilst
waiting for the intro to cease and wavering singing voice are either a
brilliant comedic parody of amateur YouTube singers or a manic
fixation. The humour comes from both the performative and recursive
factors; regardless of the song, he breaks into ‘All Star’ every time. The
framing adds another layer to the meme, the simple hook of it allowing
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others to play (Acrylo, 2016), enacting both phatic and conative
functions. The stance can be seen as an extrapolation both of Kristeva’s
(1980) assertion that texts can be ‘read’ horizontally and vertically (that
is, incorporating the relationship with both the reader, and the ‘field’
within which the text sits), and Genette’s (1997) concept of the
hypertext – the non-linear genealogy texts exist within. The most
successful internet memes function in all these ways; meta-textually,
intertextually and trans-textually. Simultaneously referencing ‘All Star’,
celebrating and expanding on the framing device used on it, and
commenting on the wider culture of internet parodies and mashups.
We are aware of Sudano from his distinctive look, mannerisms and
the textural and structural hooks he enacts each time he posts a video.
Yet like Smash Mouth, he is essentially a one-hit wonder. We know
next to nothing about the man himself. He is, in Lange’s (2007) phrase,
‘publicly private’. Sudano’s YouTube channel, where he uploads his
memes, garnering hundreds of thousands of likes, comments and shares,
leads us to another distinctive aspect of digital culture 2.0; its data
driven, communitarian nature. YouTubers are an expression of how the
internet ‘has shifted to a portrait of an individual as an expression of
action, a node in a series of groups, and a repository of self and otherprovided data’ (Ellison & Boyd In Dutton, 2013: 154). Burgess (2008)
and Lange (ibid.) argue that such sites are the next iteration of social
media, in which the creation and recreation of content is the primary
medium of social connection between participants. Memetic analysis
often disregards content, regarding it merely as an abstract concept.
However, Web 2.0 subscriber communities such as YouTube (slogan;
‘Broadcast Yourself’) see memes as tangible, individual ‘things’,
similar to other cultural artefacts such as films or music videos. A
video’s metrics (likes, shares, and so forth) are constantly aggregated
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and displayed, so popularity can be instantly gauged. YouTubers, who
often monetise their channels through partnership schemes with
advertisers, choose their content based on factors such as recognition,
ease of parody, and copyright status. A meme’s success is often partly
due to its ability to remain visible on platforms such as YouTube
without breaching their Terms of Service. Successful memes are
‘mediating mechanisms via which cultural practices are originated,
adopted and (sometimes) retained within social networks’ (Burgess,
2008: 2), much of which comes from their accessibility and
reproducibility. An unspoken rule between meme creators, and those
who parody them, is that the content remains, for all intents and
purposes, copyright free. In order to be fair game4, a meme cannot be
‘authored’ in the same sense that other cultural iconography is. This
practice

is

not

unusual;

sites

such

as

Creative

Commons

(https://creativecommons.org/) are founded on the notion of open
source materials that users are encouraged to ‘remix’ (YouTube allows
users the option of using CC branding). Through likes, sharing,
commenting, and ultimately remixing, the YouTuber acts similarly to
Levi-Strauss’ ([1962] 1974) bricoleur, speaking through ‘the medium of
things’ they find around them, and, through their activity on the site
being displayed as metrics, broadcasting their ‘self’ in the process. In
this ‘post hegemonic’ 5 community, users are ‘involved in acts of
invention or content creation […] both actively creating content and
passively generating informational traces as they got about daily
This may partly explain why musical memes of ‘name’ artists with careers seen to be
rarer, due to the amount of semantic and copyright baggage their music has already. It
would be harder to recontexturalise ‘Imagine’, for example, if it was not cut with
something else. There are examples – Guns & Roses’ ‘Give Me Some Reggae’ – but
the musical aspect of it is something that sits outside of their canon.
5
This essentially free form of content creation is not without issues – see Baym &
Burnett (2009).
4
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routines’ (Beer, 2009: 992). Shifman (2011) found that whilst the most
played videos on YouTube were generally copyrighted content such as
music videos, for example ‘Gangnam Style’, the majority of the videos
with the most interaction (those most ‘liked’ and commented on) were
generally user created, memetic content. This again highlights both the
function of memes, as a community gathering point, a virtual water
cooler of sorts, and their difference from ‘viral videos’, which are
merely watched, possibly shared, but not interacted with in a positive
way. Memes, through ‘reuse, reworking and redistribution…gain
greater resonance in the culture, taking on new meanings, finding new
audiences, attracting new markets, and generating new values’ (Jenkins
in Burgess, 2008: 2). Memetic ‘code’ (Jakobson, 1971) is only enacted
when it exists within an appropriate framework, when it is defined
against other memes.

5. Limitations: Meme? Seme? Neither?
Whilst arguably a better way to define the content and nature of
memetic videos, the seme does have limitations in terms of its
usefulness. Semes thrive on the idea that ambiguity and slippery
meaning is a constant within language. Human experiences are vast and
different, and the meta-linguistic armoury accrued to describe it will be
infinitely complex; for example, the context of telling a joke. It could be
told in a bar to impress friends. The same joke could be told at a funeral
as an emotional release. In this sense, memes should be able to enact
different meanings at different times. A cat falling off a balcony can be
funny or heartrending; a skateboarder’s face-plant can be painful or
hilarious to different viewers (or even the same viewer depending on
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context). So can an ostensibly happy go lucky song such as ‘All Star’ be
truly ambiguous? Could someone ever cry when they hear it?
Further to this, the definition of the seme – the smallest unit of
semantic content – fails to address how we define and measure the
meme as a text in of itself. What aspect of ‘All Star’ is memetic? Is it
the song itself? Is it the use of the song in other contexts, a la Sudano
etc.? Is it when Plaugic’s ‘technical accomplishments’ are enacted?
Semioticians such as Guiraud (1975), when regarding the ‘articulation’
(structure) that needs to be enacted in order for a ‘code’ to be effective,
posited that the more ‘economic’ the articulation, the more powerful the
message. Memes (for example, Vines) can be brief, but their
effectiveness outside of groups lacking requisite context can be
questionable. In this sense, science does offer a better baseline
definition. Blackmore (1999), when trying to define different types of
memetic content, used the biological terms ‘genotype’ and ‘phenotype’.
Simply, one ‘copies the product’ and the other ‘copies the instructions’.
This broadly encompasses the different types of meme; genotypical
memes, in the case of ‘All Star’, copy the text of the performance; a
phenotypical meme, whilst ‘dependent on the genotype it started
from… is in no sense a copy of that genotype or completely determined
by it’ (Blackmore, 1999: 59). For example, Jon Sudano needs the text
of ‘All Star’ to exist in order to enact his performance, but is not
copying the song directly.
Arguably, memetic videos are not singularities at all. Rather they
are ‘mediators of ideas that are taken up in practice within social
networks, not as discrete texts that are produced in one place and then
are later consumed somewhere else by isolated individuals or unwitting
masses’ (Burgess, 2008: 8). Speel (1995) referred to this concept as the
‘memeplex’ – ‘constellations’ of ideas that coalesce and reorder.
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Dawkins (1993) himself came round to the idea of the memeplex being
the better way to describe functional units of culture, rather than the
simple meme, as it needs to transmit both cultural ephemera, and handle
deeper, complex concepts such as religious and scientific thought.
Religions, for example, exist as a series of concepts grouped together,
rather than a single unifying factor. The ‘All Star’ meme also exhibits
similar multivalent tendencies. It can be both performative and
recursive; funny and annoying; simple and complicated; elliptical and
referential. In this sense, ‘All Star’ in itself cannot be defined as a
meme. Rather is it material that has been placed in a memetic context.
The song is the text, the memeplex around it as varied as Jon Sudano’s
quavering voice, Mario the Plumber, and Twitter conceptual art.
Therefore, should memes be referred to as ‘semeplexes’? Constellations
of ambiguous ideas that glom on to materials, ideas, texts and
performances that are constantly undergoing recreation? Arguably, it
encompasses the best of the semantic and scientific terminology memes
have been lumbered with. Speel (ibid.) posits that memeplexes are
ambiguous in their development, as they exhibit both genotypical and
phenotypical traits at different stages, much as memes slip between
meaning and context. However, as accurate as it might be, it is doubtful
whether a change in terminology would add anything to the debate.
Memes are memes. Much like analogue ‘warmth’, it is a term innately
understood, regardless of veracity.

6. Conclusion
As I stated in my introduction, this is an incomplete study. Using
one meme as a prism through which to examine a whole culture will not
provide a blueprint for the relative success or failure of a piece of
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content. However, I would argue that it has illuminated aspects of
meme culture that previously have only been examined cursorily. We
live in an era where ‘hyper memetic logic’ – remix, re-version and
parody – has become an important means of cultural transmission.
Balzac’s novel is, in a liminal sense, a different cultural vessel. Yet,
arguably, memes are the omega to Balzac’s alpha. When Barthes began
his dissection, he wanted to pick apart not only the fabric of a book,
questioning the perceived notions of its meaning, but also to
deconstruct process, the logic of a work is assembled and reassembled
by its readers. Barthes believed that a work ceased to be the author’s
once it was in the ‘field’ and in seeking to expose the structures of
power behind cultural tropes, he demonstrated memetic process. The
‘All Star’ meme reflects these same ideas. It offers, in its multivalent
guises, semantic deconstructions of music, the internet, and
communitarian functionality. It comments simultaneously on the
elliptical nature of digital culture, and the need for continuity and
communication in order for this culture to flourish. Through piecemeal
representation of the music, the lyrics, or other aesthetic codes, it acts as
a synecdoche (Jakobson & Halle, 1956) – a part representing the whole
– when it is remixed and reused. Smash Mouth, the ‘authors’ of the
work, were famously (Plaugic, 2017) ambivalent about its status,
though the band themselves have embraced internet 2.0 culture with an
oddly memetic Twitter account (Zakarin, 2017). They acknowledge that
the status of the meme has little to do with them or their music. In ‘S/Z’
Barthes refers to semes as ‘the voice of the person’; a writer can never
be truly original, only ever reflect many other voices. As Foucault
(1974) stated, ‘the frontiers of a book are never clear cut’. ‘All Star’
(and other musical memes) celebrate these concepts. They come into
being through thousands of overlapping iterations, existing as a
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‘constellation’ of voices, ideas, and texts, each with different emphases
(‘Some-body once told me’) pushing in a multiplicity of semiotic
directions.
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“One Minute of Everything at Once”:
How Music Shapes the World of BBC’s
Peaky Blinders (2013—)
Jessica Shine
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be reproduced, transmitted, or utilized in any form by any electronic, mechanical, or others means, now known or hereafter
invented, including photocopying, microfilming, and recording, or in any information storage or retrieval system.

1. Introduction

Historically, television has been critically discussed as a communicative
medium, rather than as an artform (Jacobs, 2001: 1). Jason Jacobs
argues that ‘television’s textuality is dispersed and messy’ but contends
that ‘specific programmes invite the very opposite: strong engagement,
intense viewer proximity and concentrated attention (this mode of
viewing is of course available for all television)’ (2001: 431). Sarah
Cardwell argues that ‘programmes have been evaluated more often on
the basis of their representations and effects, their ideological and social
implications, rather than their artistic achievements’ (2006: 75).
Cardwell also argues, however, that there is now an increasing
acceptance with the field of television studies and aesthetics that
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television is capable of being regarded as art. The increased
‘cinematic’1 aesthetic in many television programmes has opened a new
angle of critical discourse about TV music. In this ‘Golden Age’ of
television2, there is now an increasing focus on the potential artistic,
aesthetic and narrative aspects of particular television shows. This in
turn has led to an increase in the number of articles and books that focus
on the use of music in TV shows. While the visual aesthetics of
television have come a long way, the audio and musical aesthetics of
TV have also undergone a considerable shift, especially in relation to
high quality, big budget television.
Prior to 2000 most of the books about music on television were
caught up in a limited range of analyses and focussed on MTV 3 , or
popular music as a filler, the role it played in advertising, and its use as
stock music. Despite the ubiquity of music on television, James
Deaville argues that

as long as a hierarchical epistemological divide persists between
film studies and television studies in general, scholars of
television music will find little support from that quarter. And
the inability or reluctance of television scholars to discuss the
musical components of their subject further marginalizes those
who cultivate the field.
(2011: 8)

Where ‘cinematic’ is an aesthetic criterion that includes narrative, cinematographic,
musical etc. aspects.
2
The period from the 2000s to the present day has been dubbed a ‘Golden Age of
Television’. Depending on the writer it may be labelled the Golden Age, the Second
Golden Age or the Third Golden Age, where eras of television in the 1950s and mid80s are also considered Golden Ages. As such I have referred to the contemporary era
as this Golden Age.
3
See James Deaville’s article “A Discipline Emerges: Reading Writing about
Listening to Television” in Music in Television: Channels of Listening for an in-depth
discussion on the struggles faced by scholars of music in TV.
1
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Recently though, this has begun to change. Publications like Kevin
Donnelly’s The Spectre of Sound: Music in Film and Television (2005),
Ronald Rodman’s Tuning In: American Narrative Television (2010),
James Deaville’s edited collection, Music in Television: Channels of
Listening (2011) and Annette Davison’s essays ‘Title Sequences for
Contemporary
Vernallis,

Television

2013)

and

Serials’

‘Building

(Richardson,
Bridges:

Gorbman,

Sound

Design

and
and

Collaboration, as Style and as Music in The Bridge’ in Palgrave
Handbook of Sound Design and Music in Screen Media: Integrated
Soundtracks (Greene and Kulezic-Wilson, 2016) indicate a greater
interest in, and acceptance of, television as a valid and interesting area
for musical study. Against this backdrop of new scholarship, this paper
discusses the use of music in Peaky Blinders (Knight, 2013–), which, I
argue, creates a specific sonic environment for the show, and has
become one of its defining aesthetic characteristics.

2. Peaky Blinders: A World Saturated in Music
Set in post-World War One Birmingham, BBC2’s Peaky Blinders
focuses on the lives of a ruthless gypsy gang. Led by the second oldest
brother, Tommy Shelby (Cillian Murphy), the gang succeeds in
grabbing power from larger criminal gangs and by season three have
transcended the poverty gap, becoming part of the ‘high society’.
Having returned from the war, traumatised and driven to better himself,
Tommy Shelby establishes himself as a crime boss in Birmingham.
Despite being set in the early 1920s, the show features little period
music4. Instead the soundtrack is made up of a combination of indie
4

Where there is period music it is often diegetically performed, a discussion of which
would require a paper of its own.
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rock, pre-existing film scores 5 (often composed by Nick Cave and
Warren Ellis), contemporary folk music, and a specifically composed
score that is sparsely used. Danijela Kulezic-Wilson argues that MTV
has had a significant influence on what she describes as the
‘musicalization of films’ (2015: 32). This influence of a branch of TV
on film and cinematic aesthetics is then reflected in TV that has
‘cinematic aspirations’. Kulezic-Wilson argues that the use of preexisting music ‘allows directors to escape the restrictions of Hollywood
studio practice in film scoring, encourages their audio-visual
imagination and the employment of music as an equal partner to
narrative and visual processes’ (2015: 31). Undoubtedly, Peaky
Blinders’ distinctive soundtrack is an ‘equal partner’ to the show’s
visual elements in meaning making, world creation, and the
immersiveness of the show.
The show’s music producer, Flood,6 was keenly aware that this
sound, particularly the introduction of PJ Harvey’s oeuvre, should
locate the show in Britain (‘Cillian Murphy and Flood Speak to
Lauren’, 2014). Even the composer Mearl, who composed music
specifically for the show, notes that ‘the soundtrack contained existing
Jack White & Nick Cave tracks. The challenge was to produce a score
that came from the same world & boasted an equal edge &
individuality’ (‘Peaky Blinders’, 2017). Here, the composer does not
reference the type of narrative scoring that links the score to characters
or emotions; instead, he suggests that the pieces of music he composed

5

The use of pre-existing music in film is now widely discussed. Some of the key texts
in this area are Jeff Smith’s Sounds of Commerce (1998), Ian Inglis’s edited collection
Popular Music And Film (2003), Robynn Stilwell and Phil Powrie’s edited collection
Changing Tunes (2006), and more recently, Arved Ashby’s Popular Music and the
New Auteur (2013).
6
‘Flood’ is the professional pseudonym for Mark Ellis.
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must reflect the ‘world’ of the show, a world that was established by the
pre-existing music. 7 Taking Mearl’s comments as a guide, it seems
inappropriate then to separate the music of Peaky Blinders out of the
mise-en-scène and label it in the traditional mode of ‘non-diegetic’.
Speaking to BBC Radio 6 Music, the Peaky Blinders’ music
producer, and PJ Harvey producer, Flood revealed he felt compelled to
seek her help after the show faced accusations of coming across as
overly American. He stated, ‘we’re trying to make it feel much more
European and British and PJ fits that bill perfectly…I phoned Polly (PJ
Harvey) up and she was very interested. We’re trying to deconstruct all
of Polly’s material and then weave it through, it’s very cutting-edge and
modern.’ Later in the interview, after the interviewer comments that PJ
Harvey’s reworking of Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds’ ‘Red Right Hand’
gives the audience a sense of what the show is all about, he states that
they were trying to get something that was ‘evocative of the period’.
This is an interesting choice, as neither ‘Red Right Hand’ nor PJ Harvey
are associated with the traditional sounds of the 1920s, and yet the
choices of music were deliberately chosen to avoid sounding like
Downton Abbey (2010–2015). In other words, Flood was painstakingly
choosing music that was not associated with the actual era, to avoid
sounding like other British period shows, while at the same time trying
to create and source music that would be evocative of the period and the
harsh reality of the Peaky Blinders’ Birmingham and create a unique
sonic environment for the show. In his comments there is a clear sense
that the music is used to shape the world, to give it a sense of place and
time and to distinguish it from other shows set in the same period. The
7

Though Jack White and Nick Cave make up a lot of the music in Peaky Blinders,
other artists such as the The Kills and The Artic Monkeys are as frequently used, and
as important for the “texture” of the world.
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question arises as to whether the traditional delineation of such music as
‘non-diegetic’ really does justice to the way music is used throughout
Peaky Blinders?
In her book Hearing Film, Anahid Kassabian discusses the lack
of analytic subtlety allowed by arbitrary distinctions between diegetic
and non-diegetic music from two different approaches. Firstly, she
argues that the distinction between diegetic and non-diegetic ‘describes
a ‘film’ prior to the music, that constructs its narratively implied world
silently’ (2002: 42). This, she argues, is impossible because the space
and temporality of a film are constructed as much by its sonic elements
as its visual ones. She further argues that ‘The distinction between
diegetic and nondiegetic music thus obscures music’s role in producing
the diegesis itself’ (2002: 43). Her second point focuses on the
limitations of the dichotomy between diegetic and non-diegetic, which,
she argues, ‘grossly’ reduces the function of film music. The dichotomy
also ‘cannot comfortably describe music that seems to fall ‘in between’
these categories, much less account for its different character’ (2002:
43). Finally, she writes that ‘perhaps more importantly, it shifts critical
attention away from features of the music—through its ability to match
cues with the visual track—that coincide with the different possible
narrative statuses’ (2002: 43). Kassabian points out that much of the
music used in film falls between the categories outlined. Robynn
Stilwell discusses this in-between grey area and its context in her essay
‘The Fantastical Gap between Diegetic and Nondiegetic’. She argues
that this liminal space between diegetic and non-diegetic is ‘a place of
destabilization and ambiguity’ that ‘highlights a gap in our
understanding (2007: 186). She argues that traditionally the ideas of
non-diegetic and diegetic have been viewed as ‘adjacent bubbles’
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between which there is little transfer (2002: 186). She and Jim Buhler,
therefore, termed this threshold-like space as the ‘fantastical gap’
arguing that this phrase captured both its ‘magic and its danger’ (2002:
187).
Ben Winters uses the example of Indiana Jones to debate the
idea that music is not part of the narrative or storytelling device. He
argues that Indie’s musical theme, without which it would be hard to
imagine the character, is often delineated as non-diegetic and raises the
question:
How do we deal with this puzzling theoretical distinction when
film theory locates other elements that might be considered
quintessentially ‘Indy-esque’ (the hat, the bullwhip, the smart
one-liners, for example) within the diegesis?
(2010: 224)
Winters’ arguments chime with Kassabian’s; both suggest that overly
prescriptive terminology does not provide an adequate platform for
analysis of all film music. The above arguments clearly indicate the role
music plays in structuring and creating a narratological space within a
film. Just as it is impossible to imagine Indiana Jones without his
theme, it is hard to imagine Peaky Blinders without its soundtrack. The
soundtrack is as much a part of the world of the show as the hats,
haircuts and the set design. Winters further argues that

if we try to imagine a nondiegetic figure imagining a diegetic
emotion, it quickly collapses into us simply imagining that
emotion. It may seem a slight point, but if we follow its
implications, the result is often a fictional world saturated with
music, rather than a music-free world to which music is added
by a nondiegetic voice. This approach thus gives greater weight
to music in constructing the cinematic diegesis than existing
accounts tend to offer.
(2010: 9)
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The world of Peaky Blinders is indeed saturated in music. It makes little
sense to separate the music, which is as much a crucial part of its
aesthetic as the clearly CGI and deliberately exaggerated set backdrops,
the clothing, and the heavily stylized cinematography. Television is
perhaps better suited to this argument than cinema, with the exception
of serialised films, given that television’s serial nature allows shows a
greater amount of time to inculcate expectations of a specific sound
emanating from the world, and to create long standing sonic
environments to which the audience can grow accustomed and
eventually expect. Not only is the ‘look’ of Peaky Blinders familiar to
its audience, so too is its sound and, as such, it becomes an integral part
of its mise-en-scène.
Throughout the series, the external space created by pre-existing
songs is enmeshed with the internal spaces of diegetic sounds, fusing
the two together. Some of the songs used, particularly Nick Cave’s
‘Red Right Hand’ (the title song, but also used periodically throughout
the show) have their own Foley sounds, including the sounds of bells,
cigarettes being smoked, papers being rattled, matches being sparked
etc., that, when paired with the image, seem to emanate not from the
‘non-diegetic’ song but from the show’s diegesis, where the song is not
apparently located. In the following sections I will discuss how this title
sequence and the use of music throughout the show shapes the diegetic
world and our relationship to it. Most of the music is pre-existing and
this pre-existing music is used similarly to Mearl’s composed score8:
fragments of ‘Red Right Hand’, for example, are taken and inverted,
and used like a leitmotiv, inversions of it are used throughout the show,
and a reworking of the track by PJ Harvey appears in two title scenes.
This is a case in point as Mearl’s music replaces two existing pieces of music in the
Netflix version of the show.
8
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The following discussion is by no means an exhaustive examination of
the way in which music is used in Peaky Blinders, it is instead meant to
be exemplary of the sonic style throughout the three seasons of the
show.

3. ‘Red Right Hand’: The Title Sequence
Television shows have been putting an extraordinary amount of
effort into their title sequences. Annette Davison argues that this effort
has paid dividends with TV fans especially amongst the ‘Blogosphere’
whom she argues have engaged in ‘detailed discussions of the music,
the visuals, and their audio-visual interactions’ (2013). In many ways,
opening credits act as a hail to the viewer signalling that the show is
about to start and that the viewer should get ready. Davison argues that
television title sequences often offer ‘auditory clues to the distracted
viewer who may not even be in sight of the screen’ (ibid.), that these
sequences allow the audience to ‘ready themselves for the move to a
period of focus and engagement with a show.’ Traditionally these title
sequences are also functional. Kathleen Williams argues that ‘title
sequences occupy a unique temporal position’ and that their
repetitiveness creates familiarity for the viewer though the sequences do
not always ‘depict places and events that are not included in actual
episodes of the television show they introduce’ (2016: 60). But, this sort
of hail or familiarity can be achieved without the use of artistic opening
credits. Soap operas such as Coronation Street (1960–), EastEnders
(1985–), Emmerdale (1972–), etc. have long had iconic opening themes
that call the ‘distracted viewer’ to the couch.
Perhaps to cultivate the kind of fans that Davison references in
her article, television shows like Dexter (2006–2013), True Blood
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(2008–2014), True Detective (2014–2015) have featured heavily
stylized opening credits with music to match the themes of both the title
sequence and the themes of the subsequent show. But, Peaky Blinders
has no set title or opening sequence. The only consistency between
episodes is the use of Nick Cave’s ‘Red Right Hand’ and even that is,
on occasion, transformed: it might be pared down to a few bars, or even
its final bell, or covered by PJ Harvey. There is no set location, theme
or character for the opening sequence. The ‘title sequence’ is often not
even given the primacy of the first scene; from its very first episode the
show used cold openings. ‘Red Right Hand’ may break the silence,
appear after a fade to black, or fade from another piece of music. No
matter the style of its appearance, whether pared back to a fragment,
reinterpreted, or in its original form, ‘Red Right Hand’ literally rings in
each episode.
Both Adrian Danks (2013) and William Verrone (2013) argue
that Nick Cave’s music is itself cinematic. Danks (2013) argues that
‘His songs often have a heightened, melodramatic quality which, when
combined with the patently imagistic and narrative form of his lyrics,
marks his music as peculiarly ‘cinematic’ (Danks, 2013: 110). Verrone
similarly argues that Cave’s songs ‘may be described as ‘cinematic’
because they conjure such profoundly visual imagery, stimulating
listeners to picture places and people with relative ease’ (Verrone,
2013: 157). Danks argues that
The popular use of ‘Red Right Hand’ to shorthandedly signify
ideas of ‘evil’, ‘violence’, ‘horror’, ‘murder’ and ‘menace’ is
related to the highly performative, almost pantomime-like
quality of the song’s delivery (it is a kind of vamp). The song’s
use is never based on a complete reading of the lyrics or their
implication, but rather the repeated refrain of the song’s title and
the growling menace of Cave’s vocal delivery (along with its
overall darkly carnivalesque atmosphere). The reappearance of
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‘Red Right Hand’ across a range of films and television shows
demonstrates its ability to signify a real feeling of danger while
also containing this through a heightened sense of its textual
performance.
(2013: 113)

Danks’ arguments about the feel of the music being crucial to its
use are reflective of Ken Garner’s arguments against the ‘curse of
lyrical centricity’ (2000: 14). Garner argues against a restricted lyricsreading of pop music in film, pointing toward a more musical approach:
‘What about the music, the arrangement, musicology, performance,
interpretation, recording, cultural context, or commodification?’ (2000:
14). NME writer Larry Bartleet also comments on the musicality of
‘Red Right Hand’ and writes that the ‘gothic, inherently dangerous
melody has a looming, bluesy gait that opens up the soundtrack to all
the possibilities below, despite the show’s 1919 setting’ (2016:np).
Nonetheless, one cannot ignore the fact that the lyrics do seem apt for
the show, and the show’s creator Steven Knight states that
The lyrics conjure up our industrial landscape and the ‘tall
handsome man’ could, of course, be Tommy Shelby … Over the
series we’ve played with what the ‘Red Right Hand’ could be.
The words have played over communists shaking hands, and
over the reveal that Sam Neill’s Chester Campbell has
connections to the fighters from Ulster.
(Phull, 2016).

However, Cillian Murphy returns to the idea of the feel of the
music and notes that there is an ‘outlaw’ quality to the music that ‘feels
absolutely appropriate for the show’ (ibid.).
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‘Red Right Hand’ first appears in episode one of season one.
During a cold opening we are introduced to a nameless Chinese man
who is panicked in his laundry that someone is coming. The scene cuts
to a fragmented image of a suited man on a horse. The unnamed
Chinese man, now accompanied by a girl, rushes to meet the man on
the horse. The man on the horse asks whether it is the girl who tells
fortunes and proceeds to get her to cast a spell on the horse. Hidden
onlookers inform us that this spell will make the horse win. The man on
the horse tells the people to place a bet on this horse and gives the name
and the race, but warns them not to spread the news about. The ashes
from the industrial setting fall throughout the scene giving the scene a
strange snowy and mystical atmosphere. Throughout the scene, we hear
rhythmic beating of bass and drum which is soon accompanied by a
lonesome scratchy violin9. The music is blended with the sounds of the
horse breathing, the Chinese girl’s whispers, and the sound of the dust
being blown. The visual imagery of the snow-like dust falling on the
girl and the horse adds to the mythical atmosphere and the dreamlike
quality. The slow-motion cinematography, the music and the sounds of
the wind all work together to create the sense of magic. As soon as the
man rides away the music suddenly cuts to the first anvil-like beat of
Nick Cave's ‘Red Right Hand’ and sounds of industry blend with the
music. The sermon of a local Jamaican street preacher competes with
Cave's vocals that invite us to ‘take a little walk to the edge of town’ as
the now named Mr Shelby rides his horse through the steam-punkesque
industrial setting. Not only does this sequence introduce us to the
show’s protagonist, it also visually and sonically introduces us to
The piece of music is ‘Martha’s Dream’ from Nick Cave and Warren Ellis’ score for
The Proposition (Hillcoat, 2006) which has a haunting and dreamlike quality to it. The
use of music here raises many questions about intertextuality etc., but that is beyond
the rubrics of this paper.
9
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Birmingham 1919 and to the sound of Peaky Blinders. The sounds of
the industry, the hooves, and the residents all merge with ‘Red Right
Hand’, creating a world filled with sound, which shapes our perception
of the protagonist, the Birmingham location and, ultimately, the show
itself.

Figure 1. The ‘powder trick’ followed by Tommy’s triumphant walk
through town.

‘Red Right Hand’ is frequently used to create a sinister and mystical
undertone for Peaky Blinders. This is most evident when longer
segments, rather than pared down fragments, are used. In the above
scene, the sinister element that we are encouraged to identify is Tommy
Shelby. However, this changes from episode to episode, and many title
sequences exclude Tommy. In the credits sequence for the third episode
of season two, PJ Harvey’s discordant and unsettling reworking of ‘Red
Right Hand’ plays over a children’s street light show. Harvey’s cover
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was recorded specifically for the show, and was created as part of an
effort to make the show sound less American (‘Cillian Murphy and
Flood Speak to Lauren’, 2014). As such, the sound of Harvey’s ‘Red
Right Hand’ is specific to Peaky Blinders, and is emblematic of the
overall acoustic style and environment that the producers were
attempting to create for the show. During season two’s light show scene
the colours of the fire and the fantastical creatures that play out their
narrative on the canvas are made even more sinister and fantastical by
the inclusion of Harvey’s rendition. The images of the light show and
the enthralled children who are watching it are intercut with the grisly
garrotting of a man in the alleyway behind the show. Unusually for
Peaky Blinders, the opening scene contains no diegetic sounds, which
adds to its sense of foreboding and to its mysticism by disconnecting it
from the realism of the diegetic sounds and leaving the viewer with
only PJ Harvey’s discordant rendition and the imagery of the light
show.
Figure 2. The light show and murder
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Harvey’s rendition is used in a very different title sequence in
episode three of season three. After Grace (Tommy’s new wife) is
murdered by a gunman, Tommy grieves for her by a camp fire, alone in
a field. The ‘previously on’ segment, which immediately precedes the
title sequence, reminds us that the sapphire Grace was wearing the night
of her murder and which Tommy had given her was cursed. Here, PJ
Harvey’s rendition of ‘Red Right Hand’ evokes the sorrow and the loss
of power felt by Tommy but retains the sinister elements established by
its previous use.

Figure 3. Tommy mourning the loss of his wife

The triumphant association of ‘Red Right Hand’ that was
established as Tommy rode his horse through the Birmingham streets in
the show’s first episode is totally inverted here, as not only is Nick
Cave’s voice gone, the setting is changed, and song’s tonality is
transformed from a driving gothic sound to an unsettling discordant
one. Each iteration of ‘Red Right Hand’ asks the viewer to recall the
lyrics, the mood, and the feel of the original piece and its previous use
in episodes, which helps create a dialogue between the episodes but also
helps to create the sense of place by forming a unique ‘sound’ for the
world.
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4. Sudden Changes of Pace
Peaky Blinders’ lack of a set title sequence often results in dramatic
shifts in pace in the opening sequences, which sets the tone for the
following episodes. It is not unusual for a scene to incorporate slow
motion cinematography with some sort of ethereal sounding music only
to cut rapidly to a different scene with pounding rock music.
Throughout the series, the anachronistic music reflects the internal and
external emotions of the characters. But more than that, it shapes our
understanding of the world and our enjoyment of its aesthetic. As
Kulezic-Wilson argues

since rhythm, movement and time in film are part of an audiovisual texture which is defined by the presence of sound and
music as much as by the content of the images, music and film
can be viewed as partners in a relationship that can be explored
in both analogous as well as interactive terms
(2015: 4)
The pacing of Peaky Blinders oscillates dramatically between
slow and fast, reflecting a similar pendulum shift in emotion and
thematic content from forlorn to joyous, from graphically violent to
tender, from private to public. This shift in pacing and rhythm is driven
as much by pendulum swings in musical style as by the
cinematography.
One such dramatic shift occurs in the final episode of season
two. Having achieved almost everything he hoped to achieve at the
Epsom Derby, Tommy is captured by three UVF men. 10 Tommy is
brought to the middle of a bleak, freshly ploughed field somewhere in
10

UVF stands for the Ulster Volunteer Force, a Unionist paramilitary group. There is
a nice correlation here between the red right hand of Ulster associated with the UVF
and with the show’s theme song.
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the countryside. The three UVF men and Tommy momentarily bond
over their Somme rituals and Tommy is allowed a cigarette. Tommy’s
face is awash with conflicting emotions: anger at it all being over when
he was so close to being on top of the world, relief at death having
finally caught up with him, and peaceful resignation of his impending
fate. The head of the UVF gang kneels Tommy at the mouth of the
freshly dug grave and Tommy closes his eyes and calmly recites ‘In the
Bleak Midwinter’. Suddenly, he is kicked into the grave and the
gunman shoots his own comrades. Tommy is left shuddering and
shocked in the grave with the body of a dead volunteer lying on him.
He is informed that Churchill has another job for him. As the gunman
states ‘get out of the grave tinker’, Ane Brun’s lonesome cover of
Emmylou Harris’ ‘All My Tears’ begins to play. The song continues as
Tommy stumbles off through the field, collapsing into the dirt on his
way, his shock, relief and simultaneous disappointment are all captured
by his desperate cry to the earth. The use of a solitary female singer
accompanied by a single guitar establishes the loneliness of the scene
and its location. Set against the backdrop of the ploughed field and
punctuated by the sound of Tommy’s boots in the dirt, and the sounds
of him collapsing into that same dirt, the song seems to emanate from
the landscape itself. The scene fades to black as Tommy marches
towards the camera, spit dripping from his mouth, bloodied,
dishevelled, and seemingly broken.11

The lyrics of the song state “It don’t matter where you bury me” – however, we
know from the death of another character in season one that it does indeed matter to
the characters where they are buried; Danny Wisbang was adamant that he would not
be buried in the mud, like so many men in France.
11
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Figure 4. Tommy escapes death once more

Figure 4. (continued) Tommy escapes death once more

As the momentary black screen disappears, another scene fades
in. It is entirely different in its content and its sonic aesthetic. Arthur
(Paul Anderson) snorts cocaine and then gives a triumphant speech
about who could beat the Blinders. The guitar riff from Artic Monkeys
‘Do I Wanna Know?’ dominates the background. The fear and pain in
Arthur’s eyes as he sits and says ‘Nobody’ is evident but unlike the
previous scene the music is unsympathetic to the character’s feelings.
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The scene cuts to Polly (Helen McRory) and Ada (Sophie Rundle)
hugging, Polly still traumatised after her degradation at the hands of
Major Campbell and her subsequent revenge killing of him. The scene
then cuts to Tommy striding through the double doors of his office in
triumph. Tommy quite literally walks out of one audio-visual
environment into another: moving towards the camera and then away
from it. There is such a contrast between the two musical
accompaniments that one could be forgiven for thinking that much
more time has passed. However, the impact of ‘Do I Wanna Know’ is
intensified by its juxtaposition with Ane Brun’s mournful prelude.
Peaky Blinders often draws attention to these conflicts between
the musical accompaniments, undermining the second scene’s triumph
by denying temporal distance between individual scenes. In the space of
a few moments we are asked by the music to identify with Tommy, to
feel sorry for him, and to find relief in his reprise only to be thrust,
moments later, into the messy party world and its accompanying
musical sounds. The music positions us in such a way that we feel his
vulnerability and emotion, and then are instantaneously faced with the
raucous enjoyment of a world that we know to be violent and cruel.
Throughout these musical moments the music is blended with the
diegetic sounds, which fade in and out, piercing the songs with
significant sounds: the doors opening for Tommy, his exasperated and
pained cries, his footsteps in the dirt, etc. Moments of dialogue are
monumentalized, gestures augmented. The space between the extradiegetic music and the diegetic sounds is minimized and the diegetic
sounds actually seem to intentionally punctuate the songs. This makes
the shift between the two different emotional pieces of music more
startling as they actively seem to be emerging from the image, rather
than externally commenting on it.
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In the concluding episode of season one, Tommy gives a
soliloquy about his time at war and his attitude towards battle. He
states:
One minute. The soldier’s minute. In a battle, that’s all you get.
One minute of everything at once. And anything before is
nothing. Everything after nothing.
In many ways this is emblematic of the way music is used in Peaky
Blinders. The dramatic shifts in musical tone invite us to forget what
went before, but, as evidenced in the show’s narrative, the past is not so
easily erased and everything before is not forgotten, but carried
forward. The blending of the diegetic sounds with the music forces us
to concentrate on everything at once; the noise of the bellows from the
factories, the driving rhythms of musical pieces, the chaos of the city
streets etc. all vie for sonic dominance. This creates an inimitable sonic
environment for the show, one that is almost immediately
distinguishable from its other period counterparts. The sonic aspects of
Peaky Blinders are as important to the overall understanding and
aesthetic of the show as the visual and narrative elements, and as such it
makes little sense to divorce them from the visuals.
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4
A Gestalt Approach to the
Analysis of Music in Film
Emilio Audissino

1. Introduction
In the academic study of film music, Cognitive Psychology is
perhaps the most employed alternative to Post-Structuralism and
Cultural Studies. 1 Cognitivism involves a constructivist approach to
experience, the brain being modular (separate modules are in charge of
specialistic operations) and the mind operating in a way similar to a
computer: it elaborates the raw data collected through the senses by
applying schemata, prototypes, heuristics, and inferential routines. 2 Yet,
the more holistic approach of Gestalt Psychology has recently seen a

1

Cohen, 1994 was already devoted to the investigation of film music through the
lenses of Cognitive Psychology, and Tan, Cohen, Lipscomb, and Kendall, 2013
confirms the ongoing interest. James Buhler's work is within the poststructuralist/culturalist area (e.g. Buhler, 2000 and Buhler, 2001) and so are
Kassabian, 2001 and Walker, 2015. Ireland 2015 proposes an interdisciplinary
‘psycho-semiotic approach’ blending these two fields.
2
In my rather cursory presentation I have used 'Cognitivism' to indicate the general
framework that has come to include such areas as Psychology, Linguistics,
Philosophy, Neurosciences... For a general introduction and more precise definition,
see Parkin, 2000; for Cognitive Psychology and film music, see Cohen, 2000.
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revival of interest – for example, Kulezic-Wilson, 2015 and Donnelly,
2014. Donnelly has employed Gestalt to discuss the phenomenon of
audiovisual synchronisation:

Although I am more than happy to accept the insights provided
by cognitive psychology […] there are distinct aspects of the
aesthetic process (for film especially) that are poorly accounted
for by such an approach. […] The grasping of situations as a
whole is one of the most profound insights of Gestalt
psychology. […] Human hardware is determinedly patternseeking, looking for – and inevitably finding – some sort of
sense, be it narrative, representational, relational, or whatever.
(Donnelly, 2014: 18-24)
While Cognitive Psychology has the general tendency of being more
concerned with single mechanisms of how perceptual data are
processed and it gives much salience to the higher cognitive operations,
Gestalt Psychology is more concerned with the holistic nature of our
experience and attributes greater importance to the lower perceptual
operations.3 Gestalt can offer enlightening concepts not only to theorise
how music and visuals combine in an audiovisual whole, but also
helpful guidelines to analyse concrete instances of audiovisual
interaction in films. Hereafter, I take the lead from Donnelly and
employ Gestalt to propose a method that can be called 'micro/macro
configuration' analysis. 4 Stemming from Film Studies (I am a film
scholar with an interest in film music, not a musicologist) this approach

Within the Cognitivist field there are more holistic proposals – for example, Cohen,
2000 – and studies that address lower perceptual operations – Zohar Eitan’s work, for
example, as in Eitan and Rothschild, 2011 – but, as explained by Donnelly, 2014: 1824, Gestalt can perhaps be a better alternative to address the global dimension of film
perception.
4
This article is a part of a larger proposal for the analysis of music in films –
'Film/Music Analysis' – that I have been developing: Audissino, 2018.
3
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treats music not so much as music – the analysis of the score – but as
one of the interdependent sound components of the film. 'Micro/macro
configuration analysis' is concerned with the examination of how music
contributes to our experience of a film by fusing with the other
cinematic elements – cinematography, editing, mise-en-scène, et
cetera... – to produce 'a whole that is something else than the sum of its
part' (Koffka, 1935: 176).
My proposal also seeks to overcome what I call a 'separatist
conception' of music and film, the consequence of an inveterate visual
bias in Film Studies. 5 Films, even after the coming of sound, have
typically been considered to be a pre-eminently visual medium, with the
audio part being an addendum of secondary importance. An offspring
of this conception is the polarisation of the role of music between
parallelism (music replicates what is in the visuals) and counterpoint
(music contradicts what is in the visuals), both positions implying that
the visual element is the dominant, while music can merely be either
subservient to it or a contestant. While this pair can be traced back to
the debate surrounding the novelty of sound cinema in the late 1920s
(See Wierzbicki, 2009: 96-101), even more recent theorisations still
show the trace of the visual bias, for example, Noël Carroll's notion of
music as a 'modifier', which again implicates that the visual is the
dominant element and music cannot but modify it, as adverbs do with
verbs (Carroll, 1996). As other film-music scholars,6 I argue that visuals
and music should not be considered as two separate and unequal
elements that are somehow pasted to each other but as two equal agents
that fuse to create the audiovisual experience. The holistic view of
Gestalt can be a good solution to overcome the 'separatist conception'.
5
6

I discuss the 'separatist conception' in detail in Audissino, 2018: Chapter 2.
For example, Kalinak, 1992: 30-31.
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2. Gestalt Psychology
Gestalt was applied to the study of music most notably by Leonard
B. Meyer (Meyer, 1956), and this was a quite natural application
because the initial theorisations of Gestalt were inspired by musical
considerations. In 1890 Christian von Ehrenfels noticed that a melody
cannot really be defined as the sum of its parts, the tones. If this were so
– a melody as a sum of elements – a tune in one key would not be
recognisable at all if transposed to some other key. But one melody can
be perfectly recognised even if the new key is a very distant one.
Ehrenfels concluded that a melody is 'something novel in relation to this
sum, something that certainly goes hand in hand with but is
distinguishable from the sum of elements...' (Ehrenfels, 1988: 83). A
melody is a relational structure. Ehrenfels called 'gestalt quality' this
relational structure amongst elements that transcends the elements
themselves. The word 'gestalt' refers to a 'form/shape' but more
accurately to a dynamic process of organisation and a relation amongst
the parts of a system. It is better rendered with 'configuration'. 7 The
main focus of Gestalt is to study why we experience phenomena as
wholes even if they are made up of separate components.8 At the basis
of any experience there is an organisation of such stimuli into gestalts –
forms, configurations, closed shapes – and this native and autonomous
organisational process operates according to the better configuration
7

'The segregation of specific entities [gestalten] in sensory fields appears as only one,
though surely a highly important, instance among the various issues which constitute
the subject matter of Gestalt Psychology. In fact, the concept of “Gestalt” may be
applied far beyond the limits of sensory experience. According to the most general
functional definition of the term, the processes of learning, of recall, of striving, of
emotional attitude, of thinking, acting and so forth, may have to be included. This
makes it still clearer that “gestalt” in the meaning of shape is no longer the center of
the Gestalt Psychologist's attention' (Köhler, 1970: 178-179).
8
The classic text of reference for Gestalt Psychology is Koffka, 1935. Yet, I find
Köhler, 1970 and Köhler, 1969 more accessible for a first recognition in these
territories. Other introductory texts are Katz, 1950 and Ellis, 2013.
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possible, i.e. the most stable and complete – 'Law of Prägnanz' or 'the
tendency towards simple gestalten' (Köhler, 2013: 54). Gestaltists
posited 'psychophysical isomorphism' as the basis of mental activity, a
correspondence between the configurations of the external objects as
we perceive them and the configurations of the energy field in the brain
structures responsible for the perception of those objects (see Parkin,
2000: 7). The brain is hard-wired so as to perceive the world in a certain
fashion – for example, similar and proximate objects tend to be
grouped. Perception is the result of certain Gestalt qualities in the
external world – the figure has lines that converge in acute angles – that
trigger a 'dynamic self-distribution' of energy in the brain that, once it
has reached an equilibrium in its distribution, produces in our mind a
corresponding experience – in our example, that of 'edginess.' If the
figure has other Gestalt qualities – say, curved lines – the energy fields
in the brain take a different distribution and produce a corresponding
different experience – 'roundness'.9

Isomorphism can also be thought of as a correspondence between
Gestalt qualities from one field of experience and another:

Brightness and darkness, for instance, are attributes of both the
auditory and visual experience. Again, if an object which we
touch appears cool, its coolness somehow resembles visual
brightness; comfortable warmth is dark in comparison.
(Köhler, 1970: 223)

9

Isomorphism and dynamic self-distribution are the targets of the typical criticism
against Gestalt, as these processes were postulated and not demonstrated, contrary to
the more evidence-based theorisations of Cognitive Psychology. Yet, the recent
discovery of the 'mirror neurons' has indicated that there might be something akin to
such processes: see Morris and Wakefield, 2007.
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This correspondence is illustrated by Köhler's 'maluma/takete'
experiment (Köhler, 1970: 224-25). Transculturally, when presented
with these two non-words and two drawings (one with curvaceous
features and the other with sharp edges and angles) and asked to
associate one non-word to one drawing, people invariably associate
'maluma' with the soft-feature drawings and 'takete' with the edgyfeature one. This indicates that there is some gestalt quality – softness
in one case and sharpness in the other – that is identified both in the
visual and in the auditory phenomenon. 'Maluma' is isomorphic with the
curvaceous figure, and 'takete' with the edgy one. There is not only
isomorphism between mental states and experience/behaviour, but also
between art expressions. Donnelly mentions that: 'in “The Gestalt
Theory of Expression” (1949), [Arnheim] theorized that expressive
aspects of art objects have a form of “structural kinship” with
corresponding mental states' (Donnelly, 2014: 19-20). This implies that,
if an artistic expression is isomorphic with an emotional experience,
than the artistic expression must also be isomorphic with the mental
process that produces that emotional experience. If negative events
cause my mental processes to configure around certain energy
distributions that make me experience sadness, then a piece of music
that proficiently replicates the gestalt qualities of sadness is able to
make my mental process configure along the same energy patterns and
hence make me experience sadness. Moreover, Donnelly adds that
'similar structures in different media are related in a way not dissimilar
to the relation between an artistic stimulus and the configuration of the
brain activity it causes' (Donnelly, 2014: 98). Carroll C. Pratt
illuminates the point:
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An auditory rhythm is auditory, and that's that; but the same
rhythm – a Gestalt – may also be visual or tactual, and the
graceful lilt, let us say of a waltz rhythm […] will be present in
all three modalities. Gestalten […] reveal innumerable iconic
relations and resemblances across modalities. Therein lies the
great power of art, for the moods and feelings of mankind are
capable of iconic presentation in visual and auditory patterns – a
mode obviously far more direct and effective than symbolic
representation.
(Pratt, 1969: 25-26)
The fact that different media are capable of configuring the same gestalt
– or possess the same gestalt qualities – is the key to the Gestalt
approach to audiovisual analysis. Imagine a close-up of a character
having just lost a dear friend: we recognise her/his face as sad because
some physiognomic traits, the gestalt qualities of 'sadness,' produce a
certain configuration that we experience as an expression of sadness.
(Mind that the actress/actor interpreting the part might not be sad at all
but has the skills to exteriorly replicate the Gestalt that we recognise as
'Sadness.') The same happens with a piece of music: 'Music is sad […]
not in a literal sense, nor because the composer was sad when he or she
wrote it, nor even because it makes us sad, but because it ‘presents the
outward features of sadness’ (Stephen Davies, in Cook, 1998: 89). If
that close-up is coupled with music that possesses 'the outward features
of sadness' (gestalt qualities that are experienced as sad, for a mix of
native responses and cultural conventions), then the two configurations
of 'Sadness' – physiognomic and musical – fuse to produce a larger
configuration of 'Sadness' that is more powerful than the two taken
singularly.

Micro-configurations

fuse

and

produce

a

macro-

configuration.
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3. Micro-Macro Configuration Analysis
To analyse music in films from a non-musicological viewpoint, we
should concentrate on the gestalt qualities of the music, which can be
roughly identified with what Meyer calls 'secondary parameters.' While
the 'primary parameters' of music (chordal progressions, syntactic
relations between tones, etc...) are the structural parameters responsible
for the formal construction of the piece and those typically focussed on
in the musicological analyses, the 'secondary parameters' are the
affective and expressive parameters (Meyer, 1996: 209). The secondary
parameters are such 'exterior' characteristics of the music as dynamics,
tempo

and

agogics,

register,

timbre,

rhythmic

patterns,

consonance/dissonance, and melodic contour and character. Of course,
even if this Gestalt approach does not demand deep musicological
skills, some musical competence is nevertheless required. One is
expected to be able to tell a flute from an oboe when s/he hears it, or to
notice an accelerando or decelerando, and should possess enough ear
training to discern the profile of a melody and recognise it when it is
presented again, or to distinguish between dissonance and consonance
and between major and minor mode.
By focusing on the secondary parameters of music, we can then
observe the degrees of isomorphism between the micro-configuration of
the music and the micro-configurations of the other cinematic devices,
and analyse how these micro-configurations fuse to produce the macroconfiguration of the scene/sequence under examination. Think of
Citizen Kane (Welles, 1941): in the opening sequence, the dark and
lugubrious images of the abandoned Xanadu mansion (visual microconfiguration) are coupled with music in an extremely low-register, in
an almost lifeless slow tempo, played by dark-timbre instruments such
as the bass clarinet and the contra-bassoons (musical micro76

configuration). Music seminally fuses with visuals to convey the sense
of death and ruin in the sequence (macro-configuration). On the other
hand, think of the sequence in Hook (Spielberg, 1991) in which Peter
Banning retrieves his 'happy thought' and thus is able to fly again and
reverse to his previous Peter Pan status. As soon as the happy thought is
secured, the music builds up, creating a crescendo in volume and
orchestral texture, with flutes and piccolo bubbling in the higher
register to express the excitement that is hardly containable and about to
explode; then, when an exhilarated Peter takes off to fly over
Neverland, the music explodes in a tutti fortissimo exactly as Peter pops
out like a missile into the sky; then music continues to support Peter's
flight with an airy melody by high-register violins, punctuated by fast
flights and runs of high-register woodwinds and celebratory fanfares of
the trumpets in their brighter register – music sounds as bright as the
sunny sky, as excited as Peter, as soaring as the flight it accompanies, as
fizzy as the wind whirls up there. In the opening of The Hateful Eight
(Tarantino, 2015) we see the snowy landscape but it is the music that
makes us feel the glacial temperature. The high-pitch sustained notes of
the violins are isomorphic with the visuals: the music is as static and
frozen as the landscape we see. The sound of these violins in their
highest register, in a non-vibrato dry timbre, is poor in harmonics, a
'cold' sound – as opposed to, say, the 'warm' sound of a cello in its
middle range. The music does not only sound cold but also bright,
because it shares a high-frequency quality with the blinding white of the
snow – a bright light is the effect of high frequencies in the visual
dominion and a high-pitch sound is the effect of high frequencies in the
auditory one. High-pitch violins are also used in similar way to express
coldness in the ice-wasteland dystopia Quintet (Altman, 1979). Yet, it
cannot be said that they automatically equal coldness. The same high77

pitch violins are also used to mimic the dazzling sunshine in scenes set
in extremely hot locales, as happens in Lawrence of Arabia (Lean,
1962) – in such torrid desert scenes, high frequencies in the music are
isomorphic with the high frequencies of the blinding sunshine. The
reason for this different effect of the same type of music is that the
whole must be considered in analysis, not the single device and its
supposed function in isolation. The experienced effect depends on the
combination of the music's micro-configuration with the ones of the
other devices. A separatist conception such as that of music as an
adverb-like modifier is liable to take the musical agency as too rigid and
predetermined – the adverb 'merrily' will always project a merry halo on
the verb, the adverb 'sorrowfully' always one of sorrow. Music is one
factor of a multiplication, rather than one element of a sum. It is better
to think in terms of a fusion of elements, rather than a modification of
one element by another. In a desert scene, the dry timbre and the high
register of the static violins finds its isomorphic visual counterpart in
the blazing sun and the sand dunes; placed in a snowy scene, the same
type of music is perceived as isomorphic with the coldness of the icy
landscape and the shining whiteness of the snow.

So far I have been dealing with instances of so-called audiovisual
parallelism, in which the micro-configuration of the music and that of
the visuals match, they are isomorphic, there is a correspondence
between the configuration of the music and some configuration of the
visual aspect or of the emotional tone of the narrative. What if they are
not? What happens with the so-called audiovisual counterpoint, when
contradictory music creates a meaningful comment? While music can
directly mimic some general affect and gesture (Meyer, 1956: 266-69),
when it comes to precise extramusical meanings and abstract concepts,
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music alone is inadequate to express them. To use Langer's term, music
is a symbol but an 'unconsummated' one (Langer, 1948: 195): it is not
as referentially precise as the verbal or visual symbols. To be
'consummated,' music has to be associated with some other extramusical phenomenon. Meyer elaborates on this:

Music presents a generic event, a 'connotative complex,' which then
becomes particularized in the experience of the individual listener.
Music does not, for example, present the concept or image of death
itself. Rather, it connotes that rich realm of experience in which
death and darkness, night and cold, winter and sleep and silence are
all combined and consolidated into a single connotative complex.
(Meyer, 1956: 265)

Music itself cannot

express

'Compassion,' but

generically

sentimental music can become the expression of compassion if coupled
with the images of someone succouring another human being. The
coupling of micro-configurations that are not exactly isomorphic – what
Nicholas Cook calls 'complementation' (Cook, 1998: 103-04), music
that is not neither perfectly parallel nor in counterpoint with the visuals,
but adds something – produces a macro-configuration in which music
cooperates in the production of ideas and abstract concepts. What if
there is no isomorphism at all, not even 'complementation' but radical
'contest' (Cook, 1998: 103-04)? For example, imagine a funeral scene
scored with a lively and carefree merengue. In such cases, we are faced
with an interpretive problem, to which we have to find a solution. A
problem is like an incomplete or unstable configuration, and the Gestalt
theory of problem-solving posits that a solution is found when the
configuration of the conundrum is made stable by examining the
relations between its elements:
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We have to recognize that probably all problems with which we
may be confronted, and also the solutions of such problems, are
matters of relations. So long as problems are problems, the materials
in question exhibit some relation; but these special relations are
such that a difficulty arises. However, we may now discover other
relations in the material which make the difficulty disappear. In
some instances, we are at first unable to see any relations in the
material which are relevant to our task. When this happens, we have
to inspect the given situation until, eventually, it does exhibit
relations from which a solution can be derived. Consequently, not
only does our understanding of the problem depend upon our
awareness of certain relations; we can also not solve the problem
without discovering certain new relations. For the most part, such
relations are not […] simple and directly accessible […]. Often they
are of a far more abstract or conceptual kind; and, almost always,
we have to deal not with one relation but, rather, with whole sets of
them, and thus with relations among relations.
(Köhler, 1969: 143-44)

The difference with Cognitivism is that Gestalt addresses problemsolving not so much as a cognitive effort of hypothesis-testing but more
as a perceptive effort of relation-seeking: we have to 'observe' the
problem from different angles until we find the right one from which
the required relation is individuated that can illuminate a solution. This
is called 'insight': 'In the solution of a problem […] we suddenly
become aware of new relations, but these new relations appear only
after we have mentally changed, amplified, or restructured the given
material' (Köhler, 1969: 153).10

10

Gestalt posited the 'Aha! phenomenon', i.e. an instance in which the solution to a
problem does not arise from reasoning, hypothesis-testing, inferences, etc. but
suddenly presents itself to the mind as the result of the reconfiguration of the problem
(Braisby and Gellatly, 2012: 306).
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The interpretive part of film analysis is about finding relations
amongst the elements and, in the most challenging cases, relations
amongst relations. Film interpretation is about reaching the insight to
solve a problem. In such situations as those with 'audiovisual
counterpoint' this is attained by looking at the possible relations
between the micro-configuration of the visuals and that of the music
until we see the relation that makes the two isomorphic and fused into a
larger macro-configuration. Let's consider an example from A
Clockwork Orange (Kubrick, 1971): the attempted gang-bang rape in
the abandoned theatre. In this scene, we have visuals that depict a
hideous act of violence one the one hand, and Rossini's carefreesounding overture from the comic opera The Thieving Magpie (1817)
on the other hand. Music and visuals are seemingly not isomorphic. In
analysing this scene we can appreciate the difference between the
typical approaches in which music is seen as a secondary element – a
'modifier' – and my Gestalt approach in which both music and visuals
equally interact in the production of the macro-configuration. David
Sonnenschein employs Michel Chion's concept of 'anempathetic effect'
to discuss this scene (Sonnenschein, 2001). The 'anempathetic effect'
happens in those instances in which some diegetic sound (a sound
whose source is within the narrative world) is playing before a dramatic
event and continues playing after it, unaffected by what happened. This
produces in a scene an unsettling sense of 'cosmic indifference' (Chion,
1994: 8-9): the 'uncaring' sound is taken to signify that individual
sufferance is completely irrelevant to the economy of the Universe, we
are helplessly alone. Though formulated to account for the agency of
diegetic sound and music, non-diegetic music too is often singled out as
responsible for the anempathetic effect. It is in these terms that
Sonnenschein applies Chion's concept to the scene in question: '[the
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viewer's] involvement can be heightened when there is a great tragedy
or catastrophe depicted, using the juxtaposition of happy music that
simply challenges us to identify more closely with the victims, as in A
Clockwork Orange' (Sonnenschein, 2001: 156). Here, music is treated
as a rather mechanical modifier, something that changes the polarity of
the visuals and makes us 'identify' with the victim: if music of opposite
emotional sign is paired with a tragic event, then an anempathetic effect
must be the result and we pity the helpless victim.
I think there is a more insightful way to tackle the musical agency
here. Without music, the rape scene would have been experienced as a
dramatic moment of violence but, given it is framed from a distance in
long-shot, it might have also been experienced with some emotional
detachment – there is not a single close-up of the victim. 11 If
appropriately 'empathetic' dramatic music had been used, we would
probably have experienced the event from a closer vantage point,
because the micro-configuration of the music would have been
emotionally isomorphic with the situation as experienced by the girl –
violence, terror, violation, captivity... – and thus the macroconfiguration would have been consolidated around her as the subject at
the centre of the experience. Instead, Kubrick's choice is to use music
that is 'anempathetic' with the girl, but the reason is not so much that of
creating an anempathetic effect. The micro-configuration of the music
is empathetic with another viewpoint in the scene. Kubrick's choice,
disturbingly enough, is to use music that has a micro-configuration that
is affectively isomorphic with Alex, his droogs, and the rival gang in
action here. For all those violence-addicts, this is but a pleasant pastime.
Indeed, the scene opens with Rossini's music, followed by Alex's casual
11

The close-up is the key stylistic device to make viewers empathise with a character:
see Plantinga, 1999.
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voice-over recountal: 'They were getting ready to perform a little of the
old in-out in-out on a weepy young devotchka they had there...' The
merry music is isomorphic with Alex's feeling. Uplifting classical
pieces – Beethoven's 'Ode to Joy' and the joie de vivre typical of
Rossini's music – are consistently featured throughout the film during
his 'ultraviolence' moments as a manifestation of the inner joy and the
invigorating feel-alive sense that he experiences. The macroconfiguration resulting from the long-shot-styled visuals (with no closeups of the victim) and the merry music is one in which the subjects of
the experience are the rapists, and the girl is just an objectified
plaything they pass around. Because of the micro-configuration of the
music, we are provoked to empathetically align with the gang, we have
access to their emotional world. This is why this musical choice makes
the scene so effective and unsettling: we are forced to be part of the
gang. And this is why considering music as a modifying element might
lead to superficial results: in A Clockwork Orange the music does not
'challenge us to identify more closely with the victims' but exactly the
opposite. If we think of music as an ingredient of the whole macroconfiguration instead of some seasoning that is added when the baking
is done, we can see the relation amongst the film's component from a
different angle, often in a more productive way.

4. Conclusions
A Gestalt approach to the analysis of music in films can provide
film scholars with a methodical way to tackle film music, but without
the need to possess deep musicological competence; it can provide
music scholars with insights into how the audiovisual coupling of music
and visuals can be theoretically accounted for. This is also a way to
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supersede the visual bias and separatist conception that have long
characterised film studies. My proposal seeks to conceptualise music
and visuals as equal and interplaying agents of the production of the
whole Gestalt of the film. The audiovisual experience of the film is the
effect of the configurations of the single cinematic components (microconfigurations) combining into the whole configuration of the
scene/sequence/film (macro-configuration). The combination of these
micro-configurations is not merely additional but it is a product, it
generates a surplus (of meaning, emotion, perception) that is not given
by the single elements but it is the multiplied result of their
combination. My theorisation here echoes Eisenstein's discussion of the
productive capacities of montage, similarly based on elements of the
Gestalt Psychology:

The juxtaposition of two separate shots by splicing them together
resembles not so much a simple sum of one shot plus another shot
as it does a creation. It resembles a creation – rather than a sum of
its parts – from the circumstance that in every such juxtaposition the
result is qualitatively distinguishable from each component element
viewed separately. […] The woman, to return to our first example,
is a representation, the mourning robe she is wearing is a
representation – that is, both are objectively representable. But “a
widow,” arising from a juxtaposition of the two representations, is
objectively unrepresentable – a new idea, a new conception, a new
image.
(Eisenstein, 1957: 7-8)

If the audiovisual whole is the product of this fusion, analysis
then should be like a reverse-engineering move, isolating, within the
macro-configuration of the film's system, the micro-configurations of
the single devices and then studying how they interact, combine,
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isomorphically fuse, and 'multiply' each other to create the stabilised
and unified product of the macro-configuration that we perceive.12
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5
Giacchino as Storyteller: Structure and
Thematic Distribution in Pixar’s
Inside Out (2015)
Andrew Simmons
As a film composer, your job is not to write music; your job is
to tell a story.
(Burlingame, 2010).
—Michael Giacchino

1. Introduction
Film composers often cite the ‘story’ as a key source of inspiration
for their scores. Michael Giacchino, for instance, speaks of fellow
composer John Williams as a ‘great storyteller. His music is a reflection
of the film’s story. [… The way you can relive the movie just by
listening to his music] was a huge influence on the way that I write
because, to me, music is another form of storytelling’ (Giacchino,
2011). Hans Zimmer (2017), in a recent trailer for Hans Zimmer
Teaches Film Scoring, claims: ‘I can tell you everything you need to
know in one word… story.’ The method by which composers actually
use story structure as the framework within which their music is shaped,
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though, is rather ambiguous and under-researched. I postulate that, in
order to better understand film scores’ storytelling functions, musical
cues must be contextualised in relation to their greater narrative
structures to reveal global functions that may otherwise be concealed.
As Peter Larsen (2007: 41) puts it: ‘When we are dealing with film
music, it is not the whole musical composition but the film that is the
totality’.
This paper aims to demonstrate (1) commonalities of musical and
narrative structure by exploring the relationship between the score and
plot of Pixar’s Inside Out (2015) and (2) how large-scale analysis can
be a beneficial tool for film music scholars and practitioners alike. A
holistic analysis of the narrative functions of music, musical silence,
and leitmotifs, and the processes involved in the soundtrack’s
conception will help to determine and clarify the composer’s input to
the storytelling beyond the technically-vague claims we get from
interviews. By mapping musical information—particularly salient
thematic material which, as Neumeyer and Buhler (2001: 29) suggest,
‘allows one most readily to tie the musical score into a narrative
analysis’—across the three acts of the film, I investigate the ways in
which music interacts with other audiovisual elements in the ternary
paradigm of Inside Out to support a coherent, linear storyline.

2. Pixar and Giacchino
Pixar and Giacchino’s collaborative approach is unique in many
ways. Having developed a friendship with director Pete Docter outside
of the work environment, Giacchino is privy to pre-production
information that not all composers have access to. Docter actually first
pitched the film’s concept to Giacchino while the pair were queueing at
Disneyland (Giacchino, 2015a). As such, he is able to have an input at
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earlier stages of production than composers may otherwise be granted.
A closer look at the production process reveals the roles and
responsibilities involved in crafting the film’s soundtrack and the
effects they might have on the resultant score.
Pixar Animation Studios is a multi-award-winning, criticallyacclaimed computer animation film studio and the most successful film
studio, picture for picture, of all time.1 It is also one of the best-loved
film studios with ten of their seventeen films receiving a 94% or higher
rating on Rotten Tomatoes (four of those ten scored by Giacchino).
Chief Creative Officer John Lasseter suggests that one of the reasons
for its success is the emphasis the team puts on ‘telling great stories.’2
Composer Michael Giacchino, as the opening quotation of this paper
suggests, shares Pixar’s credo for storytelling, though he has struggled
to maintain it at times. When tasked with scoring Star Trek (2009), for
example, he was so caught up in reverence for the franchise and the
pressure of expectation upon him that he wrote twenty different themes
that were, as Giacchino states, ‘what you’d expect from a film like
1

As of October 2016, its feature films have earned approximately $10.8 billion at the
box office worldwide, with an average worldwide gross of $634 million per film (see
http://www.the-numbers.com/movies/production-company/Pixar).
Finding
Dory
(2016), Finding Nemo (2003), and Toy Story 3 (2010) are among the 50 highestgrossing films of all time, with the latter being the third all-time highest-grossing
animated film with a gross of $1.063 billion (see http://www.the-numbers.com/boxoffice-records/worldwide/all-movies/cumulative/all-time). Fourteen of Pixar’s
seventeen feature-length films are also among the 50 highest-grossing animated films
of all time (see http://www.the-numbers.com/box-office-records/worldwide/allmovies/cumulative/all-time-animated).
For more on Pixar’s dedication to storytelling, notice how often ‘story’ is mentioned
in Goodman, S., ‘Pixar’s John Lasseter Answers Your Questions’ at
https://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/11/01/pixars-john-lasseter-answers-yourquestions/?_r=0 [Accessed 6th March, 2017]. See also Movshovitz, D. 2017. Pixar
Storytelling: Rules for Effective Storytelling Based on Pixar’s Greatest Films, and
Khan Academy’s ‘Pixar in a Box: The Art of Storytelling,’ at
http://www.khanacademy.org/partner-content/pixar/storytelling
[Accessed
22nd
March 2017].
2
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that,’ suggesting that ‘everything I was writing sounded space-y’
(Burlingame, 2010). It wasn’t until writer Damon Lindelof reminded
him that this was simply a story ‘about two guys who meet and become
the best of friends’ that Giacchino was able to regain perspective and
move forward with the project.
It is important to remember that Giacchino was not the sole
auteur of Inside Out’s music. As Dubowsky explains of Pixar’s process,

[t]emp music accompanies the film from the earliest seeds of an
idea, being used for a pitch or for an ‘inspiration reel’, all the
way through every edit of the film, from rough cuts of
storyboards, through ‘soft locks’ at departmental screenings to
final locked picture. […] The temp score evolves dynamically as
the picture develops from concept to final inception, until the
final composer receives it as a guide.
(Dubowsky, 2011: 5. See also Goldmark, 2013: 213)

Music editor Stephen M. Davis, who worked with Giacchino on
Inside Out, informed me that ‘Michael tends to discuss the cue concepts
outside of the realm of a traditional spotting session’ and that, certainly
for this film, ‘Pixar does most of the temp music work before [he and I]
even see any part of the film’. 3 If the soundtrack is already planned
thoroughly before the composer gets involved, it suggests that his or her
role is, in terms of creative freedom, limited. The temp track will
contain much of the extroversive information (tempo, instrumentation,
style, etc) required of the scene; what Spiers (2012: 116-7) calls the
‘framing function.’ What a temp music editor cannot achieve—unless

3

Stephen M. Davis in correspondence with the author (7th May, 2016).
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temping a sequel with cues from its previous film’s soundtrack—is the
threading of themes throughout a film,
which is generally regarded as the DNA for a score’s structure.
[…] In essence, music editors re-appropriate music that had
been composed to serve the specific needs of other filmic
contexts. [… Temp tracks] manage to sustain a dynamic and
coherent ‘score’ for a film’s entirety, without benefit of a
thematic thread.
(Sadoff, 2006: 173)

It is the composer’s job, then, to introduce the thematic thread,
which creates the film’s introversive musical sign system. Before
syncing music to this picture, Giacchino ‘wrote a 12-minute suite of
music which encompassed all the areas of the film’ (Giacchino, 2015a).
The usual (though arguably outdated) next stage would be for the
director(s) and composer to watch the film, collectively determining
music’s placement and role throughout but, as Docter points out, ‘in
this case, we didn’t even do that. [Giacchino] just started writing the
music and the next thing we knew, he calls us up and says, “Hey, I’m
done. I’ve got all of the music.” “Wait, what? We didn’t even spot it
yet!”’ (Docter, 2015).

Interestingly, Giacchino (2015b) suggests that his original plan was for
each emotion [to] have its own theme; have its own thing. But,
as I got into it, I started realising, “well, life’s not really like
that, you know.” […] And so there are a few themes, but they all
relate to [Riley], so we ended up not doing a one-note thing just
for the different emotions and making it more of a global thing,
which felt like the right thing to do.
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What is curious here is that Giacchino claims he may not have
scored the film with a global approach, presumably crafting a score that
reacts to onscreen happenings moment-to-moment. Many (dare I say,
all) of his other film scores employ a global, primary theme; often also
a secondary theme and character/relationship themes (e.g. Muntz’s
theme in Up [2009], Remy and Linguini’s ‘buddy’ theme in Ratatouille
[2007]). While these character or relationship-based themes can be used
to directly mirror who or what is on screen, I propose that Giacchino’s
threading and manipulation of main themes—his global approach to
scoring—is what enables continuity and provides a reference with
which to navigate an overarching form. I should clarify that this article
is not a review of the composer’s work process, but rather an analytical
interpretation of the film’s score that considers the credited composer’s
influence and input.

3.

Graphic Approaches to Narrative Structure
In order to observe and compare various musical data with

corresponding narrative features, I require a model that presents many
elements simultaneously. Mapping musical information graphically
along a film’s timeline allows one to ‘take in the form of a work at a
glance—as a whole, as a Gestalt—diagrams by their very nature offer
perspectives that verbal accounts alone cannot’ (Bonds, 2010: 302). 4
Viewing a range of films ‘as a whole’ in this way allows for certain
comparisons to be made and similarities and patterns to be uncovered.
Jarvis’ (2015) thesis tackles the ‘under-researched phenomenon’ of
large-scale film music analysis as it considers the question: ‘What can
4

This topic is explored in more detail in Chapter 4 of this issue of Musicology
Research: Dr Emilio Audissino’s ‘A Gestalt Approach to the Analysis of Music in
Film’.
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we say about the way that music is organized around narrative
structures?’ (Jarvis, 2015: 40-1). Drawing upon the work of literary
scholars Freytag and Chatman, he proposes an analytical methodology
for graphically representing the ‘Narrative/Dramatic Structure’ of
complete films and their corresponding soundtracks to present three
‘unique aspects of large-scale musical usage that only emerge once the
entire score is considered within the film’s complete narrative context’
(Jarvis, 2015: 41). His Complete Narrative/Dramatic Structure
diagrams demonstrate the relationship between themes and characters,
and the close link between non-diegetic music and so-called Super
Kernels.5 Jarvis’ diagrams are a good starting point for representing the
topology of film scores, but are complex and require a prior knowledge
of narrative theory to understand them fully. Movie Barcodes (Figure 1)
are the work of an anonymous Tumblr user. Their simplistic design
condenses every frame down to a single pixel’s width to offer a gestalt
impression of the colour palette used across films and franchises. These
images provide fascinating insight into the structure of colour in films
and, being fixed widths, enable proportional analyses of films; a
consideration that is lacking in many other methods of the visual
representation of film. Borrowing from these two models, my Thematic
Distribution model presents data in a linear, proportional way that
enables simultaneous comparison of different elements of the score and
narrative.

‘Super Kernel’ is the name Jarvis has given to the key events in Freytag’s model of
dramatic structure (i.e. the inciting incident, climax/turning point, and resolution).
5
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Figure 1. ‘Movie Barcode’ for Pixar’s Inside Out. © from
http://moviebarcode.tumblr.com/post/133142336411/inside-out-2015

4.

The Thematic Distribution Model
Figure 2 demonstrates the ways in which my Thematic

Distribution model can express a range of data to reveal details of
Inside Out’s music and structure. These graphs display a proportional
overview from the start of the diegesis on the left (excluding company
logos, though these are often accompanied by music from the film) to
the end on the right (excluding end credits). A limitation of this model
is that it displays only binary information; data is shown as either on or
off. It is inadequate for presenting information of dynamic levels,
stylistic considerations, orchestration details, levels in the mise-enbande, fragmentation (and therefore transformation), or tonal centres.
Many of these details can, however, be annotated on as necessary. This
model has the potential to present and compare the musical and
narrative information of films and television shows of multifarious
genres, orchestrations, and durations. What these reductionist graphs
crucially acknowledge is the absence of music. Scenes without music
must be considered of equal importance as those with music. Silence ‘is
never a neutral emptiness. It is the negative of sound we’ve heard
beforehand or imagined; it is the product of contrast’ (Chion, 1998: 57).
Silence is of course the obvious contrast to music, though there are
different manifestations of it:
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A diegetic musical silence [i.e. diegetic sound with no music]
can function effectively to make the diegetic space more
immediate, more palpable, in the absence of the Muzak-like
overlay so often thrust on the spectator’s consciousness. […]
For nondiegetic silence, the soundtrack is completely without
sound. [… It] can be put to “modernist” or comedic use. […] A
structural silence occurs where sound previously present in a
film is later absent at structurally corresponding points. The film
thus encourages us to later expect the (musical) sound as before,
so that when in fact there is no music we are aware of its
absence.
(Gorbman, 1987: 18-9)
King Kong (1933) is without music throughout Act One. The
introduction of non-diegetic music in Act Two, as the characters
approach Skull Island, provides contrast to its previous absence (17’43”
of diegetic musical silence), creating a clear distinction between
sections. Music’s presence in Act Three creates the opposite of
Gorbman’s so-called structural silence: it signifies change from the
music-deprived, Depression-era New York of Act One, to a New York
rejuvenated by the arrival of Kong (and of music). The presence of
music in Act Three functions this way only when acknowledged in
reference to and as a contrast of Act One’s diegetic musical silence.
Similarly, in the opening sequences of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone (2001), music exists only when magic is afoot. Silence operates
to signify the mundanity of the non-magic world. Music’s signifying
function for the fantastical cannot be recognised without its contrasting
counterpart; something only large-scale analysis of the complete music
track (silence included) can conclusively provide. One important
difference between my Thematic Distribution graphs and Jarvis’
Complete Narrative/Dramatic diagrams, is that the latter display
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musical absences without necessarily acknowledging their structural
function and significance.
Exploring the long-range scoring strategies of film music, I also
consider the hotly-debated concept of tonal design as a structuring tool.
A study by Nicholas Cook suggests that listeners are unlikely aware of
large-scale design and that ‘the influence of tonal closure over listeners’
responses is restricted to a maximum time scale, possibly on [sic] the
order of 1 min[ute]’ (Cook, 1987: 203). He goes on to point out that

there is no intrinsic need for the theorist to conceive of musical
structures in the same manner that the listener perceives them.
[…] For what the analytical reductions of Schenker, Meyer, and
Lerdahl and Jackendoff clearly show is that composers such as
Bach and Beethoven shaped both the large-scale and the smallscale structure of their music according to the same principles.
In other words, they gave their compositions a large-scale tonal
structure (for instance, the move from tonic to dominant and
back again that characterizes sonata form) that was analogous to
the tonal structure of a single musical phrase
(Cook, 1987: 203-4)
Given film music’s lack of continuity (largely being used
intermittently), composers’ lack of control over the final edit and mix of
the film, and the constraints imposed by temp tracks, ‘it seems
reasonable to assume that any large-scale tonal designs […] will be
abstract and symbolic rather than functional’ (Neumeyer et al., 2001:
26-27). By concerning this analysis with the practice of scoring
(importantly, the spotting stage) and how it relates to other audiovisual
elements and narrative considerations, it is important to remember that
the tonal design’s ‘effects will be everywhere apparent in the music […
much as the musical] aspects of a sonata are organized around the tonal
plan and serve to project its structural closure in a directly perceptible
98

manner. Hence, if large-scale tonal relations are not in themselves
audible, that does not necessarily mean that they are of no musical
significance: it may be that their influence is an indirect one’ (Cook,
1987: 204): an indirect influence like that of colour palette or camera
language.
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Figure 2. Thematic Distribution Model Examples: Pixar’s Inside Out
(2009).
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5.

Inside Out’s Story Structure
Inside Out tells a tale starring five anthropomorphised emotions

inside the mind of an 11-year old girl named Riley whose world is
disrupted when her family relocates to San Francisco. It is the story of
how she and her emotions struggle to accept the change. With its easilyidentifiable melodies, considered tonal design, and clear narrative
structure—albeit split between two worlds—Inside Out makes an ideal
case study for identifying long-range scoring and storytelling strategies.
As Docter confirms in the DVD Director’s Commentary, a threeact form shapes the macrostructure of Inside Out. Tzvetan Todorov’s
literary model supposes a ternary form in which a stable situation is
destabilised, then re-established, providing the conflicting states
necessary for a compelling narrative or, as Chatman (1978: 85)
describes it, ‘the vicissitudes of the protagonist.’ Almén (1998: 70)
argues that ‘there is no reason why the initial situation should be stable,
nor that stability need be established by the end,’ but ‘agree[s] with the
pivotal role played by disequilibrium in a narrative model.’ The notion
of contrast in music started to show in the Seventeenth Century, during
which a growing harmonic language allowed composers to ‘break
certain kinds of [contrast-limiting] rules’ for greater expressive
possibilities. From this, ‘it is but one small step to realizing that
contrasting affects could be arranged within a single piece, at which
point all of the accoutrements of narrative organization become
involved’ (Almén, 1998: 28-9). A key advocate of three-act model is
Syd Field, whose writings on structure have become a staple of
Hollywood screenwriting practice and echo Todorov’s equilibriumdisequilibrium-new equilibrium model. Scholars Propp, Campbell,
Vogler, et al. are among those who have divided this broad ternary
model up further into micronarrative elements that correspond to
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supposedly essential plot points. I have applied Vogler’s (2007: 6-20)
twelve ‘stages of the journey’ to Inside Out’s plot and mapped each
stage along the Thematic Distribution timeline (Figure 3) for reference
during this analysis.
Figure 3. Inside Out’s ‘The Writer’s Journey’ plot points.
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Pixar’s John Lasseter believes that ‘[e]very single element in a film
must support the emotional arc of the story, which is really the
emotional journey of the main character,’ and has ‘always felt that the
two things that communicate the underlying emotion of a movie better
than anything else are music and color’ (Amidi, 2011: 7). Pixar’s visual
artists, for example, make use of so-called colourscripts,6 ‘which allows
you to see the whole arc of a film’s colo[u]r mood at a single glance,
[and] is essential in planning and refining the visual and emotional
rhythm of a film to support its story’ (Amidi, 2011: 7). They provide a
linear representation of the film for reference throughout the non-linear
production process. Speaking at SIGGRAPH 2015, Inside Out DOP
Patrick Lin shared insights into how his team created a unique visual
language ‘to provide our film with a camera arc that parallels story and
its characters’ emotional ups and downs’ (Lin, 2015). Figures 4 and 5
reveal how camera freedom and sense of scale respectively progress
throughout the film and, importantly, how changing states refer directly
to the film’s narrative framework. They show the interaction between
the visual language of Riley and Joy’s worlds in three identifiable acts.
This structuralist approach to the visuals corroborates Lasseter’s belief
that all filmic elements must work within the same narrative arc. The
following musical analysis highlights the ways in which music also acts
in accordance with the film’s three-act form.

6

Similar to Movie Barcodes but created in pre-production with full frames of concept
art rather than condensed pixels.
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Figure 4.Visual Intensity Progression in Inside Out.

Figure 5. Scale Representation in Inside Out.

6. Analysis: Thematic Placement
As established, a film’s composer is not necessarily first on the
musical scene. Crafting their scores in adherence to a pre-constructed
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musical landscape, composers must embed their thematic material
within—or superimpose it upon—the stylistic considerations of the
temp soundtrack. Giacchino, who we know composes thematic material
as a musical suite before embedding it into the larger musical context
(the soundtrack), has distributed almost all of Inside Out’s principal
thematic material into the time that Joy is in Headquarters, i.e. Act One
and from the climactic (‘Return with the Elixir’ [12]) moment of Act
Three (see Figure. 6). Each theme, as is also suggested in relation to the
music of Star Wars, lacks transformation; each ‘has a characteristic
shape and orchestration, and deviations serve not to carve out the
possibility of a thematic variant but to communicate semantic content’
(Buhler, 2000: 53).

Figure 6. (a) Location of Protagonist, (b) Narrative Structure, and (c)
Distribution of Multiple Themes.

The return of the Main Theme (Figure 7) during the climactic
scene of the film in the same, whole form as earlier Act One
occurrences ‘functions formally as a recapitulation that is satisfied with
thematic identity—a return to a prior state rather than something new’
(Buhler, 2000: 51-2). The few times the Main Theme is presented
during Act Two, when Joy and Sadness are lost in Long-term Memory,
it is altered in varying ways; key and tempo changes, fragmentation,
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and reharmonisation (see Analysis: Tonal Design below). There is only
4’37” of the Main Theme’s melody in 85’32” of total music (excluding
opening company logos and end credits), though there are more
occurrences of the recognisable accompanying harmony (Imaj7 ♭VIImaj7). This suggests to me that it is not necessarily incessant
repetition or proportional screen-time, but rather the way in which it is
introduced and developed, and, importantly, with which scenes it is
attached. If audiences are more likely to discern and remember major
narrative events (known as kernels) over subsidiary scenes of lesser
narrative value (satellites—for definitions, see Chatman, 1978: 53-6),
integrating significant thematic material into kernel scenes may
reinforce the music’s impact and memorability. This would be a
fascinating topic for a further empirical study.
Figure 7. Inside Out’s Main Theme in home key.

The

thematic

distribution

of

two

other

films

in

the

Pixar/Giacchino oeuvre (Figures 8b and 8c) evince strikingly similar
shapes to that of Inside Out (Figure 8a): a heavily-saturated opening
(arguably in its own localised ternary form), only few recurrences
during the central portion of the film, and a heavily-saturated closing
stage. Figure 8d shows a similar distribution pattern of the main theme
in a non-Pixar film scored by Giacchino and Figure 8e presents a film
that is neither made by Pixar nor scored by Giacchino. Similarities arise
in the main theme distribution patterns of all of these films. These
similarities hint at a possible universal story structure in and out of the
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Pixar/Giacchino oeuvre and ultimately a shared, underlying syntax that
loosely governs all film music placement.
Figure 8. Thematic Distribution in (a) Inside Out, (b) The Incredibles
(2004), (c) Up, (d) Star Trek Into Darkness (2013), and (e)
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone (scored by John
Williams).

7. Analysis: Tonal Design
The tonal design of Inside Out’s main theme (Figure 9) has a clear
ternary form (A-B-A). The theme journeys away from the home key
(G-major) of Act One, through altered and fragmented versions of the
melody in different keys and modes until a return to form and key at the
film’s climax and denouement. One exception (an occurrence in Act
Two of G-major) marks a major turning point out of and away from the
‘Ordeal’ [8]: the moment Joy is furthest from home and achieving her
goal. This theme was supposed to continue in G-major as Joy attempts
escape from Memory Dump, but was re-recorded in a minor mode (Gminor and B♭-minor) with altered—though still recognisable—
melodies. Docter informs us that originally ‘it was basically the same
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thing in a major key so it felt like, “Hey, we’re going to make it!” from
the get-go. So, we went back and redid it in a minor key so as to imply
we may not make it’ (Docter, DVD Director’s Commentary). Altering
these two statements of the melody in such a way continues the sense of
disequilibrium and, as Docter says, suggests that equilibrium has not yet
restored.
The use of tonal design in this way is not necessarily typical of
other feature films scored by Giacchino, though it does appear in his
work for Pixar’s short film Partly Cloudy (2009), which uses this same
ternary tonal design with the additional contrasting device of time
signature changes (Figure 10). Partly Cloudy’s soundtrack contains one
continuous piece lasting the length of the diegesis (5’04”) so, instead of
the contrast between music and diegetic musical silence to convey
segmentation, structure is communicated via the score’s tonal design.
Given the brevity of short films and listeners’ restricted response time
to key centres, perhaps this short-form medium best suits ‘long’-range
tonal design. Pixar short The Blue Umbrella (2013) (6’00” in length),
scored by Mychael Danna, also makes use of ternary tonal design to
evoke a destabilisation of—and return to—stability (Figure 11).
Figure 9. Tonal design for Inside Out’s Main Theme.
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Figure 10. Tonal design for Pixar’s Partly Cloudy.

Figure 11. Tonal design for Pixar’s The Blue Umbrella (scored by Mychael
Danna).

8. Analysis: Story Markers
Inside Out’s opening act uses diegetic musical silence as a story
marker to signal change in the established status quo, initially set up as
a narrated montage of generally happy days. To quote Joy: ‘Things
couldn’t be better.’ Seconds later, Joy’s voiceover tempts fate, asking,
‘What could happen?’ It is here that the music (that has been consistent
for 7’23”) stops suddenly to mark the ‘Call to Adventure’ [2] (often
referred to as the ‘inciting incident’): a moving van signals the
uprooting of the family. Music functions hereafter as Joy does, trying to
keep things the way they were, interrupted only by moments of
disappointment; the disappointment of the new house (made
additionally contrasting and unappealing with a suddenly desaturated
colour palette); the disappointment of her father being called away for
work; and the disappointment of broccoli-topped pizza. These
musicless moments give function to the music they interrupt by setting
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up the association between the presence of music and the notion that
things are going well, which in turn implies that the absence of music
supports the idea that things are not going well. It must be remembered
that these spotting decisions may well have been made by temp music
editors early in production and not by the composer himself.
Nevertheless, the considered use of silence as a narratively-informed
structuring tool gives added purpose to the music it interrupts, helping
to guide audiences through the film’s exposition.
By distributing her thematic material where he does, Giacchino
gives clues that point to Sadness’s role as the mentor archetype (see
Vogler, 2007: 39-47). The lengthy introduction of Sadness and her
associated motif (Figure 12) (14’10” to 17’11”) happens between
‘Refusal of the Call’ [3] and ‘Crossing the First Threshold’ [5]; the
period that Vogler terms ‘Meeting the Mentor’ [4]. This harmonic
progression is then used during moments in which Joy gains requisite
knowledge: when Sadness comforts Bing Bong and later when Bing
Bong (also a mentor figure) sacrifices his life for Riley’s well-being.
Without relating this musical cue to the greater narrative, it may appear
to be acting merely as a character leitmotif. Reviewing it contextually
reveals its function as an archetype leitmotif.
Figure 12. ‘Sadness’ Theme.

Giacchino also uses ostinato figures to mark new story sections (as seen
in Figure 2). A trope of his that I have dubbed the ‘Determined’
Ostinato enters as the protagonist begins her final push towards the
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climax of the film, spanning the entire ‘The Road Back’ [10] stage of
the journey.
It’s a repeating phrase which drives this whole sequence. And
[Giacchino] was saying, ‘You know when you’re exercising or
really focussed […] you kind of get this one piece of music
caught in your head and it loops and it loops...’
(Docter, DVD Director’s Commentary)

The use of a repeating figure to mark this precise moment can
be found in other Pixar/Giacchino films (Figure 13). By defining the
specific narrative function of this ostinato figure, it could be suggested
that its earlier use (labelled *) in Inside Out acts as a structural red
herring. Heard from 64’03” (before ‘The Road Back’) as Riley packs to
run away from home, audiences familiar with Giacchino’s work may
recognise the presence of a new ostinato figure and assume that the film
is heading towards its final stages. Joy then falls into the fathomless
Memory Dump, disrupting the ostinato. When Joy, having escaped
Memory Dump, sets off again, more determined than ever, this ostinato
takes us right through to her return home with Sadness.
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Figure 13. ‘The Road Back’ ‘Determined’ Ostinato in Pixar/Giacchino films
(a) Inside Out at 73’51”, (b) Up at 77’23”, and (c) Ratatouille at
88’03”.

9.

Conclusion
Comparing some of the methods that Pixar and Giacchino use to

shape Inside Out’s narrative at a global, macrostructural level
demonstrates coordinated approaches to storytelling; both of which
highlight contrast in the three-act form: the ‘assembly and distribution
[…] was clearly dictated by the compositional demands of the film
form’ (Eisenstein, 1949: 120). While this type of score and story is clear
and concise in its design, films and scores of other genres and styles—
perhaps those aimed at different target audiences—may not present
themselves in such an obviously narrative way. Introducing a largescale approach that explores film music as an entity informed by a
narrative form offers practitioners and scholars a new perspective with
which to determine and evaluate the successfulness of a film score. If
we accept Gorbman’s (1987: 15) claim that ‘whatever music is applied
to a film segment will do something, will have an effect—just as
whatever two words one puts together will produce meaning different
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from that of each word separately,’ it could be argued that the
effectiveness (or functional value) of said music-applied-to-a-filmsegment is best appraised not in isolation, but within its larger musical
and filmic context.
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6
Scoring Without Scorsese:
Nollywood’s Divergent
Creative Process
Emaeyak Peter Sylvanus

1.

Introduction
Nollywood is the branded name of Nigeria’s unique and

globally recognised film industry. Since its birth in the early 1990s,
Nollywood has championed an unprecedented cinematic revolution on
the African continent (Krings and Okome, 2013). This revolution has
been made possible by its extensive output, as well as its popularity and
unparalleled ability to reach remote and non-elite audiences
(Ugochukwu, 2013). Consequently, the emerging body of scholarly
writing on African cinema in the Twenty-first Century greatly focuses
on the advent and activities of Nollywood (for example, Adejumobi,
2007; Adesanya, 2000; Barrot, 2005; Hanyes, 2000; Jedlowski, 2011;
Larkin, 2004; McCain, 2013; Onuzulike, 2007). Broadly speaking,
Nollywood gives voice to an array of cultural views – beliefs, music,
poetry, dance, and history: it essentially tells the Nigerian story the
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Nigerian way. As a result of efforts to adequately express Nigerian
culture, the industry’s films are replete with recurring storylines and
themes. However, beyond such repetitive thematic issues are those
subtle socio-cultural and processual practices, without which it is
almost impossible to grasp the complexity or otherwise of its
soundtracks as artistic works that are simultaneously ethical and profit
oriented.

For

example,

Nollywood

fundamentally

approaches

soundtrack as texted music. The use of texted music is grounded in the
art of prefiguring – an approach wherein music functions to negotiate
and foretell dialogue and scenes in film. Thus, the chances of scoring a
locally made Nollywood film using only instrumental music are
negligible. In an interview, veteran Nollywood film composer Stanley
Okorie (2015) asserts:
Why wouldn’t they [soundtracks] have lyrics? Nobody has time
for your instrumentals. Are you trying to make the people
watching the film sleep? A couple of times I have done movies
with instrumentals…with serenades for certain places [parts of
the film]. All right. But that is as far as it goes. Do not forget:
the people who appreciate jazz and instrumental music do not
watch our movies.

Furthermore, the insistence on texted music strongly mimics
indigenous storytelling practices in Nigeria wherein the accompanying
music to folktales and folk theatre is not only vocal but also intended to
‘give back’ the story/plot to its audience. Prefiguring is thus an example
of a localised creative process – one that I have argued is Nollywood’s
deliberate choice aimed at resisting perceived film music influences
from such foreign cinema traditions as mainstream Hollywood
(Sylvanus, 2012). Nigerian film composer Austin Erowele (2015)
confirms this statement when he says:
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In Africa, we want our songs to have relevance to the movie.
We vocalise our songs a lot […] so, you cannot make a [film]
song without any vocals. Otherwise, to the [executive]
producers, you have not done anything, and [you] will be told…
‘This is not how we do it here’. So, you must vocalise your
sound [-track]. Anybody that writes without vocalisation is
trying to copy the Hollywood thing.
Erowele’s assertion strongly affirms what is the norm in
Nollywood film music, including a robust reliance on Nigerian musical
culture. This approach has, in part, contributed to the industry’s
divergent organisational and creative process, which some of its
overseas-trained practitioners struggle to undermine.
The observations made so far may appear difficult to understand
and perhaps unmethodical to the industry outsider. Yet, my research
shows that they are actually well-conceived and articulated thoughts,
which bear far less discrete underpinnings of the country’s history,
subcultures/cultural imaginary, and other socioeconomic perspectives.
To be clear, Nollywood film music is largely the product of informal
practices and symbolic actions (discussed later). Many such actions are
garnered through statements such as ‘This is the way we do things
around here’ (Erowele, 2015), which imply norms that insiderpractitioners intuitively follow. In other words, their actions and
inactions together signal and symbolise what is really valued in the
industry. Taken together, these and other observations combine to both
suggest and situate Nollywood film music productions within a
differing operational space and structure. In what follows, I identify all
those involved in the business and creative processes of Nollywood film
music production. I also explain what their definitive individual roles
are as well as how they interact in the collaborative process. By
examining the stakeholders’ working relationship, a unique Nollywood
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structure and hierarchy of practitioners emerges (Figure 1). This
structure not only differs somewhat from those found in some other
global film music industries but also is critical to how the final product
is influenced and, therefore, understood.

2.

Nollywood Film Music Production: Stakeholders, Structure,
Roles, and Relations
Nollywood uses familiar designations to identify its human

enablers within the production process. However, not all titles depict
the function of the bearer in their entirety. For example, there exists
someone called the Marketer whose full designation reads ‘Executive
Producer/Marketer’ (EPM). By convention, a marketer strategises and
promotes the sales of a product. However, in Nollywood the marketer
(or EPM) is the equivalent of Hollywood’s film producer and, perhaps,
much more. The EPM is usually the sole financier of film projects – a
very powerful figure who controls nearly everything from decisions
about: who to cast in the film; which composer to contract; what to pay
the different members of the production team; to when the soundtrack
should be submitted; what musical genre and style the soundtrack
should possess; the language of choice for the lyrics; and, occasionally,
where music should be laid on a film. As such, it is unsurprising that the
EPM’s interaction with the rest of the team is usually more monologue
than dialogue.
The next group of stakeholders are the film director and film
music composer. Fieldwork reveals that the film director is only
responsible for coordinating the film’s visual subjects and objects. Even
so, the final decisions rest solely with the EPM, and there is very little
room for compromise. In essence, the film director plays no part in the
collaborative process and outcome of any locally made Nollywood
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soundtrack. This is a striking and astounding observation, particularly
as it differs markedly from most director-led Euro-American processes.
Specifically, all expectations about the soundtrack flow directly from
the EPM to the composer. As such, and to paraphrase most of the
practitioners that I interviewed, what is termed a ‘discussion’ with the
EPM is more or less an instruction to the composer. Basically, the role
of the film composer in Nollywood is to realise the EPM’s prescribed
creative (musical) intentions, however flawed. The composer’s opinion
seldom counts, except in rare cases where the film genre is itself a
hybrid.

1

For the purpose of this article, the list of established

Nollywood film composers includes Stanley Okorie, Austin Erowele,
Shadrach John, Mike Nliam, and Chiemere Emejuobi. Other less wellknown composers are Maxwell Chidiebere Leonard, George Nathaniel,
Kayode Dada, and Chimex Alex.
In addition to the aforementioned stakeholders is the film sound
editor who works more closely with the director than with the
composer. The sound editor performs many audio-related tasks
including laying the soundtrack on to the film – a role that is arguably
reserved for the composer in some other film traditions. This is the
status quo in Nollywood because many of the composers either do not
have the technology to lay soundtrack on to film, or they lack the knowhow, or both. As a consequence of having the sound editor in this role,
the art of prefiguring becomes a subtly contested privilege between the
sound editor, the EPM, and the composer. In effect, this collaborative
demarcation between the sound and music professionals encourages the
control of music by the former in ways that promote prefiguring. Put

1

Hybrid film genres are those that show inter-generic or trans-generic attributes. For
instance, the presence of attributes of a horror film genre in, say, comedy. This notion
is further explored in my doctoral thesis (see Sylvanus, 2017).
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simply, the process drives the aesthetic construct of Nollywood
soundtracks.
Others in the production team include singers, recording studio
managers, and audio engineers who are basically the support staff and
financial responsibility of the film composer. Generally, the EPM
expects the film composer to write, perform, and record the soundtrack
alone. This demand implies that the industry expects a film composer to
possess a singing voice. This, too, is another marked difference in
comparison to its Euro-American counterpart wherein composers may
not necessarily be singers. Enter Erowele (2015):

To belong to the industry, you must be more of a
singer/songwriter. You must be talented especially in the ability
to visualise the script [plot] because [until recently] you only get
the script not the preview [rough-cut] of the film.
For this reason, EPMs seem acutely aware of how each film
composer sounds in song. So, to ensure compliance, some of them
listen to hear the composer’s own singing voice in the soundtrack. What
the foregoing suggests is the existence of some hierarchies and
structures that guide the production process.
It is my theory that the hierarchy of Nollywood film music
production is somewhat linear and less complicated than, for instance,
Hollywood’s (see Figure 1). The head of the production team is always
the EPM. Although there is a film director, the next important person to
the EPM, in the context of the soundtrack, is the film composer. As
already stated, the film director has no responsibility in the film music
process (see Figure 3). In reality, most composers and directors never
get to know each other. The sound editor, singers, and other audio
studio personnel make up the lowest tier of this hierarchy. This simple
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one-directional production structure has merits and demerits. On the
one hand, it eliminates the bureaucracy of extensive and rigorous
collaborations that exist where too many persons are involved. It also
saves production time, which is very important to the EPM. On the
other hand, not much creative freedom is encouraged as composers
merely work to the EPM’s terms. Also, the turnover time affects quality
negatively because works are often hurriedly done. These issues
encourage thoughts on the tension between ‘quality’ and ‘the popular’,
and how they may be negotiated. The fact is that this hierarchy and
structure is not going to change any time soon because it is remotely
guided by what Haynes (2000; 2010) describes as Nollywood’s
‘cultural value and politics of mass entertainment’. Therefore, it is
logical to conclude that the industry has taken a stance regarding the
aforesaid tension. My view is that Nollywood stance privileges ‘the
popular’ over ‘quality’.

Figure 1. Nollywood film music production structure
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The Nollywood film music production structure is different on
paper and in practice to its Euro-American counterpart. Specifically, it
contrasts significantly with the auteur-driven model of Europe and,
perhaps, Hollywood. According to Menne (2011: 36), the auteur theory
argues that ‘the unity of a film – its totality of decisions – must be
rooted in the director’s agency’. In other words, the film director is the
major creative force in a motion picture, and is considered the ‘author’
of the movie. Both the European production model and the complexities
of collaboration in Hollywood give considerable (creative) influence to
the

film

director.

By

my

scrutiny,

Nollywood’s

organisational/production model is both culturally specific and relevant
to Nigeria. Four main reasons support this position statement.
First, the ‘absence of a founding philosophy’ or bureaucratic
process by a body of filmmakers to fashion out Nollywood’s agenda
means that the industry would need to adopt a bottom-up conceptual
approach to cinema. This grassroots/streetwise approach would work to
guarantee a production process that thrives largely in oral tradition. This
then feeds the second reason – ‘appropriation’. As an industry,
Nollywood is a socio-culturally responsive phenomenon. This implies
that the customs, laws, values, and expectations of its host culture and
people primarily dictate its cinematic contents and business strategies.2
Accordingly, film and film music projects were and still are seen
through the prism of folklore and theatre, where, like the leader of the
cultural troupe, Nollywood’s EPM is the be-all and end-all. There is,
therefore, no room for a parallel leader in the guise of an artistic (or
film) director. In other words, stakeholders appropriate the collaborative

2

This is evidenced in over 200 Nollywood films that I have watched, and the oral
accounts of stakeholders. The film and film music themes of such productions
specifically depict the way of life and forms of recreation/entertainment of the locals.
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roles and also reinvent the observable functionality of human agency
and music in folklore and drama. They also appropriate indigenous
modes

of

transacting

business,

particularly

word-of-mouth

commissions, payment by cash, and the conviction that royalties to film
composers is both alien and untenable.
The force of appropriation connects the third reason: ‘power’.
Nollywood’s existing organisational structure essentially treats the
composer as a marginal rather than a strategic component of the film
project. For instance, the EPM prizes the actor well above the film
composer; and will likely risk contacting and contracting an outright
novice for the soundtrack. Shadrach John (2015) affirms this:

In terms of musical quality, for instance, these guys [marketers]
are so cheap that they would rather go to some roadside studio
and get something knocked together, instead of coming to
people who are experienced, and who can give them something
good. So you hear some soundtracks, which sound
like…somebody is just hitting tins and then you hear some very
scary voice singing, you understand. So, it saddens me. And that
is where this criticism is coming from; that’s the angle it is
coming from. I bet you will not watch any of Stanley’s stuff
[work], my stuff, or Austin’s stuff, and not see some form of
quality, whilst retaining the local content.
The ability to wield power flows from the fourth reason – ‘money’. In
this context, the EPM is often the sole financier of the project. Unlike
the European or Hollywood film director who often has to account for
film project funds from sponsors, Nollywood’s EPM owns all
profits/losses and reports to nobody.

Money is therefore a critical

reason negotiations of and around a soundtrack are tied to the number
of theme songs per film since, according to Erowele (2015), ‘the more
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[the] theme songs, the more [the] money’. This factor has, together with
the urge to imitate how music functions in indigenous storytelling
practices, ensured that Nollywood film music does not adopt the longform narrative tonal model. The organisational structure alone,
however, does not fully reveal every detail leading up to the final
soundtrack. A deeper understanding follows from examining aspects of
the creative process.

3. The Nollywood Film Music Creative Process
Whereas it can be argued that Hollywood soundtrack productions
are more expensive, less hurried, and structurally and aesthetically
detailed, Nollywood’s, on the other hand, are transacted orally, very
cheap, and completed over a remarkably short time (often between two
days and a week). Structurally, Nollywood soundtracks lack
homogeneity: the musical compositions do not develop thematically
from start to finish in the films. Many of such film songs are strophic in
form and tonality, and strategically applied to scenes without regard for
the music’s rhetorical function and potential for continuity. Also,
Nollywood film music rarely synchronises with the moving image, and
there is no conscious effort to emphasise diegetic and non-diegetic
narrativity 3 . All locally-made Nollywood films have texted (vocal)
music soundtracks that are originally and specifically composed for
them (see audio examples 1 and 2). All the practitioners who spoke to
me maintained that there are no musical scores or any other form of

3

See, for example, Karishika (1998), The Master (2005), Ekaette Goes to School
(2014), and Native Fowl (2014). These and similar mainstream Nollywood films can
be seen online via such outlets as Iroko TV. I should caution that Iroko TV streams
films from many sources including ‘New Nollywood’ – the parallel industry to the one
in focus here.
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musical notation in use in Nollywood. Thus, the process requires that
film songs be learned by rote. This exercise could take between a few
minutes and some hours (see Figure 2). Also, depending on the
complexity of the song(s) as well as the disposition of the musicians,
actual audio recording follows immediately. Erowele (2015) offers a
detailed description of this process during a studio observation in
Lagos:

First, I write my songs. Next, you come to this kind of studio
[where] you have the engineers, singers, etc. and meet. And
since I have prepared everything – without music score… I prerecord the songs. I have a [mobile] phone here that I record my
songs [into]. I write the lyrics and I record the songs with its
lyrics in my own voice. Once the singer comes, I give the singer
the phone [and] she listens to it, takes the [written] lyrics to the
[recording] booth to sing. Now, she knows the melody [and] she
knows how it [the song] goes…she just knows the song! So,
that’s for the singer. My engineer is there. He is monitoring
everything. He is the technical person. Also, he makes his own
input too – his own suggestions, like, ‘why don’t you do it this
way, and so on?’
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Figure 2. Nollywood film composer, Austin Erowele in session with
one of the female singers. Photo credit: author, 2015 ©.

Likewise, I note that the singer does not work to any kind of
ready-made backing track or programmed instrumentation. Rather, she
works to a rendition in the composer’s own voice (in this case,
Erowele’s), which is stored in a mobile phone (as shown in video
example 1). All other aspects of the soundtrack are then realised in a
different or the same studio using the keyboard and computer
programming apps. Both the business and creative processes create a
framework of something unique and fascinating about Nollywood film
music (see Figure 3). Taken together, it is not surprising that
Nollywood practitioners have developed a film music lexicon of their
own – of expressions such as ‘log sheet’, which is clearly a
bastardisation of Hollywood’s ‘cue sheet’. Basically, the Nollywood log
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sheet is a list of sound samples and effects to match the different moods
in a film’s plot, and is usually in the composer’s handwriting (Figure 4).

Figure 3. The Nollywood film music process chart
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Figure 4. Sample log sheet (‘Kamara Log’) for use in a Nollywood
soundtrack. Courtesy of Austin Erowele, 2015. ©

As noted earlier, both the sound editor and EPM actively engage
in some decisions about the soundtrack, especially prefiguring and,
therefore, spotting. Stanley Okorie (2015), who is widely regarded as
the ‘Father of prefiguring in Nollywood’, explains:
So, most times you make a song… for instance, you see [that] in
a story a woman’s husband dies in scene 14, and in scene 15 she
is crying. You now make a song for scene 15 but the [sound]
editor now goes ahead and lays it on scene 13. What has he
done? He has already told the story of the film. It’s not Stanley
Okorie that [has done that], because the story of a film (even the
foreign ones) must be about [the film]. So, what happens is that
most times the [sound] editors – some callous editors – lay this
song that is supposed to have been sung after the husband has
died…they now lay it before the husband dies. So, that already
tells you that the husband is going to die. […] So that’s number
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one. Most times you find out that what I get is the rough cut, it
is not the final cut [of the film]. So, I may make the music for
scene 15. But by the time the [Executive] producer and director
see the film, there is no more scene 15. So, that music made for
scene 15, which they have paid me for, will not be wasted. They
can play it at scene 12; after all, ‘the woman’s husband will die’.
Okorie raises a valid concern. Yet it can also be argued that the
absence of a final sound map or cue sheet, which, according to
Sonnenschein (2001: 49), ‘details exactly what sounds are on which
track at exactly what time’, paves way for editing assumptions because
the Nollywood log sheet does not, in the Hollywood sense, ‘give
accurate guidance to the sound editor and mixer’. Thus, one way to curb
the powers of ‘some callous [sound] editors’ might be to introduce cue
sheets. But this may never happen because the notion of a ‘cue sheet’ is
unimportant in Nollywood. So, whereas a cue sheet reveals minute-byminute details of sound-visual relationship/design, the (Nollywood) log
sheet is a temporary cognitive expression of choices made at the earliest
stages of composing for the film. To complicate matters, the log sheet is
not also passed on to the sound editor.
Nollywood composers also uses the term ‘score/scoring’, which
strictly means deciding where to place music on film – something
called ‘spotting’ in Hollywood. So, even when Nollywood films show
credits with the words ‘Music score by…’ it really does not refer to the
existence of any orchestrated (notated) material. Shadrach John (2015)
explains:

We are not trained. Everything you see is raw talent, [and] from
experience. It is [a] very crude process for us over here. We do
not do all this music notation thing. For example, I had a week
to do this [referring to a soundtrack], and I wrote three songs,
you know, three tracks for this. But we have people that read
music. They can actually do these things [score for film]. But
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because of the money…a single project may only bring in
$1000; and don’t forget [that] you have to pay everyone that
works with you [per project] from that money. So, they [those
who studied music] think it’s an insult to their professionalism.

Similarly, I would add that preparing a film score requires
ample time and attention to detail – two elements that the industry itself
does not quite encourage.
My ethnographic research also reveals that the use of ‘source
music’ is highly discouraged, in part, because of litigation in connection
with the use of copyrighted materials. Also, ‘temp tracks’ are not
required and used in Nollywood because it is not the norm to sample
the opinions of a select audience concerning prospective film songs. 4
So, whereas Hollywood employs temp tracks to commercially evaluate
consumer tastes and expectations, Nollywood’s evaluation is entirely
based on the words of the EPM who relies more on intuition than actual
empirical survey. This kind of behaviour bestows EPMs with
considerable influence – an aspect that feeds the politics of film music
identity, which I explore fully in my doctoral thesis (Sylvanus, 2017).
In all, I argue that the above observations, which arise from working
within an oral tradition, combine to bestow Nollywood film music with
its own inviolable spirit. It is, therefore, my theory that some
differences exist between Nollywood and, say, mainstream Hollywood
soundtrack processes. The following table summarises some of these
differences.

4

For a fuller understanding of temp tracks and source music see, for example, Sadoff
(2006).
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Table 1. Some differences between Nollywood and Hollywood film
music traditions
Hollywood

Nollywood

The singing voice is not critical to film
music

Film music must be sung. As such, all
composers are required to be vocal
performers

Music is fluid in tonal and formal
organisation, and completed over several
months

Music is completed in a few days, and
long-form narrative tonal construction
is not considered

Music is homogenous, and develops both
thematically and seamlessly throughout
the entire film

Music is strophic, and so the
integration of music into the narrative
and visuals of films is not seamless

Music is not hyper-explicative because
of the emphasis on picture composition
and movement of camera

Music remains hyper-explicative
because dialogue and drama are
stressed above picture composition and
movement of camera

Music is used both aesthetically and
rhetorically to connect scenes where
there is no dialogue

The aesthetical and rhetorical power of
music is underused in scenes without
dialogue

The strong attraction for music without
words makes the soundtrack very
gestural with emphasis on diegetic and
non-diegetic narrativity

There is little or no appeal for purely
instrumental music. Music is rarely in
synchronisation with the moving
image, and diegesis is often nonexistent

There is a strong tradition of reliance on
source-music

Owing to issues of royalties, copyright
infringement, and litigation, the use of
source-music is strongly discouraged

Prefiguring is not critical to the narrative
construction of the film score

Prefiguring is the norm, and its
understanding and use is not the
exclusive preserve of the film music
composer

The composer works closely with the
film’s director to decide ‘the right’ music
for the film

The film’s director is totally ignored in
the collaborative process. Instead, the
composer works to the specifications
of the executive producer/marketer
(EPM)
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Soundtrack reveals significant preference
for underscoring

Soundtrack is linguistically marked by
the use of texted (vocal) music in local
languages – a behaviour that is
culturally informed

When there is texted music, the
soundtrack does not normally reference
the specific storyline

Texted music is a sung synopses
(abstract or verbatim) of the storyline,
and usually in vernacular and/or
Nigerian Pidgin English

Music seems well-budgeted for and in
terms of logistics and personnel

The budget for music is quite minimal
because the composer is considered a
dispensable rather than strategic
constituent of the film

The creative environment and production
line for the soundtrack always involves a
network of individuals from lyricists to
arrangers/orchestrators, performers, and
copyists

Production remains a single artist
endeavour. As such, the cost of
additional personnel is borne solely by
the film composer

Film music draws materials from both
Western pop and art music culture

Soundtrack materials draw mainly
from Nigerian pop music culture

Musical scores are produced for
rehearsal and recording purposes

There are no musical scores. Instead,
songs are learnt and recorded by rote

The cue sheet is an important component
for the production team

The cue sheet is an unknown
term/concept. Instead, composers
create what they call a ‘log sheet’,
which shows how sound samples are
matched with moods

Temp tracks are indispensable and vital
for initial presentations and polling of
audience reception to the soundtrack

Temp tracks do not exist. Instead, the
EPM’s intuition guides their
assessment of what will appeal to the
audience

The term ‘score’ does not refer to
spotting

The term ‘score’ refers strictly to
decisions about where to place music
on the film

Film working titles are decided early and
seldom change from script to final
release

Film titles get changed as many times
as the EPM decides, often without
informing the composer

Film music is practised and refined
within ‘an open system model of social
structure’ (Faulkner, 2005: 11)

Film music is practised and refined
within oral tradition
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4. Reading Nollywood Film Music
Locally produced Nollywood films usually disclose storylines
through the camera’s ‘long shot’. This suggests that the camera is not
the ‘narrator’ of plots: it does not ‘move’ in the manner of classic
motion picture films. I argue that this practice is both technological and
ideological in orientation. I call this the ‘sanctity of immobility’
because it is an ideology that the industry’s approach to camera has
sustained for two and a half decades. Technically, it is mimetic of a TV
tradition wherein the target audience is expected to ‘fill in’ from
genuine socio-economic and cultural experiences. Like Nigerian
television productions, Nollywood particularly favours the ‘long shot’,
‘medium two-shot’, ‘close-up’, and occasional ‘three-shot’ camera
styles. 5 Following this manner of use of camera, Geiger (2012: 59)
notes that Nollywood pictures ‘closely resemble the TV soap operas
that in part influenced it’. Yet by avoiding series and serialisation,
Nollywood movies also conform to the structure of film production.
This is why Nollywood embraces both motion picture and television
approaches, and is, therefore, a hybrid film industry (Haynes and
Okome, 2000).
By de-emphasising the role of the camera and emphasising both
dialogue and vocal music, a conscious shift away from ‘seeing’ to
‘listening’ is established.

6

This explains why one can ‘watch’

Nollywood films as much with the ears as with the eyes. The emphasis
on listening is strongly reflective of an oral tradition, which, not only
demands that production processes are both participatory and
Thompson and Bowen’s Grammar of the shot (2009) is a useful book that explains
everything from the different kinds of shots to the guidelines for their application.
5

6

This argument is well advanced in TV music texts such as Donnelly (2005).
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representative, but also that the spoken word (whether as dialogue or
texted music) is elevated above all other forms of (non-verbal)
communication, including picture. This shift further implies that the
soundtrack becomes hyper-explicative as a tool for revealing the story
or ‘singing the film’ as commonly expressed within the industry.7 The
notion of singing the film (or prefiguring) is a core index for knowing
how to read Nollywood film music. 8 By comparison, this approach
contrasts sharply with mainstream Hollywood where the soundtrack is
not hyper-explicative. Instead, a greater premium is placed on the
appeal of picture composition and the camera as narrative tools
(Ramsaye, 1926; Pichel, 1946; Sontag, 2001; and Zone, 2007).
5. Conclusion
This article is a small part of my original and ongoing research into
mainstream Nollywood film music. On this occasion, I have focused on
the industry’s business and creative processes with intent to advance
our knowledge and understanding of Nollywood soundtracks from the
perspective of divergence. As a result, many facts have emerged
including: how film projects are contracted and executed; who the
stakeholders are; where their allegiances rest and intersect; what the
practitioners truly value; what guides and sustains the system; and how
the mainstream Nollywood film music approach differs from other
known traditions – all of which should support how its film music is
read. The Nollywood business and creative processes have, among

This expression became widespread from the mid-2000s following Nollywood’s use
of texted (vocal) music to narrate the storylines of films. According to Shadrach John,
local stand-up comedians invented and popularised the term to disparage Nollywood’s
approach to film music.
7

I am working on another article that focuses wholly on prefiguring and ‘the
Nollywood Rule’.
8
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other things, guaranteed the preservation of its film music genres, their
strophic musical forms, local languages, and the art of prefiguring. And
so, I agree with Jeffery Geiger who, while discussing the political
aesthetics and ‘shifting perceptions’ of Nollywood films, suggests that
the industry does not need a ‘western auteur (a ‘Scorsese’) [model]’
because of the ‘distinctive styles of [executive producers/marketers]
such as the Ejiro brothers, Izu Ojuwku, and […] Tony Abulu’ (2012:
61). In essence, Nollywood’s divergent creative process has worked and
continually so for the local industry, especially regarding the character
of its film music.
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7
An Exploration of Interdisciplinary
Dialogues between Sound, Vision and
Movement: A Music Composition
Methodology for Interactive Media
(Video Games)
Elena Alekseeva

1.

Introduction
This article describes my compositional approach to interactive

music for video games. Exploring production techniques and
integrating audio into this medium, it emphasises the interdisciplinary
dialogue between sound, vision and movement, which brings all these
elements together.
Musical composition, for any medium, is a part of the audiovisual experience that adds depth and emotion. In the context of video
games, musical composition comprises sound, vision and interactivity.
These interdisciplinary elements support and complement each other
under one artistic concept. In other words, they become inseparable.
The main functions of music in media are to transfer the feeling
or mood of the narrative or plot, to define the identity of the characters
and settings, and to emphasise the dramaturgy of the full picture. In this
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regard, film music and game music share a function, which is defined
by Collins in her book Game Sound: An introduction to the history,
theory, and practice of video game music and sound design (see Collins
2008: 5).
In media, such as films, the media is fixed in time. Paul Hooffert
mentions in his book Music for New Media: Composing for Video
Games, Web Sites, Presentations and Other Interactive Media (2007:
5), that ‘linear content is well suited to linear media, such as books and
television programs that have fixed lengths and are designed to be
experienced from beginning to end’. Fixed media is closely bound to
the film edit. The music can be perceived as a linear audio line that is
composed along to the edited image, and, vice versa, the video edit is
created to sync with the audio. In video games, the game engine
storyline is interactive, and the player participates directly with a set of
options embedded within the game engine framework. This interactive
aspect creates an exciting challenge to video game composers: to think
differently and to apply their music to different circumstances,
depending on the player’s decision.
Immersive experience in films and games is different. In films, it
is more detached from the listener because they are watching stories
about characters other than themselves. However, in video games the
player is the character who experiences the dynamics of the game
engine and constructs the virtual reality, albeit with limited choices. The
game engine and the game music is designed to evoke and stimulate
each player’s emotions (happiness, sadness, fear, etc.) and instincts
(survival, protection, etc.) through the gameplay in real time.
The term ‘interactivity’ has been described and associated by
Collins in her book Game Sound: An introduction to the history, theory,
and practice of video game music and sound design (2008: 3) as the
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way of human engagement with the material/ content. However, the
term ‘interactive music’ has multiple meanings. On the one hand, it can
be applied to contemporary classical music, an example being John
Cage’s Music of Changes (1951) where the performers randomly
engage with the given material/ information. On the other hand, it can
also be applied to generative music (such as Koan software), where the
music interacts with the computer/ machine and is generated by a
system component that has no discernible musical inputs.
In video games, the user interacts with the console, the game
environment and the storyline or narrative. However, this engagement
is based on reaction rather than interaction. The player engages with a
set of pre-programmed options, but cannot anticipate future
information. In the games industry, the term ‘interactive music’ refers
to all audible elements, which change dynamically based on a player’s
decisions in real time.
All audible sounds in computer games can be categorised into
three groups:
1. Interactive Background Soundtrack (underscore/ cue) – this can
suggest emotions, or create an atmosphere through the manipulation
of listener’s expectations (harmonic/ dynamics/ tempo) in response
to the narrative. (Stevens and Raybould, 2014:149).1
2. Sound Effects (SFX) – these synchronise directly with players’
actions and interactive objects to communicate meaningful game
information. For example, the sounds associated with running or

Where underscore refers to ‘instrumental score music used in a film or television
production to enhance the storyline, message, emotions, action, or other aspects of the
production.’ (Anon, 2010)
1
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jumping, picking up an object, etc.
3. Voice Over (VO) – speech of the characters, audible lines of text,
etc.
In video games, the movement of the player’s avatar in the virtual
environment, as they travel along a narrative trajectory, guides the
conception and development of interactive music sequences. The
interactivity of this is determined by locations and events that are
triggered by the player’s actions and movements in a specifically
designed virtual environment. This interactive soundtrack functions as
a hybrid cinematic underscore; this is a variable and open-ended
musical composition that can support a narrative experience by
creating atmosphere, foreshadowing/foreboding or a heightened sense
of action/energy depending on the requirements of the story. Layering
complementary, but functionally diverse, sequences on top of each
other (via the looping, building manner of commercial EDM music
(Butler, 2006)) creates variations in intensity and the composition’s
narrative purpose. The player’s interaction with the game determines
the structure of the music. At the same time, the player’s movement is
emphasised by the sound effects relating to the objects and actions of
the player, such as the sounds associated with running or jumping,
picking up or dropping an object, firing a weapon, opening a door, and
so on. Whereas in video games, sonic elements are interactive, in fixed
media such moments are linear and spread along the artwork’s
structure. In both cases, but in different ways, movement and sound
inform the shape and trajectory of the piece.
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2.

Methodology
During the pre-production stage, an audio design document is

created detailing exactly what sounds and audio will be required, as
well as defining the aesthetic of these sounds and the major elements of
musical development. This is achieved by working closely with the
developers to identify the key parameters and interactive points.
It is the music and sound effects that make a game unique. The
music can help you understand the genre; it embellishes the
environment and the characters, fleshing out the characters’ emotions.
The music also helps to describe the story, and the time and location the
game is set in. Even more importantly, the music makes the gameplay
experience more memorable and distinctive. For example, the game
Super Mario has distinctive, memorable music that becomes part of
your gaming experience. It immerses you into an imaginary world.
For game composers, the most important task is to create a world
of sounds and music that matches the vision and aesthetics of the game,
but also to set up a pleasurable experience for players which can elevate
the production value of the game itself. Interactive music and the game
engine should operate together according to the narrative’s options. As
a result, interactive soundtracks should be flexible and adapt to the
workings of the game. The range of possibilities available to the player
informs how the soundtrack is to be conceived and constructed.
Video game composers usually work with a team of game
developers, audio production and post-production engineers, sound
designers and software coders. At the beginning of the collaborative
process, the game might not be completed. The game playable
prototype could be a first version of a concept rather than the game
itself. The form of the musical soundtrack is designed and composed
according to all possible storyline directions, and is agreed upon among
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the team members prior to commencing the soundtrack.
It is possible to define audio-visual connections in a number of
ways such as stylistic expectation, harmony, consonance and/ or
dissonance, and instrumentation. When creating music and sound for
various communicative, emotive or atmospheric purposes – whether
they are supporting a narrative (in the case of hybrid cinematic
underscoring), or simulating physical properties (actions and SFX) – I
am aiming to generate musical information that provides the
listener/viewer/player with a range of related possibilities, or what
Gibson refers to as ‘affordances’(Windsor, 2012: 1-19). When it comes
to writing music for games, composers cannot always freely create
music – they must do what the game requires. It is important that
developers approach composers with a very clear vision of the game.
To set up the aesthetics of the game it is important to know what
the developers want such as what kind of sounds they are looking for
and how they perceive the game. It is not always easy for them to
define instrumentation or musical genre because not all game
developers have the same musical skills as the composer.

To put

together a musical style guide (called the ‘temp score’) and
instrumentation,

composers

and

developers

have

conceptual

conversations; this is also an opportunity to ask each other their
questions. They use short-term communication in order to garner an
idea of what kind of music would be suitable. What is the genre of the
game? What are the visual gameplay aesthetics? Also, it could be useful
to ask the developers to provide images or screenshots of any gameplay,
because as soon as there is an image, it speaks very powerfully. Visual
aesthetics can define the game genre and how the game sits alongside
similar games. One must manage the desire for personal innovation
alongside the traditional video game style. This is because being an
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innovator is about being aware of what is innovative and what is
traditional.
Composers ask the developers about their musical preferences in
terms of style and genre, while trying to understand the taste of their
collaborators. What is their favourite music? What do they listen to?
For example, in my produced score for the game Thing-in-Itself, during
conceptual conversations between myself and the developer we
discussed the general plot and ideas of the piece, joined with the
dynamics and tempo. Arseny Klishin, the game developer, provided me
with musical examples by other artists, which in his opinion matched
the ‘mood’ of the game. Next we defined the instrumentation: the score
will be comprised of guitar, piano, strings and ambient synth pad,
followed by what not to include: modern electronic dance music genres
and heavy synthesisers. This game is set in 2016, in the flat of two young
adults in an English-speaking country.

‘Thing-in-Itself is an interactive short story about the struggles of
understanding another human being. Using Immanuel Kant’s
concept as a framework, it leads the player through stages of a
relationship, exploring how perceptions may clash and
surroundings can alter. […] Ted and Molly are together. Ted feels
a connection to Molly wherever he looks. But, how do they both
really see the relationship? […] With an average walkthrough
time of 15 minutes, Thing-in-Itself is not a game in a traditional
sense – it doesn’t have win or lose conditions and doesn’t present
challenge to the player. […] With this project, Party for Introverts
attempts to establish a connection between the mediums of game
and short story, reworking the possibilities when narrative and
interactivity merge.’
(Klishin, 2016)
To define instrumentation, I asked conceptual questions to create
a picture: the details of time, place and situation. We defined musical
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preferences that would work for the score.
To use:
Acoustic guitar, strings, piano, electronic ambience.
Tempo: middle tempo, not too slow, not too fast.
Harmony/ mood: minor key.
Not to use:
Electronic dance music, modern beats, unusual time signature,
most electronic synthesisers. No wind instruments, such as flute,
brass, and no more modern grooves. Because they really wanted
to keep it clear, in that very personal first person perspective
concept.
Together, we had the elements, what we are/were going to use
(instruments), and the harmony (minor key). The developers sent
pictures (and screenshots) (Figure 1 and Figure 2) of the game, the
composing the musical cues to begin.
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Figure 1. Example (A) screenshot from developers ©

Figure 2. Example (B) screenshot from developers ©

3.

Interactive Music Structure
The structure of fixed media or interactive media soundtrack

follows the narrative. In fixed media, musical structure is a set of cues
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from the beginning to the end. In interactive music, the length of cues is
undetermined and may depend on various factors, such as the game
parameters or player’s decisions. For this reason, the basis of an
interactive score is nonlinear. One way of solving this issue is to create
an interactive composition from small looped pieces, which could be
switched quickly in relation to player’s psychological and emotional
needs, in relation to the narrative (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Fixed Media vs. Interactive Media

After all stylistic aesthetics and instrumentation is set up, the next
step is to define the structure and the dynamics of musical development,
which will emotionally draw people in. The music should be showing
its natural involvement in gameplay, which can include tempo changes,
adding new textures or instruments, etc.
Different composers approach video game composition in different
ways:
1. Composing music and then adapting the existing score to the game
environment.
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2. Thinking about each triggered step in video game composition at
the process of music composition.
My compositional techniques are similar to music production
methodologies for interactive media as suggested by Richard Stevens
and Dave Raybould in their article ‘Designing a Game for Music:
Integrated Design Approaches for Lucid Music and Interactivity’
(Stevens and Raybould, 2014: 151), which is ornamental, parallel,
transitional, cellular and algorithmic forms.

4.

Compositional Process
In my creative practice, I build audio-visual dialogue with

cinematic underscore and SFX by firstly analysing the media, in terms
of mood, structure and dramaturgy. Then I plan chord/ harmonic
functions and stylistic expectations (Nielsen, 2011), which will respond
or correspond to the emotive story of the moving image. Alternatively,
the future composition could start with a collaborative interdisciplinary
plan between dancers or video game developers.
Often my compositions are constructed of several small ‘cues’
which can tightly fit the narrative. When working with an interactive
piece, constructing a composition out of small parts (cells) allows me to
build complexity. Fixed media musical composition structure is made
up of a linear group of cells; in interactive music composition the
structure builds upon one or more vertical/ layered blocks of cells. My
approach to interactive music creation is based on creating loop-based
musical elements that can be combined vertically, programmed into the
game to play out in relation to the particular narrative movement or a
change of environment. Composed ‘cells’ for linear and interactive
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media composition (which creates an illusion of musical development
and linear structure with interlocking layering technique) support the
visual movement and complement the narrative. Using EDM as a
structural/stylistic device allows me to build my media composition.
In interactive media I build my compositions from the set of cues
composed in relation to the game narrative. However, each cue is
deconstructed into vertical layers (vertical re-orchestration/ stems) and
triggered in the media environment in relation to the game’s narrative
following a logical sequence of musical development. Applying these
techniques creates a composition that is both structurally controlled, but
also open-ended. Composed and triggered cues work in vertical
combinations to maintain the musical continuity while allowing for
significant changes in texture, harmony and instrumentation. Composed
SFX linked to the interactive objects and items in response to player’s
actions complement cues in the shared musical space. All sounds are
mixed and placed into the virtual environment with Wwise.
Music and sound effects can be produced and recorded with
DAWs, (digital audio workstation) such as Logic Pro X, Ableton Live,
ProTools, Reason, etc. Audio files are usually delivered in WAV
format, OGG format for mobile VR (virtual reality). When the music
(interactive soundscape) and SFXs have been produced, all the audiofiles have to be implemented into the virtual game environment. To
integrate all audio files, some sound designers use middleware, such as
Wwise, FMOD, where additional sound editing needs to be completed.
This includes volume balance between the audio files, attaching sounds
to interactive objects, applying 3D plugins (if needed), mixing all the
elements together and then compressing the final mix, in order to save
space.
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Development software, such as Unity and Unreal Engine 4, have their
own simple audio implementation tools. However, depending on the
game complexity, middleware might need to be added to the sound
design process as well. Understanding middleware for composers is
very important, because the techniques can offer new options of
musical triggering. It can allow manipulation with the musical
‘material’ in many possible ways. It makes you think about digital
environments as a compositional space, and its ability to expand
imagination and creativity.
Interactive music sequences or loops could be running from
simple melodies, up to a complete musical arrangement. Triggering
loop-based audio elements into digital space, in relation to the location
of the character or the level, creates an interactive nonlinear score,
which can be constructed from many musical elements which are
playing on the loop at the same time. It is possible to produce these
elements with any DAW, to create a short piece of music with lots of
instrumental layers within. Then to break this short piece into the
multiple instrumental layers, triggering them into the game in relation
to what is going on in the narrative. Sound effects are attached to the
movement of the characters or interactive items, to something that will
always produce the same sound(s). Voice Overs could also be triggered
into the digital game space or game parameters. A technical issue for
music composers, producers and video game developers is that most
DAWs are developed for Macintosh (Mac), and most of video game
development software is native to PC (Windows). This technical
incompatibility can slow down the creative process, however, I believe
this does not affect the quality of the final production in any way.
When designing multiple layers for the narrative, it is important to
remember that games are created to be played multiple times – the
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soundtrack should be musically interesting and diverse whilst also
extending a sense of musical development.
Karen Collins suggests ways to add musical diversity to
instrumental loops, possible requirements for a video game score, and
game composition process stagers in her book, Game Sound: An
Introduction to the History, Theory, and Practice of Video Game Music
and Sound Design (2008).
Diversity for the interactive layers/ loops:
1. Variable tempo
2. Variable pitch
3. Variable rhythm/meter
4. Variable volume/dynamics
5. Variable DSP/timbres
6. Variable melodies (algorithmic generation)
7. Variable harmony (chordal arrangements, key or mode)
8. Variable mixing
9. Variable form (open form)
10. Variable form (branching parameter-based music)
(Collins, 2008: 148)

Requirements for a video game score might contain:
1. Attractor loop
2. Start-up Screen
3. Level 1 (might contain various number of layered cues)
4. Level 2 (might contain various number of layered cues)
5. Level 3 (might contain various number of layered cues)
6. Success
7. Failure
8. Ultimate success
9. Ultimate failure
10. Credits
(Hoffert and Feist, 2007)
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Game composition process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Review the basic imagery
Review the basic story
Find out the number of musical cues required
Find out formats for delivering soundtracks (usually 8
stems track – allocated among rhythm, percussion,
lead/melody, harmony/secondary lines, pads/strings, and
specials). Mono, stereo or surround sound?
Identify the key points in the story arc will require
special musical attention (reaching thresholds, winning
battles, advancing to next level, or game suspension
while the gamer sets parameters in a window.
For each primary game character, mock up (demo)
music for each of the story points.
Work interactively with your production colleagues,
revising and finding until you get approval.
Compose the cues
Deliver in a DAW project

(Hoffert and Feist, 2007)

5.

Virtual Reality
The principles of mobile VR game music composition are similar

to other games. However, the lack of space affects the audio delivery
format (OGG for mobile VR). Sound design techniques might be
different, depending on the game, the console and extra tools (such as
gloves, walking stations, etc.) and on the player’s role and placement in
audio space (Unity, Unreal Engine, Wwise, FMOD). Then a more
technical understanding of the game console and more new musical
ideas can be brought to the interactive composition.
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6.

Conclusion
Throughout this article I explore the interdisciplinary dialogue

between sound, vision and movement in a music composition
methodology for interactive media. I look at musical composition as a
part the audio-visual immersive experience, where several elements
need to be taken into account, such as music composition, production,
pre-production and sound integration into the video game medium.
Interactive music structure is shaped by the game engine design and its
progression throughout gameplay in regards to players’ decisions. This
approach enables us to look at the construction of interactive soundtrack
in a vertical way, using loop-based audio materials attached to the
media environment. I believe that a technical understanding of music
implementation into the medium can assist composers by bringing
about a larger range of creative ideas in composing music for video
games.
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8
8-bit Nostalgia and Hollywood
Glamour: The Modern Autonomy of
Video Game Audio
Pippin Bongiovanni

I think game music is getting stuck in a rut. [It is] aiming
to sound like a Hollywood film. But if you aim for the
Hollywood sound, everyone ends up making music that
sounds like John Williams….Stop copying films and make
game music that sounds like game music!
(Ethonal, 2015)
- Video game composer Nobuo Uematsu

1.

Introduction

Analysis of video game audio is commonly conceptualised through
cinematic discourses (Moseley and Saiki, 2014). The two audio-visual
mediums have many similarities and share an often symbiotic
relationship

(Collins,

2008).

In

fact,

the

large

majority of

ludomusicological research focuses on these cinematic comparisons,
frequently drawing from film studies. Using film studies as a
disciplinary lens has considerable merit when one considers the
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propensity for modern game developers to focus a game’s audio-visual
aesthetic on establishing cinematic realism with the latest technologies.
Some games are even referred to as ‘blockbuster’ franchises by fans,
developers, and scholars, demonstrating how deeply ingrained the
cinematic vocabulary is within the video game industry (Jenkins, 2013).
This dualism is worth problematising, reflecting on whether or not
game studies scholars, or even developers themselves are merely
‘craving the legitimacy’ (Mosley & Saki, 2014: 1) of the century long
history and ingrained conventions of cinema and its audio. Such
questions become increasingly pertinent as noted film composers
including John Williams, Howard Shore, and Hans Zimmer are hired to
score big budget video games,1 further integrating the cinematic with
the ludic. It is no wonder that modern game audio separated from its
ludic medium quickly becomes indistinguishable from cinematic
scoring.
Interestingly, a similar appropriation of performance standards has
occurred in the world of classic 8-bit game audio. Capitalizing on the
nostalgia associated with retro games and the cultural legitimacy of the
western classical concert tradition, live performances of classic game
music reinterpreted for symphony orchestras have gained popularity.
Concert tours, often focusing on Japanese role playing game (JRPG)
audio like Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest, and Zelda, have been
performed worldwide. Such reinterpretations afford the medium of
early game audio a set of performance standards and, through the lens
of the western concert tradition, some semblance of legitimacy as a
serious artistic production.

1

Hans Zimmer has scored Call of Duty: Black Ops 2 (2012), and Crysis 2 (2011),
Howard Shore has scored S.U.N (2007).
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In light of the modern game industry’s reliance on the cinematic
tradition, and the telegraphing of classic game audio into the milieu of
the western concert tradition, one must wonder what happened to game
audio’s defining characteristics? Why has big budget game audio so
heavily coopted the cinematic tradition? What is the fate of the older
retro 8-bit game audio aesthetic in light of its recent symphonic
transition? And how can game audio differentiate itself from the
musical traditions it has so heavily incorporated? Is such a thing even
possible or necessary? Returning once more to Nobuo Uematsu’s quote
at the outset of this paper, why can’t game music be game music?
In answering these questions, this paper provides an overview of
the history of early game audio, demonstrating how early technological
limitations shaped the initial ‘retro’ aesthetic of game audio, and how
the removal of such limitations following improvements in technology
and computing power saw game audio coopting stylistic elements from
the cinematic and Western classical traditions of performance and
orchestration. This allowed game audio to dispense with its retro
sounding and nostalgic aesthetic, and instead latch on to culturally
significant and recognized musical traditions, legitimating game audio
as an art form for a wider audience outside of just gamers. Now, one
can hear a game score performed by famous orchestras like the Boston
Symphony Orchestra or London Symphony Orchestra, hear game music
composed by famous film composers, and buy lovingly arranged
soundtracks of game audio without ever having to pick up a controller
and play a game.
2.

Early Game Audio
As a medium, video games require active engagement by players

which impacts the way music is heard and implemented. Academic
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literature on this topic emphasizes the interactivity and responsiveness
of video games; games are player dependent, with a user’s actions
triggering sound effects and music pulled from a directory to match the
situation (Collins, 2010: Whalen, 2007). The interactive nature of
games calls for different compositional practices and introduces new
challenges to the composer such as avoiding repetition. Game composer
Christoper Tin, the winner of the only Grammy awarded for game
music comments on this difficulty: ‘the average gamer plays a game for
many, many more hours than they'll listen to a piece of non-game
music. You need to write something that people aren't going to get tired
of listening to over and over again’ (Prebble, 2014).
It is important to note that ‘in the early stages of both film and
games, music was more of an accompaniment than a true integration
with the image,’ (Collins, 2008: 32) more of an afterthought than
anything. Game audio featured no seamless transitions, no elements of
realism, and was particularly utilitarian and non-linear. The first game
to incorporate dynamic music tracks was Frogger released by Konami
in 1981, signaling the start of the peak age of game audio in Japan.
During this period, ‘video game music was defined by its limits,’
(Belinkie, 1999) with technology allowing for the use of audio in video
games still in its infancy. Music was ‘difficult and time consuming to
program,’ (Collins, 2008: 12) with composers often doubling as
programmers. Chips like the programmable sound generator (PSG)
restricted the spectrum of sounds used in early video games, allowing
for only three simultaneous channels of sound at any one time which
resulted in the 8-bit sound that many nostalgically associate with classic
arcade games or early console games. The JRPG genre is still defined
by this 8-bit aesthetic, both visually and aurally, with new game
releases eschewing modern technology in favour of the old.
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The JRPG genre of games emerged in the mid-80s with games
like Dragon Quest (1986) and Final Fantasy (1987). The period’s
available technology established not only gameplay and aesthetic
standards, but also the archetypical JRPG sound that has remained
popular in the face of new advancements in game audio technologies.
Many early to mid-1980s JRPG franchises have continued on to release
dozens of subsequent games. Games tended and still tend to be to be on
handheld platforms, with some spilling over into consoles, generally
PlayStation. ‘JRPGs share the same ludic traits with RPGs,’ (Schules,
2015: 71) merging table-top RPG mechanics with a distinct cartoon
aesthetic, quirky characters, dozens of hours of playtime and fantastical
worlds. Central to JRPG gameplay are open world maps, emphasis on
the group journey, inter-character relationships, group functions and
classes. The audio-visual scope of JRPGs is severely limited by today’s
standards, with emphasis not placed on establishing a realistic game
world via flashy graphics, as modern games are wont to do. Rather,
JRPGs have a unique visual style and are, on the whole, pixel sprite
based, with fantasy-centered, hand-painted backgrounds and occasional
animated cut-scenes. JRPGs privilege synthesized melodies and
emotive motifs that dynamically change following a user’s in-game
choices over music that establishes a dramatic, realist atmosphere.
During this period composers like Nobuo Uematsu, Yatsunori
Mitsuda, Koji Kondo and Koichi Sugiyama began composing
soundtracks for games in the JRPG genre. They enjoyed the
compositional limitations placed on them by the technology at this time.
Final Fantasy composer Nobuo Uematsu has gone so far as to comment
that ‘it was more interesting making music with just the three electronic
sounds,’ (Ethonal, 2015) while Super Mario Bros and Zelda composer
Koji Kondo feels that he is ‘most inspired to create when I am creating
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under limitations—whether it’s by system or by musical theme’
(Kondo, 2005). In using the PSG chips and others, these composers had
to learn programming and sound design in order to produce any audio at
all. They were forced to innovate at every turn, with one composer,
Yukio Kaneoka, going so far as to invent the Nintendo Entertainment
System’s (NES) custom PSG sound chip in order to produce the music
he thought best suited the NES system.
The JRPG audio aesthetic that was shaped by the technological
limitations at play in the late 80s and early 90s has not evolved much
over the past 30 years, despite subsequent technological innovations.
Developers are sticking to the tried and true JRPG framework, profiting
off of the deeply engrained sense of nostalgia these games bring
because of their chip-tune soundtracks and sprite graphics. It is an aural
aesthetic that speaks to the history and foundation of gaming, with
modern game sound telegraphing cinematic audio more so than
anything resembling a distinct game audio aesthetic. Following
advancements in technology and computing power, this era of game
music has had the descriptors of retro, classic, or nostalgic placed in
front of it, signaling its pastness.
There is obviously a certain purity of compositional style that is
desired in JRPG game soundtracks, a desire that appears to be rooted in
a nostalgic longing for this past era of gaming audio. It should come as
no surprise that many of these composers are not fans of modern game
audio, as the Nobuo Uematsu quote in the introduction of this paper
demonstrates. These composers are not the only ones to steer away
from modern gaming’s cine-real symphonic aesthetic. Many fans feel
the same way, with one forum user going so far as to comment how ‘in
most western RPG’s [he] could hear a piece of music and it just sounds
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like some random piece that could be off any number of Hollywood
movies as like filler music’ (Zionysis, 2016).

3.

Nostalgic Listening
Over the past 30 years, there has been a renewed interest in this

retro video game sound, both inside and outside of the JRPG genre. The
emergence of chip-tune music, a genre of music that is composed and
played to sound like a retro arcade game, acts as a semiotic tool to
evoke nostalgia for this past time, and in recent years there has been a
resurgence of retro styled games drawing from both the visual and
audio cues of early video games.

Figure 1. Dragon Quest 1, 1986 © (Author Screencapture)
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Figure 2. Zenonia, 2008 © (Author Screencapture)

Why is it that this retro audio aesthetic evokes such powerful
nostalgia for players and composers alike? To start, this era of audio
was necessarily utilitarian, with each sound serving a distinct purpose.
The sound was inorganic in that it did not represent any real world
sound; an unrealistic signifier. Speaking on this topic, ludomusicologist
Blake Snow writes,

Primitive 8-bit/16-bit machines left more to the
imagination by necessity, and given their greater focus
on split-second timing, they also used sounds as audio
cues to let you know when you told Mario to jump or
when an enemy was approaching. As such, players were
given more room to develop an emotional connection
and associate certain actions with these prompts
(Snow, 2009)
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Fans and scholars alike have commented on this emotional
connection and collective nostalgia associated with these games and
their 8-bit audio aesthetic. Psychologist Clay Routledge, a specialist in
nostalgia has suggested that gaming promotes nostalgia more so than
other media due to its immersive and communal potential, claiming that
‘we’re less interested in the gaming experience than we are in
recreating the memories associated with them… there’s a need to
reconnect with the past and recall a former ness’ (Hill, 2015).
Nostalgia can be viewed ‘as the study of a collective or public
memory,’ (Sloan, 2015: 9) and much has been written on the idea of
nostalgia contributing and shaping the collective memory and history of
video games in particular. Game scholar Sean Fenty has even
commented on retro gaming’s power of historical persuasion.

Video games can represent the past as it was, or as it
never was, but they can also represent how players wish
to remember it, revisiting or revising the past to make
players yearn for it, and they can offer players the
possibility of not only being there but of doing things
there – of playing the past
(Fenty, 2008: 27)
The launch of Nintendo’s virtual console, a digital platform that
allows gamers to play classic Nintendo games on their modern
consoles, is demonstrative of this collective yearning for the old, further
highlighting how pastiche, parody and nostalgia have permeated the
gaming market. Retro game collections containing dozens of older
games have also been released for modern platforms, and old school
console games including the original Final Fantasy have found their
way onto the mobile gaming marketplace. Not to mention the large
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market for retro game collectors, with certain releases bought and sold
for hundreds of dollars.
As with many other entertainment mediums, video games evoke
nostalgia and establish an imagined universal history, with ‘discourses
surrounding retro gaming practices function[ing] to shape a collective
memory of video game history’ (Heineman, 2014). This conception of
the retro informs not only the rise of recent retro inspired games, but
also the ways in which people relate to and interact with video games as
a medium, many of which have changed drastically in the past two
decades.

4.

Video Game Symphonies
An orchestra for game music? And a concert tour abroad?
I hadn’t thought about it even in my wildest fantasies….I
never thought orchestra music would be featured in future
games. Even in my dreams, I never thought that
(Ethonal, 2015)
- Nobuo Uematsu
Symphony orchestras both big and small have long incorporated

cinema music into its pops repertoire in an attempt to mitigate increased
costs and slower attendance, yet only recently has video game audio
been incorporated into such performances. On the whole, orchestrated
game music concerts tend to perform music from older game franchises
like Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest and Zelda, lending credence to the
idea that orchestra organizers are capitalizing on the nostalgic
associations players and fans have to this retro game music, using such
attendant nostalgia as a ‘blunt marketing technique’ (Hill, 2015).
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Live performances of video game music began in Japan in the late
1980s, but have only recently appeared in western countries ‘as
orchestras [seek] younger, more diverse audiences.’ (Needleman, 2015)
In Asia “arrangements of Koji Kondo's melodies are performed by the
Tokyo Symphony Orchestra to overflow crowds’ (Belinkie, 1999). The
London Symphony Orchestra organized Final Symphony, a concert
programme of just Final Fantasy music, integrating classical
instrumentation with modern electronic embellishments. In 2002
developer Square Enix organized a concert tour of Final Fantasy music
called Dear Friends performed by the Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra,
and by 2004 the concert series — still going strong — was touring
North America. In 2005 “Play! A Video Game Symphony” began its
global tour, with arrangements including “a full orchestra, rock band
and vocalist…” In recent years, many orchestras devoted solely to the
performance of video game music were formed, with some even
conducted by Grammy award winning conductors such as Arnie Roth.
With 17% of the world’s population playing video games, it is no
wonder these shows sell out quickly, frequently selling more than
double the number of tickets as classical performances (Needleman,
2015).
The well-established history, influence, scope, and cultural
gravitas of the symphonic tradition afford video games with some
semblance of ‘legitimacy’ as a relatively young cultural medium. The
word legitimacy is used with hesitation, as it is almost as contested a
word as ‘authentic.’ However, it must be noted that video games have
long been seen as occupying the grey area between art and
entertainment, with many viewing it from the extremes – as ‘utter
garbage’ (Ebert, 2010) on the one hand, or as an art form worthy of
legal protection and museum collections on the other. One of the ways
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proponents of the medium can push games further out of the
aforementioned grey area is by using other ‘legitimated’ cultural
traditions in strategic ways. Composer and conductor Tommy Tallarico
has gone so far as to comment that using the western concert tradition
‘helps legitimize everything we do, not just video game music but the
entire video game industry…I wanted to prove to the world how
culturally significant and artistic video games have become’ (Thomas,
2015). Symphonic orchestration of early game audio assists in
legitimizing it as a serious artistic production.
Following the success of these concert tours, boldly titled articles
have been published claiming that performances of video game music
are ‘saving’ the underperforming symphony orchestra concert tradition,
but if anything it is the opposite. The well-established tradition of
symphonic performance has legitimated the idea of retro 8-bit game
audio, providing it with autonomy from its visual media that is also
afforded modern film music. Separated from its ludic element, and from
the aesthetic stylings that make it so original and innovative, the fate –
if ever there was one – of classic game audio appears to lie in the hands
of a well-established and culturally legitimated performative tradition
that might have found its own saving grace in the shape of the new and
‘culturally unaccredited’ media that is video games.
At these events, players become listeners, no longer hearing the
music ‘as a part of a dynamic experience, where both context and
meaning can change’ (Hart, 2014: 227). Rather, separate from its ludic
element and visuals audiences ‘listen to it for the first time as music, not
as video game music’ (Byford, 2014). This once dynamic aural
experience has become static, with the context and meaning of retro
game audio now fixed within distinct historicized boundaries,
performed in the veritable museum that is a symphony hall.
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The legitimacy of the symphony performance paired with the
seemingly unsanctioned aesthetic merit of old school game audio has
resulted in a successful amalgam of two traditions, and, perhaps
unintentionally, an incredibly astute marketing scheme to capitalize on
the western market’s nostalgic association with these video game
soundtracks. The first generation of purely video game composers who
are not associated with cinema or other audio-visual media have finally
received star treatment and legitimacy from the larger musical
community.

5.

Game Audio or Film Audio?
Cinema, while lacking gaming’s ludic element, has long

embraced and drawn from the western orchestral tradition, with film
soundtracks commonly scored for entire symphony orchestras.
Commenting on this similarity, Arnie Roth, Grammy winning
conductor of the Final Fantasy concert series Distant Worlds comments,

Imagine if you were listening to some of the most
gorgeous cinematic moments from a John Williams or a
Howard Shore -- you know, very evocative, big-scale
symphonic music from films. That's about the closest
thing that I can describe the experience of a Final Fantasy
concert
(Arnie Roth, 2010).
Such comparisons were a long time coming in the milieu of video
game history. In the mid to late 90s, game storage capabilities finally
allowed for reasonable quality music, and game soundtracks began to
exhibit increased sonic depth and lushness. It was at this time that video
game audio began to display many similarities to film music. The
cinematisation of gaming’s aesthetic and production became popular,
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with the rules of cinema acting as a common language. Modern
hardware improvements have allowed game audio and visual imagery
to aspire to cinematic realism, with ‘the expectations of audiences —
and what they perceived as ‘realistic’ was… changing year by year’
(Belton, 1999: 84).

Figure 3. Elder Scrolls: Arena, 1993 © (Author Screencapture)

Figure 4. Elder Scrolls: Skyrim, 2011 © (Author Screencapture)
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The pursuit of hyper-realistic immersive gaming experiences has
become a large goal for many leading developers, something
particularly prevalent in Western role playing games or WRPGs, a
genre that prides itself on exhibiting the upper limits of available
technology through flashy graphics and lush, high quality audio. Using
cinematic tropes also provides WRPGs — games like Mass Effect, the
Elder Scrolls series, and Dragon Age — the opportunity to co-opt and
reinterpret the tradition of cinematic scoring, providing a legitimating
cultural backdrop from which to create game audio.
As mentioned in the introduction, film audio has a century long
tradition that continues to be upheld by those in the film industry. The
specific aesthetic of film music tends towards an atmospheric ethos and
emotional resonance, with music often accenting the narrative without
intruding on the viewer’s experience of the media — an ‘aural
wallpaper’ of sorts (Edwards, 2015). Similarly, modern game audio
tends to sit quietly in the background, providing emotional cues, cause
and effect sounds, and narrative context to the player. Speaking on the
merging of the two media, scholar Peter Moormann comments that
video games’
[…] aesthetic approach is especially related to
compositional techniques in the field of film and
popular music which specialize in creating specific
moods, atmospheres and characters for virtual worlds
that can be connected to the real world via unconscious
musical means
(Moormann, 2012: 7)
Yet game audio scholar Karen Collins makes a key point,
highlighting how the realism aspired to in games is not a naturalistic
realism in the sense of being a simulation of reality, but a cinematic
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realism that relies on established motion-picture conventions’ (Collins,
2011; 104). This is why a Foley gunshot — not an actually recorded
gunshot, but rather a simulation of one — sounds like a gunshot.
Cinematic conventions have conditioned audiences to expect a certain
sound that, while seemingly realistic, is actually a constructed sound.
Recent games demonstrate such ‘Hollywood themes and
techniques’ with ‘cinema [having become] the master trope that informs
the structure of “new” media’ (Moseley and Saiki, 2014: 51–52).
Western composers compose music for games like they compose music
for movies, and why not? It is what developers are after. It is what
gamers are after. WRPGs like Mass Effect (2007), Jade Empire (2005),
Dragon Age: Origins (2009) and Skyrim (2011) feature dynamic
orchestral symphonies in full swing,’ (Rauscher, 2013: 105) and
cinematized — that is to say, untrue yet recognizable — sound effects
corresponding to the use of magic, the appearance of dragons and
monsters, and the use of metal weapons.
Rather than hire composers trained in the interactive ethos and
dynamic nature of video games and game audio, large game developers
use their incredible budgets to ‘employ the best composers, arrangers,
and orchestras working in Hollywood’ (Bridget, 2010: 11). In fact,
Danny Elfman, Howard Shore, and Hans Zimmer have all composed
for big name games. Big name composers are a huge selling factor for a
lot of games, and hiring these composers allow games to co-opt their
celebrity status, renown, and musical legitimacy in the absence of a
noted game audio tradition. Additionally, employing celebrity
composers ‘creates expectations and associations’ (Rauscher, 2013: 94)
about the music.
Modern game audio has reached a new level of sophistication
where film has become gaming’s ‘closest artistic rival’ (Salmond, 2005)
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in terms of media presentation and success. Grand Theft Auto V (2013)
made $800 million in 24 hours, rendering the video game industry
responsible for the largest 24 hour sales of any entertainment format. In
15 days, Call of Duty: Black Ops II (2012) — scored by Hans Zimmer
— grossed $1 billion. It makes sense why blockbuster games co-opt
tropes and stylistic elements of cinema scoring. Video games aspire to a
certain sort of fantastical realism, as does cinema. Film audio provides
emotive context, narrative guidance, and atmospheric setting, as does
game audio. Game audio has no historically-informed compositional
tradition, while film does. Game audio has no pantheon of master
‘game composers’ and instead draws upon the credibility and gravitas
of film composers like John Williams and Howard Shore.
Following technological improvements, the defining ‘unrealistic’
features and characteristics of 8-bit game audio have disappeared in
favour of a fully immersive aural aesthetic that aspires to a sense of
realism, rendering all prior game sound aesthetics dated. As film
scholar Manovich comments,

Each new technological development [in film] (sound,
panchromatic stock, color) points out to viewers just how
‘unrealistic’ the previous image was and also reminds
them that the present image, even though more realistic,
will also be superseded in the future — thus constantly
sustaining the state of disavowal.
(Manovich, 2001: 84)

As game visuals become increasingly realistic, transposing the
defining ‘cine-real’ elements of film scoring to video games assists in
fully establishing a sense of immersive realism in the game world.
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6. Conclusion
Games are evolving, and the media ecology in which they exist
will never be static. All media is an amalgam of other media forms, and
video games are no exception. In answering Uematsu’s query at the
beginning of this paper, ‘why can’t game music be game music?’ or,
rephrased more appropriately ‘why isn’t there one standard for game
music like there is (loosely) for other media?’ I suggest the following.
Most modern games aspire to the cine-real and a realistic immersive
audio-visual world that makes use of the newest and best technology.
New technological improvements have expanded the range of usable
audio in games. Now one can use any instrument, employ any genre
and have the end result be any audio quality. Games have progressed
concurrent with technological improvements, and as a result early game
music now has the descriptor of retro, classic or nostalgic placed in
front of it as a semiotic tool signaling pastness – the only era of game
audio that sounds original and unique enough to be differentiated from
the rest. This classic, retro and nostalgic game audio, the one ostensible
standard is no longer heard in its unique 8-bit format. Rather, it is now
most frequently heard through performances of the music by a
symphony orchestra.
Certainly from the player’s perspective, game audio is not a
particularly foregrounded aspect of the gaming medium. Yet it is only
in retrospect that many realize its tenacity, its ability to stick with
players long after the fact. Composer John Wall comments on this,
stating how ‘Playing all those arcade games, I never even paid attention
to the music, it just sounded like sounds to me. However, you know all
the tunes. It's so funny. The bleeps and bloops, they kind of invade your
brain’ (Seabrook, 2008).
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While early game audio might not have been at the forefront of a
gamer’s perception, this idea of player remembrance substantiates the
popularity of live performances of video game music. Symphonic
arrangements of retro game audio have taken the one unique and
differentiable period in game audio and transposed it into a legitimated
and culturally recognized form. While the original aesthetic, born out of
technological

limitations,

has

been

replaced

with

symphonic

arrangements, the nostalgia still remains. Symphonic performances
provide retro game audio with a set of performance standards, allowing
it to latch on to a culturally significant and recognized musical tradition,
assisting in further legitimating game audio as an art form for a wider
audience outside of just gamers. It is an aural aesthetic that speaks to
the history and foundation of gaming, with modern game sound
telegraphing cinematic audio more so than anything resembling a
distinct game audio aesthetic.
Retro or classic game audio has had difficulty showing its worth
against film scoring and other audio forms. In fact, it is only recently
that the topic has become a field of academic study. Its recent
recognition in academic spheres mirrors, almost to the year, the
emergence of video game orchestras and live symphonic performances.
Retro game music has acquired an autonomy from its retrofitted roots
via its appropriation of the symphonic tradition. Through these concerts
early game composers have become broadly recognised for their
contribution to the genre and aesthetic. Early game composers have
become stars not just in the East, but now in the West as well.
At the outset of this paper, Nobuo Uematsu wonders ‘why can’t
game music be game music?’ Such a question is valid when one
considers the extreme identity crisis video game audio has had over its
50 year history. It claims no fixed compositional framework, no
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consistent unique sound like that ascribed to retro game audio and no
set instrumentation. Game audio, like games themselves, is in a
constant state of flux as the media landscape reshapes itself as new
technology is introduced. Now, retro game audio employs the
symphonic tradition, modern game audio employs the cinematic
tradition, and no game audio employs the game audio tradition,
whatever that may be. Yet what Uematsu fails to accept in wondering
why game audio cannot just be game audio and nothing else is that
game music, as demonstrated in this paper, is a unique media ecology
that incorporates disparate elements from the classical and cinematic
traditions for innovative, interactive and immersive purposes.
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9
Programming Screen Music: The
Case of British and French
Symphony Orchestras
Ingrid Bols

1. Introduction
Symphony orchestras’ programmes reflect our culture and what we
consider canonical in music. They provide a view on the musical canon
as the ‘catalogue of approved authors’ (Bloom, 1996: 20), ‘a body of
exemplar works drawn from the past’ (Morgan, 1992: 5). As the canon
in literature is considered worth reading, the canon of Western art music
is the repertoire judged as valuable. In this study, a symphony orchestra
is a musical institution including musicians and a professional board. In
such an institution, we exclude all ensembles where all the families of
instruments, namely strings, woodwinds, brass and percussions, are not
represented. Specialised ensembles such as those focused on early or
contemporary music are not included in this study. In the early ages of
the symphony orchestra, programmes were formed by a large number
of extracts and short pieces, a great majority of them being from living
composers. Programming decisions began to change during the
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Nineteenth Century with conductors such as Felix Mendelssohn who
introduced music from non-contemporary composers in his concerts.
Musicians started to exhume opuses from the past, not only to find
models but they ‘began to see musical masterpieces as transcending
temporal and spatial barriers’ (Goehr, 2007: 246). The ‘Romantic workaesthetic’ of instrumental music became the norm (Goehr, 2007: 249).
Progressively, pieces of music from other styles such as jazz, folk,
popular, dance and film music which match with the concept of
‘musical work’ started to be integrated into the Western musical canon.
As a heritage of this dynamic vision of the history of music, today’s
orchestras play different types of music in their events.
In this study, we chose to focus on French and British orchestras.
Despite their common border, France and the UK have among the
strongest cultural differences in running symphony orchestras in
Europe. State-supported French orchestras epitomise the continental
public policies for the development of the arts. British orchestras
represent the Anglo-Saxon model of privately supported charities and
are closer to American symphony orchestras. Generally speaking,
French and British orchestras share the same Western musical canon,
especially the Romantic and post-Romantic repertoires. However, some
differences exist between the two countries. The formation of the
musical canon relies on many ‘cultural variables’ and its values ‘affirm
a particular cultural group’ without being ‘necessarily meaningful for
other groups’ (Citron, 1993: 19-21). French orchestras seem to play
more new art music, British orchestras more American and Russian
music, and both seem to prefer their national composers. The Lark
Ascending (1920) is a national hit on one side of the English Channel,
and an obscure piece on the other.
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Furthermore, there is a major difference in how French and British
orchestras programme screen music. Beside the core classical concert
repertory, screen music is the second type of music most played by
symphony orchestras in France and in the UK. In this study, screen
music includes soundtracks of any type in films or video games. Music
from touchscreen applications and computer sound systems is not yet
played by symphony orchestras.
Even if specialised ensembles have been created to perform mainly
screen music, classical symphony orchestras have integrated this
repertoire in their seasons. The integration of film and video game
music in the repertoire is a meaningful transformation and British and
French orchestras have different ways to deal with this addition. To
unravel this process, we will focus first on film music, then on video
game music and finally on how playing screen music demonstrates the
role of orchestras in our societies.

2. Orchestras and the Film Industry
British orchestras are generally very involved in playing film music.
There is a particularly close relation between the movie industry and
London-based orchestras such as the Philharmonia, the London
Symphony Orchestra and the London Philharmonic Orchestra. This
interactivity has no equivalent in France, either for the proportion of
film music played during their seasons or for the soundtracks they
record. First, British orchestras play more film music in their
programmes. For this study, we focussed on programmes of the 2015–
2016 concerts advertised in the season booklet and on the website of six
French orchestras: the Lamoureux Orchestra, the Orchestra of Toulouse
Capitole, the Strasbourg Philharmonic Orchestra, the Lille National
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Orchestra, the Lyon National Orchestra and the Paris Orchestra, and
five

British

orchestras:

Philharmonia

Orchestra,

the

City of

Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, the London Symphony Orchestra,
the Royal Scottish National Orchestra and the Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra. When an orchestra does not advertise film
music, this does not mean that it has not performed any piece of film
repertoire during the year. It may have played some but in an external
concert. However, almost every British orchestra has performed film
music in their main season. In French orchestras, results are far more
contrasted as only half of the studied ensembles played film music. Ten
percent of the total number of works performed by the chosen British
orchestras were film music. This statistic is halved in French
programmes.
Moreover, a great part of London-based orchestras are actively
recording soundtracks; examples of such orchestras are the London
Symphony Orchestra, the Philharmonia and the London Philharmonic
Orchestra. Soundtracks of American and British blockbusters such as
The Lord of the Rings (2001–2003), Harry Potter (2001–2011), Star
Wars (1977–2015) and The Avengers (2012) featured Londoner
orchestras. No Parisian national orchestra works to that extent with the
French film industry and soundtracks seem more for specialised
ensembles. The French silent film The Artist (2011) is an interesting
case. As a silent film, it gave the perfect opportunity for French
orchestras to organise live music film shows, such as in September
2012 by the Strasbourg Philharmonic Orchestra, April 2016 by the Lille
National Orchestra and in June 2017 by the Lyon National Orchestra.
Since its release, the soundtrack remains probably the most played
among French film music. However, even if The Artist has been filmed
by French movie companies with French actors, the music had been
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recorded by the Brussels Philharmonic. This shows the non-investment
of French national symphony orchestras in recording soundtracks. This
phenomenon is partly caused by the delocalisation of the French film
music industry as French orchestras have become too expensive and
thus it has become too difficult for them to be involved in recording
soundtracks. Film music is delocalised either in Eastern Europe for
social dumping or in the UK where orchestras sight-read faster and are
therefore more cost-effective. For example, Eric Lévi’s soundtrack of
the French blockbuster Les Visiteurs (1993) was recorded in Prague and
London with the English Chamber Choir. French orchestras are trapped
in a vicious circle, the less they are called for film music recordings, the
less they are used to do this special work, the less reactive they are with
a new score and the more expensive they will be, as the cost of a
recording is directly linked with the duration of the session. In addition,
France has specific copyright laws called ‘droits voisins’. Performers,
even if they are not composers, keep the rights to the music they
recorded and will have to be consulted for any new broadcast. For
example, if John Williams records his film score with the Paris
Orchestra, he will have to ask the ensemble for any new utilisation of
the soundtrack. This system, initially conceived to protect the rights of
musicians, becomes an administrative nightmare. This context
encourages composers to delocalise the recording of symphonic film
music. Therefore, French orchestras are not very involved in the film
industry and programme less film music in their concert season in
comparison with British orchestras. Furthermore, the French movie
style does not rely only on massive orchestrations and symphonic
music. A great part of French blockbusters such as Intouchables (2011)
and Le fabuleux destin d’Amélie Poulain (2001) scores chamber music
or extracts of pre-existing orchestral music which do not need any
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complete symphony ensemble. In this respect, Jean-Claude Petit,
former president of the Film Music Composers Union (UCMF),
specifies that French film directors are mainly from a literary tradition,
where music only has a background purpose (Leloup, 2015). This
difference between Anglo-Saxon and French film industries can be seen
in their budgeting choices. In the USA, where British orchestras get
many contracts, film music can represent 2% of the budget of a movie
whereas in France it is only about 0.3-0.4% of the film budget and even
less for television series (Leloup, 2015). In this context, hiring a full
symphony orchestra for the soundtrack becomes impossible. However,
the Isle of France National Orchestra is trying to reverse this trend by
offering a new ‘cinema package’ with recording sessions at a
competitive price and a clearer contract about copyright special
measures. This new offer, designed with the Film Music Composers
Union, was presented in Cannes Festival in 2015 (Anastasio, 2015).
Relocalisation of the French film music industry seems to start again
with examples such as Alexandre Desplat who recorded his score for
Luc Besson’s Valérian et la Cité des mille planètes (2017) with the
French National Orchestra and the Chorus of Radio France in February
2017 in the Maison de la Radio, where no film music had been recorded
since 1984 (Talabot, 2017). Therefore, French and British symphony
orchestras do not have the same relationship with film music. They each
programme it to a different extent in their respective main seasons and
they do not have the same involvement in the film industry of their
country. These differing approaches to film music can be attributed to a
simple reason: playing film music in concert halls is not as obvious as it
might appear.
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3. Normalisation’ of film music to meet concert canons
Symphony orchestras mostly perform concert music, music that
does not need any extra-musical installation or performance. However,
some pieces belong to another style of composition, such as operas and
ballets. Most of the time, operatic works are presented in their concert
version, removing most of the staging and acting. These adaptations –
even if they are now common practices – already raised the question of
splitting sound from drama and image. Ballets are always performed
without dancers and in the form of suites, either compiled by composers
or later arrangers. These compositions are normalised to fit the standard
of concert music. Film music is one of the latecomers to this style of
performance which originally does not match with concert standards.
Therefore, programming film music in a symphony orchestra’s main
season is not as fluid as the audience might think. According to George
Burt, ‘in concert music the weight of the experience is carried by the
music alone’ whereas ‘film music has a much more particularized
function, always within a dramatic context’ (Burt, 1994: 5). Film music
is not always even consciously heard during movie actions. Playing raw
film music out of its context during a symphony concert will have the
same disastrous effect on listeners as two-hour long Tchaikovsky
ballets with no dancers. Rearranging film music is crucial for it to be
performed.
First,

only

soundtracks

which

approximately

match

the

instrumentation of a symphony orchestra might be considered. George
Burt cites the example of the music from Torn Curtain (1966) by
Bernard Herrmann, scored for twelve flutes, sixteen horns, two tubas,
two sets of timpani, eight cellos and eight basses. This music can
obviously not be programmed by a symphony orchestra without ‘great
expenses’ – both hiring extra players and percussion, and making the
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rest of the orchestra wait for the next piece to play (Burt, 1994: 238).
Then, the length of the extract of the soundtrack might not match
concert standards. Several composition techniques are used to rearrange
film music for concerts effectively. It is common practice to compile a
medley with more or less genuine settings of the most relevant themes.
Other typical methods are to juxtapose movements in a suite or
recompose the music in a form that matches art music traditions. For
example, the music of Storm clouds (1934) by Arthur Benjamin has
been re-orchestrated as a cantata by Bernard Hermann in order to
lengthen it and make the drama more understandable without images.
The piece was played in 1955 in London Festival Hall in a concert by
the London Symphony Orchestra (Buhler, Flinn and Neumeyer, 2000:
209-210). John Williams used the same principle with the music for
Catch Me If You Can (2002), arranging it in a three movement piece
named Escapades (2002). Yet, this opus corresponds to all the codes of
a ‘classic’ saxophone concerto with a first allegro movement, a central
lyric piece and a tumultuous finale. These rewritten pieces could launch
a trend that is not yet well-spread: blended programmes. For now,
almost all concerts do not blend music genres – except Christmas
concerts where film music may be juxtaposed to carols or classics. In
most cases, the main season is formed by pieces from the Western art
music canon and special concerts are scheduled with only film music.
Playing film music in the concert hall context also implies dealing
with some visual arrangements, such as a set of slides and pictures,
short videos or full movies. One of the most common layout for
orchestras is to play along to the whole movie such as the Royal
Scottish National Orchestra for Amadeus (1984) in May 2017 and
Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) in June 2017 and the Strasbourg
Philharmonic Orchestra for Pirates of the Caribbean (2003–2017) in
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May 2014. Other visual arrangements are possible, for example the
London Symphony Orchestra screened interviews of John Williams to
introduce every hit for the concert ‘The Best of John Williams’ in
November 2016. These visual arrangements involve new functions in
orchestras’ producing teams and imply additional costs for copyright
and screen installations. Therefore, integrating film music in orchestras’
programmes is not as obvious as it seems. Playing film soundtracks is
still considered a special event and an occasional repertoire both in
France and in the UK, even if far more common than performing video
game music.

4. High-culture and mass entertainment: the case of Video Game Live
The studied French and British symphony orchestras have not
programmed any music from video games for their main seasons in the
past few years. That does not mean they do not play this repertoire.
British orchestras seem to follow their American colleagues who
perform video-game music on a regular basis. For example, in 2014, the
Phoenix Symphony Orchestra and the Houston symphony orchestra
have both played a concert entitled ‘rePLAY, a Video Game Symphony
of Heroes’ including music from Final Fantasy, The Elder Scrolls,
Portal, Journey and Halo, among others. The American symphonic
show Video Games Live tours in various countries and features major
American orchestras such as the Nashville Symphony Orchestra, the
Dallas Symphony Orchestra, the National Symphony Orchestra from
Washington, the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra and many others. The
participation of classical symphony orchestras in this show, even if it is
not always advertised in their main season, demonstrates that video
game music is definitely making its way into concert halls. When this
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show tours worldwide it employs local orchestras. It is interesting to
note the difference between France and the UK. In France, no national
orchestra took part in the production. The music was played either by a
foreign orchestra, as the Hungarian Virtuosi Orchestra on the 5th
November 2014, or by a specialised orchestra such as the Star Pop
Orchestra on the 18th December 2008 and 21st November 2009. Video
game music is probably not considered as ‘proper’ repertoire for
national orchestras yet. The high-cultured image French symphony
orchestras cultivate – despite young audience attraction programmes –
seems to still be unmatchable with the mass-consumed world of screen
games. It is another story in England. Some performances have been led
by foreign ensembles such as the Hungarian Virtuosi Orchestra in
Manchester, but Video Games Live has also involved famous local
ensembles such as the English Chamber Orchestra (24th October 2008),
the Royal Northern Sinfonia based in Gateshead (25th November 2009)
or the British Sinfonietta (19th and 20th March 2016). These orchestras,
even if not full-size post-Romantic ensembles, are still part of the
prestigious art music scene. Moreover, this show has been performed in
England by world-leading orchestras such as the Philharmonia on the
20th October 2007 in renowned places such as the Royal Festival Hall in
London. In Scotland, Video Games Live was performed three times
(26th June 2008, 15th November 2009 and 27th March 2015) by the
Scottish leading symphony orchestra: the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra.
Furthermore, in Britain, Video Games Live has been performed in
the same venue as classical concerts such as the Royal Concert Hall of
Glasgow, the Caird Hall of Dundee, the Albert Hall of Manchester and
the Royal Festival Hall of London. Therefore, this show was blended
with other concerts in the hall’s programme, just as a special event as
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film music concerts could be. In France, Video Games Live was played
in large venues dedicated to musicals or popular music as the Grand
Rex or the Palais des Congrès in Paris. Nowadays, it seems to be
unthinkable to perform this show in the Philharmonie, home of the
prestigious Paris Orchestra. In France, video game music is considered
more as popular entertainment than as symphonic performance
material. In Britain, playing video game music is part of the role of a
symphony orchestra. Philharmonia and the London Philharmonic even
have fully detailed pages on the subject on their website.

5. Discussion
Programming choices in orchestras are multifactorial decisions that
rely on various combined factors. This intricate mix includes both
major institutional features such as the organisational structure of the
orchestra and its funding, and individual choices. Therefore, no
straightforward analysis can be made of the relation between precisely
national culture and orchestral programmes. However, some of the
factors in programming decisions can explain these differences between
French and British orchestras for playing screen music.
A first answer could be found in Kremp’s study on twenty-seven
American orchestras. He focuses on how orchestras programme pieces
out of their usual canon and the long-term persistence of these
innovations. His conclusion is that innovation in programmes depends
partly on the age and prestige of the orchestras (Kremp, 2010: 1076).
Old orchestras tend to exhibit more new pieces and composers, whereas
new-comers are likely to stay within the existing boundaries. Longestablished orchestras would have less difficulty in overcoming
‘economic and symbolic costs’ such as ‘lost revenue, negative reviews
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from critics’. Kremp’s view goes against the natural anthropomorphic
thought which is that older orchestras would focus more on traditional
repertory whereas younger ones would try new pieces. However, the
application of this theory to our studied British and French orchestras is
possibly not fully relevant. As founded in the 1960s and 1970s, some of
French orchestras such as the Paris Orchestra, the Lille National
Orchestra and the Lyon National Orchestra appear to be younger than
the British ones. In fact, these recent French orchestras were based on
older musical societies that changed structure. Strasbourg Philharmonic
Orchestra, founded in 1855, is one of the oldest European orchestras.
Therefore, there is no significant difference between the age of French
and British orchestras; most of them were developed around the end of
the Nineteenth Century and the beginning of the Twentieth Century.
Innovation in programming screen music appears to rely on other
factors.
Budget-related factors need to be taken into account in
programmes. This includes the production costs with musicians’ wages,
soloists’ salaries, logistic costs such as renting additional instruments or
scenic material, scores and copyright costs. According to Jeffrey
Pompe, Lawrence Tamburri and Johnathan Munn, funding resources
influence programming choices (2011: 167). They used a standard
repertoire index to measure innovation in sixty-four American
orchestras according to their funding type – the balance between
‘earned

income,

private

contributions,

endowment

funds

and

government support’ – in the season 2006–2007 (2011: 168). Public
funded orchestras do not react the same as privately supported ones.
French and British symphony orchestras have a significantly different
funding model. French orchestras are mainly state-funded and the small
amount of remaining support is more likely to come from corporations
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than from individuals as in most continental European countries
(Pompe et al., 2011: 169). In addition, French orchestras have
governmental guidelines in programming new music. The British model
is in between the very private American orchestras and the stategoverned French music institutions. British orchestras, as more
privately funded than French ones, might be more subject to the market
laws. Programming John Williams’ music potentially fills a concert hall
more than Boccherini’s Cello Concertos. Therefore, if the earned
income does matter in the balance of the budget, programming choices
are to be affected.
Besides budget-related considerations, the difference between
French and British orchestras in programming screen music depends on
sociological patterns. French and British orchestras, even if they look
similar, do not seem to have the same vision of their role in society. The
way they programme screen music is a visible consequence of this
disparity. Most French major symphony orchestras place themselves as
the flagship of high culture with an educational mission. Nearly
completely state funded, they act as a guarantor of the preservation of
the repertoire considered as heritage. New opuses in their canon would
be more likely new art music. Most of national French orchestras seem
to consider screen music as an educational tool and film music is often
played during concerts for very young children and advertised as
family-friendly afternoons. Film music is considered as playable in a
concert hall but only for special events. For now, video game music
does not seem to be played by French national symphony orchestras.
Screen music in general remains for specialised ensembles. The market
of orchestras in France is more segmented and the repertoire is more
categorised. French national symphony orchestras tend to delegate
whole parts of the repertoire to early music ensembles such as Les Arts
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Florissants, Les Musiciens du Louvre, to contemporary music
orchestras such as l’Ensemble Intercontemporain and to cinema
orchestras such as l’Orchestre cinématographique Français. By avoiding
most of the repertoire of Baroque, contemporary and film music,
symphony orchestras become specialised ensembles themselves,
focussed on Romantic and post-Romantic music – mainly from
Beethoven to the latest art music premieres, with some exceptions by
Mozart.
British orchestras seem to take film music as a genuine opportunity
to perform a new repertoire and work with the movie industry. It
appears not to be just a good financial opportunity but a part of their
identity. Browsing the websites of major Londoner orchestras makes
one realise how committed they are in this field (London Symphony
Orchestra, 2017). Film music is not labelled as occasional repertoire for
children’s concerts, it is branded as special events for everyone.
Expected film releases constitute an occasion for British ensembles to
organise these types of events. For example, the Philharmonia and the
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra performed a James Bondthemed evening for the release of Spectre in 2015. Moreover, video
game music is starting to occur in the direct online communication of
British orchestras. For example, the London Philharmonic Orchestra
advertises its album The Greatest Video Game Music in the ‘Hire the
Orchestra’ section of their website (London Philharmonic Orchestra,
2017) and the Philharmonia now has a dedicated page about recording
video game music (Philharmonia, 2017). Today, British orchestras are
starting to consider video game music as an opportunity to fill their
concert halls, just like they did previously with other types of
soundtracks such as film and television music.
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6. Conclusion
The integration of film and video game music in the orchestral
canon relies on various factors. Innovation partly depends on the
funding system of the orchestras, which is more private in the UK.
However, budget-related issues are not the only factor that justifies this
difference. French and British orchestras, even if they appear to be very
similar, do not have the same role in French and British culture. British
orchestras manage to unite a large, relaxed audience waving flags
during the last night of the BBC Proms. French concerts remain more
formal, even if some large, popular events exist such as the Bastille Day
classical concert below the Eiffel tower. As programming film music
requires adapting either the music or the traditional protocol of the
concert, French orchestras are less prepared to face this sociological and
logistical challenge. Film music constitutes a part of the identity of
some of the most famous British orchestras, and some of them, such as
Philharmonia, are starting to build the same relationship with video
game music. This implication does not exist in France. The relative lack
of screen music in French programmes compared with British ones is a
symptom of the delocalisation of the film music industry and the hypersegmentation of the French market of performing arts. Specialised
ensembles flourish on the sides of traditional national orchestras, and
the repertoire is categorised according to the specialities of the
ensembles.
Symphony orchestras appear similar across the world, from
Vienna and Prague to Tokyo, New York and Moscow. Despite the
international blend among conductors, soloists, producers, musical
directors and musicians, national specificities remain in each symphony
orchestra. Programming screen music faces a unique combination of
economic structure of the state and market, funding means, social
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constructions and hierarchies in each region or country. French and
British symphony orchestras provide us with two distinct ways of
considering this new repertoire in the canon of Western art music.
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10
The Tunisian ʻūd in Screen:
A Nostalgic Revival
Salvatore Morra

I feel a sense of “immersion”, the sonic presence of the
ethnographic moment. I am tuned into the surroundings,
resonating through senses, converting the medium of culture
into my corresponding consciousness.
(after Helmreich, 2007)
The last concert, 31st of May 2015, of the 80th anniversary
festival of the foundation of the Rashidia Institute of Tunis is
about to begin, and I am making my way past the entrance into
the court of the palace, a building of the music institute, founded
in 1935 and devoted to the teaching and promotion of Tunisian
music. After some opening remarks by the new director Hedī
Mouhli, the invited orchestra of the town Soussa takes the stage.
The ensemble consists of some thirty musicians performing on the
standard Egyptian/Oriental style Arab lute (ʻūd), violins, ṭār
(tambourine) and darbūka drum, a solo flat-back mandolin, a
mixed choir of male-female and children’s voices, and only one
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ʻūd ʻarbī player in the middle. It is a typical festival performance,
convivial, cheerful and well presented. After the concert, with
enthusiasm and absorbed in the chaotic excitement of the very
end of the festival, I introduced myself to the ʻūd ʻarbī player of
the evening, Ridha Amamou, telling him that I was fascinated by
this peculiar instrument. With incredulity and surprise, he was
quick to bemoan the fact that young people are not interested in it
anymore: “they want to play the guitar,” he lamented.
This account traces a path through one of the central topics of
this paper: how nostalgia comes to be intertwined in the life of some
Tunisian ʻūd players and in the musical instrument itself. As noted
above, ideas about nostalgia pervade the understanding of this
instrument’s image and performance, and these would take on new
significance in the hands of ʻūd players in Tunisia through video
sharing practices. The case of the player Ridha Amamou, of the Soussa
ensemble and the anniversary celebration, tells us something about the
fate of the ʻūd ʻarbī inside Tunisia. This is certainly not the only
representative example: as we shall see, a revival of this instrument is
developing on the Internet in different ways for people and contexts.
This paper focuses on the videos of the Tunisian ʻūd ʻarbī,
mainly made by aficionados with portable digital video recorders. They
are not solely accounts of personal feelings, but describe the collective
representation of intimacy, which in Herzfeld’s words ‘refracts cultural
difference from social relations to a socially atomized cultural
homogeneity’ (Herzfeld, 1997: 29). Although the ʻūd is the most
prominent musical instrument of the Arab-Islamic world, the Tunisian
ʻūd ʻarbī type, also known as ʻūd tunsī (Tunisian ʻūd), is rarely played
in Tunisia. This Tunisian ʻūd is a four double-course, plucked
instrument. It has a sound chest made of a series of ribs, linked to a flat
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front wooden surface. The surface is pierced by three sound holes, near
which a membrane made of shell and wood protects the belly from the
strokes of the plectrum. Its shape differs slightly from the standard
Egyptian model as does the tuning according to different regional
traditions: Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia. The ʻūd ʻarbī has a longer
neck, but a smaller body, with a more streamlined and tapering form
than the ʻūd sharqī (oriental ʻūd). Also called ʻūd miṣrī (Egyptian),
usually with six double courses, this second type is the most common
and most popular ʻūd among performers throughout the Middle East. In
the Twentieth Century, and specifically in Tunisia, the adoption of
foreign instruments such as this Egyptian ʻūd sharqī ‘replacing’ the
Tunisian ʻūd ʻarbī, has affected the social importance of traditional
instruments and created dualities within music forms (istikhbār taqsīm), music systems (ṭubūʻ - maqāmāt), and the social standing of
music and musicians (Morra, 2013: 14). Today, the ʻūd ʻarbī is played
professionally by a few prominent musicians, including Ziād Gharsa,
Sofiān Zaīdī and Abīr Ayadī. But it is also played by a greater number
of amateurs throughout Tunisian urban centers (Tunis, Sfax, Soussa,
Monastir, Binzert, Tebourba, Kelibia etc.), parts of North Africa
(Algeria), and in Europe (Italy and France).
The Tunisian ʻūd ʻarbī has generally occupied nostalgic spaces,
rooted in national music contexts, within the mālūf genre, and is
nowadays also mediated through virtual communities. Discourse on the
risk of it being abandoned, for example, prompts reflection on the
following question: how can digital mediation change our experience of
the materiality of this instrument online? To explore this question, I use
mixed

ethnographic

methods

such

as

interviews,

participant-

observation, and analysis of videos both on- and off-line. This paper
reveals the ways in which this ʻūd ʻarbī is incorporated into the virtual
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world, made up of visual, oral, temporal and auditory elements. I
suggest that in the Twenty-first Century the ʻūd ʻarbī is experiencing a
‘new life’, namely an ‘ʻūd video culture’ (see Cook, 2013), by
circulating through visual technologies and media (digital video,
YouTube, Facebook). What are its aims and values? What is the idea
about this instrument and its identity as shaped by video culture? How
do such videos create and maintain interest in the instrument?
My approach to this issue draws (in particular) on nostalgic
evocations of a region and its cultural identity through such video
practice. In exploring this in digital domains such as the internet, the
sentiments of loss in contrast to a revival process are crucial to my
discourse. A frame for my thinking through this interaction of filming
the instrument and the sentiment of nostalgia is Svetlana Boym’s The
Future of Nostalgia (2001), in which the concept of a restorative
nostalgia, putting emphasis on rebuilding the lost home to patch up
memory gaps, is a primary characteristic of one’s relationship to the
past. I suggest that nostalgic sentiments for mālūf as a component of
Tunisian national identity can be traced to the context of Twentieth
Century French colonial administration and anticolonial resistance
movements, contributing to and animating the Tunisian ʻūd video
culture. Particularly within this community, the ʻūd ʻarbī not only acts
as an expression of loss but is a powerful element of collective
imagination that provides ways of engaging with an instrument in
danger of disappearing.
Initial observations suggest that there may be a link
between today’s video representations and the social importance that
the ʻūd ʻarbī has undergone within Tunisian urban music in the
Twentieth Century. The ʻūd ʻarbī had a crucial role in shaping national
identity and in the creation of the Rashidia Music Institute in 1935.
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During the 1920s, the eminent musicologist Baron Radolphe d'Erlanger
(1872–1932), a key figure in the conservation of Tunisian music,
blamed corruptive European influences for contributing to the condition
of vulnerability of the mālūf repertoire (d'Erlanger, 1917: 95). In Tunis,
the establishment of the Rashidia Institute, just three years after the
landmark Cairo Congress in 1932, was the promising basis for the
creation of a ‘school’ to promote Tunisian music identity (Davis, 1996:
317). Despite the legendary ʻūd ʻarbī player Khamais Tarnān (1894–
1964), who participated in both the Cairo congress and the Rashidia
formation, and the mission Tarnān saw for himself to pass on his
legacy, it is possible to hypothesise a proliferation of qualified semiprofessional or amateur musicians who were disseminating both ʻūds
(ʻūd ʻarbī and ʻūd sharqī) on a wider scale, all belonging to the same
music tradition. The following players with the ʻūd ʻarbī participated at
the Rashidia debut concert in 1935: Khamais Tarnān, Lālū Bshishī and
ʻAlī Banwās (Rashidia’s archive). Although, on the basis of evidence
reported by Shaw (1757), I believe that the adoption of ‘foreign’
Tunisian musical instruments such as the ʻūd sharqī happened many
decades before the Twentieth Century – the decline in the attraction of
the ʻūd ʿarbī in Tunisia during the protectorate (1881–1956) was the
main consequence of this musical dissemination. Since independence
(1956), on one hand, the ʻūd ʻarbī was inevitably embedded in the
mālūf musical heritage representing the embraced ‘canon’. As a result,
Tarnān, for example, was seen as contributing to the nationalist
movement; as reported by Davis, his original compositions and the
recordings and concerts of the Rashidia Institute’s orchestra ensured
that the genre was not totally eclipsed by increasingly popular
contemporary Egyptian and European music (Davis, 1997, 2004). His
portrait figured on the postage stamps after Tunisia became a republic
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in 1957, symbolising the respect and appreciation for the same Tunisian
heritage that the neo-Destur nationalist party elected and defended
(Perkins, 2004: 100). On the other hand, the oriental ʻūd sharqī
identified the foreign innovations to be studied and interpreted, and was
rapidly absorbed in Tunisian urban music (Morra, 2013).
From ethnographic material, covering extensively the musical
scenes of the city of Tunis, Sfax, Binzert, Soussa etc. over a period of
several months in 2015, 2016 and 2017, I have come to sense there are
times when the ʻūd ʻarbī seems to disappear altogether, existing solely
as an image, its importance not exactly immaterial but its Tunisian
identity conveyed through the images and sounds of other media. The
ʻūd seems re-embedded in a range of other forms of material culture
which, by extension, can be seen to include internet and digital video.
Bearing in mind Zizek's notion of cyberspace (1998), in these virtual
domains, at one extreme, we can count very well-known individuals:
teachers with many students who are frequently involved in institutional
activities; prominent ʻūd makers whose instruments sell widely abroad;
those involved in organising events and associations. Such individuals
exercise considerable power in the transmission of musical knowledge,
shaping agendas from the aesthetic to the educational. At the other
extreme are those players and aficionados, not necessarily in remote
locations or musically any less skilled, who interact very little with
others, preferring to play for themselves or to listen to what others post
online.
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Figure 1. Troupe Boudinar

I started by typing the words ʻūd tūnsī and Tunisia, spelt oud
tunsi into the search engine, which produced 5,150 results, and then
worked through them page by page. Among the top results, Zied
Gharsa: sama'i mèzmum et istikhbar oud arbi and Star Tunisie, Zied
Gharsa - Malouf, a channel run by a Tunisian music agency Troupe
Boudinar and one of the main online hubs for the Tunisian music scene
(Figure 1). Malouf, often spelt Mālūf, is a musical genre defined as
Arab Andalusian (Tunisian) music that is said to have originated in the
courts of Medieval Islamic Spain (Guettat, 1980, 2002, 2006; Davis,
2004). For this genre the ʻūd ʻarbī is its main instrument, and is deeply
rooted in Tunisian identity. A few clicks take you to the next videos,
titled: Le malouf Tunisien: Nuba raml al-maya, and Le malouf
Tunisien: la nûba asbaʻayn, which both show a particular image of the
musical instrument (Figure 2). It is an indication of the remarkable
ways in which discourse operates in digital contexts that video channels
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such as these can be reached from the combination of the words oud
tunsi.

Figure 2. Le malouf Tunisien: la nûba asbaʻayn (with zoom)

The picture in question comes from the video Le malouf
Tunisien: Nuba raml al-maya showing members of the Rashidia
orchestra in its debut years. In the images below, the ʻūd ʻarbī takes the
centre of the orchestral ensemble and is played by the legendary
musician Khamaīs Tarnān. Although the photo does not match the exact
moment of the performance in the track, the player Tarnān was in fact
present during the recording.
The pictures accompanying the video do not correspond to the
soundtrack but represent images of the ʻūd, often in connection with the
history of the music institute Rashidia, and musicians in performance,
representing a collective memory of the past musical national heritage.
The filming of these fundamental values, in this way, continues to
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perpetuate them across the decades. A similar picture, featuring the
Tunisian ensemble at the Cairo congress of Arab music in 1932, is used
in another video: Le malouf Tunisien: Naouret tboua (Figure 3) where it
does not match the music of the track in any useful sense. The music in
these videos had neither been recorded by that ensemble nor played by
another ensemble at that time. The picture of the Rashidia used in those
videos then serves to represent a set of values: objectivity and
authenticity of the heritage it stands for. In short, the Le malouf
Tunisien: Naouret tboua video illustrates one major principle: most
visualisations are based on existing, historical musical iconographies
and draw more or less explicitly on their nostalgic sentiment.

Figure 3. Le malouf Tunisien: Naouret tboua
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This illustrates the first point I wish to make here: the visuals of
the ʻūd videos are an extension of the music and the heritage it
represents. More precisely, they are made up of pictures from ʻūd
performances: some more true-to-life, while others more obviously the
products of studio artifice, some contemporary while others from a
collective memory repertory. The issue here is the way they are
composed, although fairly basic in terms of technical editing, and why.
It is the idea of the composition, the meaning behind the images and the
way they are brought together to create meaning, that I wish to
highlight.
This should give some idea of what I mean when I refer to
ʽmultipleʼ visualisations of this Tunisian instrument circulating on the
internet. All I can hope to do here is give an overview. Examples range
from images based on the small Khamaīs Tarnān's group (jaouk)
assembled by d'Erlanger in the early 1930s to videos showing larger
orchestras of the Rashidia institute during colonial time (1940s, 1950s).
Nostalgic based visualisations of the instrument do not end here. There
are videos uploaded by users who I would call ‘video loggers’. Mainly
through their Facebook pages, people upload videos that, like those
mentioned, are meaningful juxtapositions of sounds and images. We
listen to the music and see the instrument with which the sound was
produced. For instance, for the song performed by Ṭahar Gharsa Ah
ʻala ma fet, the video is based on one of the most iconic pictures of this
player holding the ʻūd with a jasmine flower on his ear (Figure 4). This
jasmine flower bouquet, consisting of many petals fastened together to
form a pyramid on a small stick, is an object of fashion and beauty to be
smelt, and is carried on the left ear of Tunisian men in search of
amusement. The theme of the instrument and the player is similar to
that of any number of other players and songs, both referring to the past
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like the one with the image of Khamaīs Ḥannāfī (Figure 5); or more
contemporary times. In the video of the player and singer Sofiān Zāīdī,
there is also a degree of video-level organisation in the relationship
between stylised traditional images of the players with the instrument
and more modern naturalistic postures: the former characterises the
introduction and the final moments of the video, while the latter
characterises the central section (Figure 6). There are also vestiges of
the instrument, such as the video Malouf Tunisien: Nuba ramal el-Maya
(Figure 7), in which I recognise the craftsmanship of the lute maker
Ridha Jandoubī, that has attracted numerous visualisations by YouTube
viewers, as it illustrates an entire nūbā performance.

Figure 4. Ṭahar Gharsa
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Figure 5. Khamaīs Ḥannāfī

Figure 6. Sofiān Zāīdī
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Figure 7. Malouf Tunisien: Nuba ramal el-Maya

All this provides a ready-made iconography and set of graphic
conventions that extend the meaning of the performance beyond the
music. As Nicholas Cook (2013: 92) has observed for the entire video
culture around ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’, ‘by creating your own video you
make it your own, in much the same way that you make any music your
own by playing it’, for the Tunisian ʻūd video culture, the visual asserts
its dominance on the music, turning the video and the instrument into a
visualisation of the music.
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So far, this Tunisian ʻūd video culture can be defined as a
network of creative practices, a cultural system, collectively co-created
by users, through uploading and viewing. This video culture emerged
only a few years ago – after the 2011 Revolution – when YouTube, the
foremost way to broadcast videos, was finally unbanned. More recently,
Facebook has also become a platform, a network environment of new
opportunities to juxtapose sound and images. The videos, most of them
clearly home-produced, lend a new materiality to the instrument
through which social interaction and group formation can take place.
This video culture is very much constructed around the instrument and
the music it makes, its sound, and image, while most of the videos
discussed above are structured only around the artifact itself.
In this respect, there is a whole genre, represented by homebased forms of video making. Aficionados are either filmed performing
or film themselves as they play. In this context, the skill of the
performer matters little. It is a social interaction of amateur participants,
who focus on communicating a musical experience, capturing intimate
and personal ephemera with the instrument (Figures 8 – 10).

Figure 8. In the bedroom
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Figure 9. In the garden

Figure 10. In front of a mirror
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No overview on the visualisation of the Tunisian ʻūd would be
complete without mentioning the several videos of the Parisian Mālouf
Tunisien ensemble (Figure 11), many of which are on YouTube, though
the aficionados of the genres might wish to explore their Facebook
page. This ensemble gathered more than five years ago and to date is
made up of around thirty musicians, all living in Paris, both
professionals and amateurs, whose aim is to preserve and promote the
Tunisian musical heritage. In their words, they want: ‘to participate at
the renaissance of a forgotten cultural domain which contributes to our
identity’ (Ahmed Ridha Abbes – founder and director, 26th April 2014).
Through varied activities of teaching mālūf music in regular meetings,
performing and recording, what they pursue is along the lines of other
similar, older or even more recent groups working in Tunisia, such as:
Rashidia of Tunis, Soussa, Monastir, (Les Jeunes du Maluf Tunisien),
and Association Carthage de Malouf et Musique Tunisienne of the
master Zied Gharsa.
Figure 11 Mālouf Tunisien
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Within the Mālouf Tunisien group of Paris, the videos of the ʻūd
ʿarbī player Zied Mehdi are an example that goes beyond the simple
practice of video making. Indeed, they seek a balance between intimacy
and a wider audience, the protection of the secrets of music making in
the home from the glare of the public space (Figure 12). Zied was born
in 1991, and he is a Management student in Paris Grand École, a
passionate and prolific ʻūd player. He lives mainly in Paris, where he
regularly attends the Mālouf Tunisien Paris’s association. Particularly
striking in Zied’s videos is the visualisation of the instrument, which
Zied himself describes as ‘sounding Tunisian’, namely the way its
sound evokes and identifies his culture, and the video becomes a
visualisation of it. Nostalgia is an overt theme in Zied’s attitude to
music with the ʻūd.

Figure 12. Zied Mehdi
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Similar versions come from other players too, that seem to
demonstrate the distinctive, personal ways in which a collective
discourse is elaborated by individuals. There are also videos created as
workshops and based on the interpretation of the Tunisian mode system
(ṭūbūʻ) using the musical form istikhbar, a prelude (Figure 13). There
are ʻūd makers such as Ridha Jandoubī, who regularly posts videos of
himself playing his finished instruments (Figure 14). There are versions
of this musical improvisation form played spontaneously during
rehearsal in mālūf clubs of the capital (Figure 15), as well as live
performance recorded by handy cameras (Figure 16). In this respect, a
collective memory of the instrument is felt as the common landmark of
everyday life (Boym, 2001: 53); it constitutes everyday social activities
of individual recollections, and, in Boym’s words, it describes the
phenomenology of human experience and its multiple views and
narratives. In my view, this musical practice within intimate domestic
spaces provokes, sustains and transforms strongly-felt sentiments and
anxieties about one’s homeland. It is a key part of some players’
experiences with the instrument in and outside Tunisia.
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Figure 13. Hassen Ghargouri Workshop Video

Figure 14. The ʻūd maker Ridha Jandoubī
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Figure 15. In a mālūf club, Tunis

Figure 16. The master Ziad Gharsa
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I initially used video recording as part of my data collection
strategy, and later on I contributed to this emerging video culture with a
short movie, filmed in the field, called The Making of the Tunisian ʻūd.1
I actively participate in the creation and circulation of content about the
instrument online. Transforming my filming into a participatory
activity, I soon became visible to the community and to other
professionals in doing their own research. My case is a particularly rich
example pointing to the relationship between cultural production and
artefacts. The community was especially curious about this video, as it
is the first video to uncover so many details on the making of this
peculiar instrument. Users in the Facebook post of the film began
asking questions about the ‘character’ in the video with comments in
online discussions. Both others and myself responded by affirming the
benefits of filming the instrument as a cultural practice. I explain that
the main reason for making and posting this video was to establish an
online presence for the ʻūd ʻarbī in order to develop a network around
the instrument. While the ideas emerging in forums are familiar with
my ethnographic interviews, filming the construction of the instrument
points to the existence of a collective imaginary about making it, one
built from disparate experiences of ʻūd-making in the Arab world,
incorporating the voices of both prominent makers and relatively
unknown ones.
In this respect, I attempt to show that the relation with the ʻūd
ʻarbī is becoming less and less material-based: the rapidly expanding
market in portable digital video cameras has ensured that the instrument
is increasingly becoming visualised in film/video, downloaded,
1

Written and directed by Salvatore Morra, Assistant: Claudia Liccardi, Camera
Operator: Muhammad Azziddin, Post Production coordinator and Editor: David San
Millàn, Subtitles: Ikbal Hamzaoui and Stephen Conway. Morra © 2015 Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbegbO2DWkk
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archived and treated purely as data files, rather than having tangible
physical properties. I suggest that the activities around the Tunisian ʻūd
of this group of lead users, a category that operates in the community as
well as in academia, are important drivers in the revival of the
instrument, and significant in the co-creation of a particular version of
its emergent video culture. Human relations are fostered and the
creativity is enhanced in this community. The video-making, with its
intimate accounts, has beneficial effects on the art of performance and
thus a private space, acoustic and visual, for the instrument is also reconfigured online.
Discourse is, however, not simply about the musical instrument,
but woven into the dynamics of musical practice, which makes it ideal
for exploring how moving images and music become interwoven during
the transmission process. Knowledge about the ʻūdʻarbī is transmitted
through the videos and the identity of the instrument is shaped through
them. I suggest that the videos discussed in this chapter function as
‘statements’ of the instrument: they help construct its individual and
collective identity. In conclusion, the Tunisian ʻūd video culture acts on
a collective sense of common interest and purposes. It provides a forum
as never before for this instrument, in which connections are made
between recognized professionals and those of the amateur world.
These video/media representations allow us to recreate certain images
of the past, (mostly nostalgic) and which may shape our own
contemporary experience of the instrument. Overall, the ʻūd video
culture represents traces of personal appropriation of an iconic artifact,
and filming can be seen as an everyday memory recollection for this
Tunisian musical instrument.
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Contributor’s Review
Andrew Simmons

Musicology Research not only offers research students and
early-career musicologists an ideal opportunity to publish work in a
friendly, low-pressure way, but also opens up communications between
nascent researchers across the UK: an invaluable networking resource
previously unavailable to research students. The themed volumes allow
contributors to discover other researchers, topics, and perspectives in
their specific areas

of interest, providing the potential for

collaboration. During the writing of my paper, I made contact with a
fellow contributor to discuss topic crossovers and approaches, and
have been able to reference his article in my own work.
This opportunity has allowed me to collate and publish my
findings thus far and enabled me to move forward with the next phase
of my project with confidence and a renewed focus. The editors have
been wonderfully encouraging and patient throughout the process
(despite some formatting issues at my end!) and the reviewers delivered
considered and valuable feedback.
As Musicology Research grows and gains greater exposure—as
it surely will—I expect that further opportunities for research students
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